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PART I
INTRODUCTION
f
introduction
The inspiration for this thesis was born seven years ago,
when in May, 1929, I was privileged to witness the final dress
rehearsal and first performance of The Tro.jan Y/omen
,
presented
by Kiss Edith Y/ynne Matthison (Mrs. Kennedy), Mr. Charles Rann
Kennedy, and Miss Margaret Gage as that year’s offering for their
annual Greek festival at the Bennett School, Millbrook, Lew York.
Never had I seen anything more simple in its classical purity,
.aore exquisitely beautiful, more soul-stirring. It haunted the
very depths of my being.
As a guest in the Kennedy home, I was privileged to enjoy
informally much scholarly and artistic discussion of Greek plays,
choral dances, the Greek theater, and other phases of the art.
I returned to my college teaching so imbued with the spiritual
fire kindled by those never-to-be-forgotten days, that it per-
meated the oncoming Senior Class, who chose to present The
Trojan '..'omen for their commencement play the following year.
Those months of research that followed were joyous ones,
was discovering a new country, one more beautiful, and pregnant
with an ore more rich than any I had known. Among their generous
outpourin '.
,
and Mrs. Kennedy and Miss Gage had suggested the
finest books for study, and Mr. Middleton had sent me his musical
score to the play, whiol had not then been published,
following year found the play in rehc ire 1; an un i lly fine cast
and chorus thrilling at sight of this nev; country, ana the
president of the college so eager to shure that, with his
<
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permission, the hall in one of the colle e buildings was to he
transformed into a Greek theater, with an orchestra for the
chorus
.
But a bomb was exploded in our midst, .-.t the instigation
of some class members who were not yet ready to adventure in the
new country, a class decision halted procedure. The Trojan .. :: ...en
gave place to Sheridan’s The Rivals
,
as a play their "parents
would understand and enjoy at commencement . ’’
Despite this setback, my dream was not abandoned. Through
the years the research continued. My memory went back to an
earlier year (1926) when Professor Chester Wallace, of the Drama
Department at Carnegie Institute, had shared with me his ex-
perience in producing Greek plays as we studied his prompt books
together. I recalled, too, how I lad enjoyed, with fell
student at the University of Iowa, -oing over her prompt book of
a Greek play that was later accepted as a master’s Thesis by that
University. Nor had I forgotten my cherished talk with hiss
Margaret Anglin, one of our great exponents of the Greek play,
v/ho promised me a place in her Greek play productions in California
the following summer.
Choosing to continue research in the field of my cherished
dream, it v/as logical that I should wish to develop my graduate
thesis along this line. _>r. ... . . Wilde, then De^n of the School
of Education, was ly in sympathy wit b idea, despite
the fact that it v.'ould deviate greatly from the accepted procedure
of theses. ..y adviser, Professor Everett Getchell, and Mrs. .
Harding, one o.
.y Instructors, gave their he rty ap rov. 1 to t e
.'
Ill
desire, and my ship embarked once more for that land, rich beyond
..ensure .
That this thesis has been a "labor of love" no one can doubt.
Its purpose is two-fold: the enrichment of my own thought, and
the desire to present some of the results of my search in such
form as may be helpful to others wishing to produce a Greek play.
I have endeavored to present background, through the medium of
explanatory essays, that might prepare one--who may not have
given special study to the project--for the production of Greek
plays other than the one here chosen, as well as for The Trc jan
'..omen . It is hoped that this endeavor v/ill present not only
essential facts, and a technical working basis, but that it will
lend likewise, an inspired thought, an exalted feeling that must
accompany the understanding of a structure so noble and so grand!
The dithyrambic dance and the priest’s offering to Dionysus
which follows it, both of which precede the Greek plays as pre-
sented at the l.illbroc stivals, may be omitted if desired, for
the play is a unit in itself.
llusic for the dithyramb, for The Tro.jan bonen, and for many
other Greek plays, has been composed by ..r. Horace kidaleton, and
may be o .ed by applying to Mr. Edwin . . us, 209 best 57th
Street, New York City.
Though I have known of no thesis or prompt book that carried
accompanying essays, the general method used in the prompt book
itself is based on my study of prompt books of Greek and
Shakespearian plays at Carnegie Institute, School of the Dram,
at the University of Iowa, at Hood College; upon talks with
4
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teachers of dance-drama at Pomona College, the University of
Wisconsin, the University of Iowa and others; and upon the methods
used in the Bennett School productions, the latter institution
being the only one to go so fully into the choral development.
It is the choregraphy used at the Bennett School that I have
taken for my model.
A further word about the prompt copy: I have chosen to
place at the left of each page certain historical or mythological
background, and emotional interpretations that may assist the
layman. On the right appear directions for the action, the
"stage business". The stage directions for The Tro ,j an' Women are
of necessity simple, for the movement of the actors is slight,
and the stage has but three exits or entrances. To avoid confusion
because of space limitations, and to permit the director to read
directions at a glance, I have used symbols for stage directions
as follows:
R -- right (actor's ri.eht)
L -- left
C -- center
DL -- down left
UL -- up left
DR -- down right
UR -- up right
DC — down center
UC — up center
To Mr. and . . : .
.
,
for their inspiration, and for an
•irticle, " s as I Have Known Them", writte *s
.
Kennedy and shared with me; for the helpful discussions with
Miss Gage on the choral dance, and for her article, "The Greek
Uhoral Dance", published in the Theater ..rts Monthly ; for per-
mission gri nted by Dr. Jesse B. 's, Dean of the School of

Education, and by the librarian and the registrar to follow the
present form of thesis, according to its need to vary from
customary regulations; for the encouraging advice given to me
by Professor Everett G-etchell, Professor Joseph R. Taylor and
Mrs. Maude Harding, all of the Faculty of Boston University, I
am gratefully indebted.

PART II
EXPLANATORY ESSAYS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

GREEK TRAGEDY

GREEK TRAGEDY
It has been said that the drama of the entire world has
been moulded by the drama of Greece. Yet it is a curious
fact that this art reached maturity only among the Athenians.
Grecian Drama does go back, however, "to that which is the
common origin of all literary art."l It is indeed a form of
art that is strange and conventionally different in comparison
with the drama of England or America. Nor shall we ever under-
stand it if we expect from it what we find in a modern or an
Elizabethan play. We must turn with reverence to the mood of
the ancient Greeks. Yfe must transport ourselves to the huge
open air theater, to the wooden or rock benches, to the spirit
of pagan Greece. Then we should say: "7/hat should I expect?
I shall surely find things good and beautiful and true, if my
eyes and mind are open."
For the origin of Greek Tragedy, we must go back centuries
to the Ballad-Dance. This was a combination of speech, music,
and "imitative gesture" known as dancing, not as we know the
dance today, but as we find the movements on the ancient Greek
vases. The Ballad-Dance of the Greeks was an art which used
bodily motion to convey thought. We should remember that this
was considered supreme art in Ancient Greece. A great poetical
conception seldom appears alone, but finds expression through
the "sister arts" of song, dance, and gesture.
Look for a moment at the early Hebrew conception of the
Ballad-Dance. Miriam "took a timbrel in her hand, and all the
1. Moulton, R. G.: The Ancient Classical Drama
,
p. 3
.0! i 38 UC '
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2women went out after her with timbrels and dances". It was her
song of Deliverance. David danced before the Lord--a sacred
dance. The Ballad-Dance might assume the form of religious or
military ritual or holiday festivity.
Only one of these Ballad-Dances, the Dithyramb, developed
into Drama. The Dithyrambic hymns were sung and danced in the
festival worship of Dionysus, or Bacchus, the wine god, as the
highest form of nature-worship practised by the ancient Greeks.
The worshippers, drunk with wine, made wild orgies of the
dramatic ritual, celebrating the vine. The delirious enthusiasm
of the Dithyramb was its chief distinction. In their abandon,
the dancers sometimes colored their bodies, or made use of masks
or animal skins to represent themselves as Nymphs, Fauns, or
Satyrs to dance before Dionysus. Thus we see in the ritual
"latent germs of the three main elements of dramatic effect:
Passion, Plot, and Character."-^- Later this extemporization
was developed and sung by a trained chorus under the direction
of the famous methymnean minstrel, Arion. The simplest form
was a "circular dance, by a band of choristers round the statue
or the altar of the god in whose honour the hymn was sung." 2
The English poet, Southey, beautifully pictures the sacred
choral dance round the sacrificial altar: "The circling nobles
gay, with gorgeous plumes, and gems which sparkled to the mid-
night fire, moved in the solemn dance; each in his hand, in
measured movements, lifts the feathery shield, and shakes a
rattling ball to measured sounds; with quicker steps, the
inferior chiefs without, equal in number, but in Just array,
1. Noulton: ibid., p. 0
2. Bleckie, J. G.: The Lyrics 1 Dr- mas of Aeschylus
, p. 11
't
3the spreading radii of the mystic wheel revolved; and outermost,
the youths roll round, in motions rapid as their quickened
blood."
1
Then the Dithyramb became a hymn sung by a chorus standing
in a ring round the altar. The Chorus was the most elaborate
of the lyric Ballad-Dances. It retained the elements of speech,
music, and gesture. Its movements were confined to a dancing
place or "orchestra". In this it contrasted with the Dithyramb,
which was a Comus or wandering dance. The Chorus was always
accompanied by the lyre; the Comus by the flute. The Chorus
was divided into Stanzas, the Strophe and Antistrophe, always
in pairs. "The metre and evolution for the two stanzas of a
pair were the same, down to the minutest gesture, but might be
p
changed altogether for the next pair." The Strophe might
r
take the Chorus to the right, the Antistrophe back to the
altar, the next Strophe to the left, and so on. The process
would continue indefinitely. Odd stanzas were performed
around the altar and called a mesode, if in the middle of the
performance; or an epode, if at the end. Thus, "the Chorus
represents the highest achievement of lyric art."^ It was
consecrated to the worship of Apollo, the intellectual god of
the stately Dorians, as the Dithyramb continued to be used by
the more excitable Ionic people, in the worship of the more
passionate god, Dionysus.
Arion attempted successfully to amalgamate these dances
so opposite in feeling and action. "It was a union between
1. Blackie: ibid., p. 13
2. Moulton: ibid., p. 9
3. Moulton: ibid., p. 9
.'
.
*
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4self-discipline and abandon, a marriage of intellect with
emotion. He thus accomplished one of the most remarkable
achievements in the history of art. The lyre accompanied
the new Dithyrambic Chorus when the thought was of a serious
nature. Lighter passages were accompanied by the flute.
The Greek ’’Tragi’ 1 means a goat or satyr, and the letters
”edy" are a corruption of the old Greek word that, to us,
means a song, ode, or melody. Thus, to the Greek, Tragedy
meant a lyric performance by Satyrs, and we have the term
’’Lyric Tragedy”. The original Greek tragedy was lyrical in
form, and not tragic or dramatic in the modern sense, which
is action having a sad outcome. It was dramatic only in
spirit. The later forms shov? how the dramatic struggles
always to break through the lyric form, in successive steps.
The first step is the splitting of the Chorus into two
Semi-Choruses, the better to emphasize a critical point of
an ode. Thus the alternating Chorus, perhaps through question
and answer method, worked up excitement to a climax. The
great significance of this was the introduction of dialogue
into Tragedy, for dialogue is the very essence of drama. In
its finished form the Chorus still retains the privilege of
interrupting to express, in semichoric dialogue, some great
emotion at time of crisis.
Eventually a leader of the Chorus began to hold conver-
sation with the rest of the Chorus, the better to develop
special points of the story. Thus we have a choral ode
separated by dialogues--or the double form of lyric and
1. Moulton: ibid^p. 10
.1
«
.
.
.
dramatic—which Greek drama has always retained. The Chorus
becomes, at times, as a single interlocuter and speaks of
itself in the singular.
5
The next step in the development of dramatic Tragedy was
the introduction, by Thespis, of "epic reciters" who carried
on dialogue with the Leader of the Chorus. This was a most
important step, for it introduced an "Actor", who had been
the Leader of the Chorus, as altogether separate from the
Chorus. Because he was distinct from the Chorus, he could
not act in the orchestra, so a "Stage", or external platform,
originated from which the "Actor” could declaim in speeches.
Traces of this original epic declaimer are to be found in the
Llessenger's Speech still retained by most Greek tragedies and
totally unlike other dramatic speeches in the play. From
this time, the dramatic element took rapid strides and developed
at the expense of the lyric element. This tended rather to
increase than to lessen the general artistic effect.
A new Leader replaced the Actor in the Chorus until such
time as Aeschylus chose him for a second Actor. The dithyrambic
Chorus numbered fifty until Aeschylus reduced it to twelve.
Sophocles added a third actor, subtracted, as customary, from
the Chorus; but added to his Chorus until it numbered fifteen.
Later, Aeschylus adopted the added actor and arranged for even
a fourth. Of course, throughout these plays, there were fre-
quently many persons on the Stage as mimes, who had no part
in the dialogue.
The costumes and masks of the actors cane more and more
to represent the character being presented, and so got farther
..
'
.
.
.
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6from the traditional dress of the worshippers of Dionysus.
Then the Chorus ceased reflecting the festival, and began to
get its characterization from the Story. From this point the
Lyric Tragedies may be called drama. They continued to have
the double form of lyric and dramatic, but the lyric element
became dramatized. The Tragedy had become drama. This is an
interesting evolution of Ancient Tragedy, from the lyric to
dramatic, though with a lyric Chorus as its most prominent
instrument of dramatic effect. It came to be "the main lit-
erary interest of Greece and the national channel for its
best thought. "-1-
As was suggested earlier, to appreciate the Greek drama
one must disassociate himself from our modern stage. He must
remember that the purpose of Greek drama was not entertainment,
as in Shakespeare’s day and in our modern time, but to celebrate
a solemn national and religious festival. Thus the plots were
not invented, but were founded on the traditional religious
Stories as were the Miracle Plays of the Middle Ages (the
origin of our modern secular drama).
To the medieval mind, as Gaston Paris says, "the universe
was a vast stage on which was played an eternal drama, full of
tears and joy, its actors divided between heaven, earth and
hell; a drama whose end is foreseen, whose changes of fortune
are directed by the hand of God, yet whose every scene is
rich and thrilling." 2
In spite of the vast differences of religious belief and
social organization, the original Greek tragedy must have been
1. Moulton: ibid., p. 18
2. Murray, Gilbert: Lurinlde s and His A:e
,
p. 60
..
.
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7similar to this. Like the medieval plays, it was religious,
developed from a definite ritual; but more than that, "the
ritual on which tragedy was based embodied the most fundamental
conceptions of life and fate, of law and sin and punishment." 1
Just as the themes of the medieval plays spread gradually
from the New Testament stories to the lives of the saints, and
thence to any good legendary character, so Greek tragedy
extended its range from the original ritual of Dionysus to
include other Heroes or Daemons who were like Dionysus:
Fentheus, Lycurgus, Hippolytus, and especially Orestes, who
is used by Aeschylus. The themes came to include all the
story of Thebes and the whole body of Greek myths. Finally
they covered any subject that came to the dramatist’s mind.
Greek Tragedy still maintained its ritual, however, and only
those events and heroes were chosen which had about them some
mystery or "heroic grandeur".
It is interesting at this point to remember that "Aeschylus
took tragedy from the market-place" to the theater of Dionysus,
and that the medieval drama (which became our modern drama)
"left the Cathedral for the market-place", and eventually found
its home in the theater that descended from the Greek and Roman
stages
.
The character of the Athenian theater differed vastly from
our modern theater. It was a huge arena, open to the sky,
built on the slope of a hill to accommodate the entire popula-
tion of a city. It not only admitted spectacular effects on
a grand scale, but because of the va3tness of the place the
1. Murray: ibid., p. 61
..
'
,
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8actors were forced to magnify all movement and speech. This
forbade any subtlety, quiet simplicity, and "that dexterous
and various play of verbal interchange which delights us so
much in Shakespeare and' the other masters of English tragedy.
V/e are apt to think of Greek Drama as "Prometheus, chained to
a rock, whom only, after many ages, a strong Saxon Shakespeare
could unbind." 2 With all that, the grandeur, simplicity, and
dignity attainable by the Greek tragic actors is in keeping
with the spirit of the age, and we would not have it altered
in its setting.
"The actors of tragedy wore long flowing robes, masks,
and buskins."*3 Thespis, the first tragic actor, painted his
face with vegetable dye or lead, in the early days of his
career. Later however, he wore linen masks without paint or
coloring. Aeschylus first used the painted mask, and is
accredited with having invented the Tragic ! Task, which has
come down to us today. The masks prevented facial expression
or individualization of character so important in our modern
acting. The buskins, or boots worn by tragedians, had soles
several inches high for the purpose of giving height to the
actor in the spaciousness of the Greek theater. This prevented
any rapid action, and the actor conformed, of necessity, to the
Greek ideal of aesthetic stateliness and dignity. Violent
scenes were never performed on stage, but took place off stage
and were reported by a messenger or an actor.
The "dancing place", or orchestra, in which the chorus
1. Blackie:* ibid., p. 26
2. Blackie: ibid., p. 27
3. Smith, R. L!. : Types of '..orld Tragedy
,
p. 1
.*
'
'
'
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9sang and danced, corresponds to our modern Pit. Whether or not
there was a stage in the Greek theater of the Classical Age,
remains a matter for dispute. Many of our modern scholars
agree with Haigh, that the evidence in favor of a stage outweighs
that which is presented to disprove it. The arrangement of the
actors hack of the chorus, whether in the orchestra or on a
raised stage, was like that of a processional has relief
silhouetted against a plain background. "Their movements were
slow, their gesticulations abrupt and angular, and their
delivery a sort of loud and deep-drawn sing-song, which resounded
throughout the immense theater.”-1- Scenery was never a prominent
feature in the ancient Greek theater. A temple or a palace
arrangement covering the rear wall, gave the setting. If the
statue before the temple was that of Apollo, the audience knew
the scene was laid at Delphi. To change the scene to Athens,
one had but to remove the statue of Apollo and put Athena in
its place.
The use of painted scenery came gradually, and authorities
differ as to its inventor. It has been attributed to both
Sophocles and Aeschylus. Undoubtedly both painted their own
scenery. Aeschylus also acted in some of his own plays and
became, as did Shakespeare and Moli^re, his own stage manager.
He trained his chorus and actors, attended to their costumes,
and the drilling of the declamation. The acoustics of the out-
door theater being almost perfect, no thought of the spoken
words or choral song needed to be lost, despite the size of
1. Blackie: ibid., p. 26
..
f
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the theater.
Professor Moulton in "The Ancient Classical Drama", has
the following to say about the situation in the Greek Theater:
1. The Theater was open, and large enough to contain
the whole population of a city. The Stage and Scene
were ultimately of stone; but there is some doubt how
early this was substituted for the primitive wooden
structure. This permanent Scene represented an
elaborate facade of a palace, in which there were a
Central and Inferior doors; the whole could however
be concealed behind Moveable Scenery. The Stage was
a narrow platform running the whole length of the
Scene: of the two entrances at each end and the one
on the spectators' left indicated an entrance from a
distance, the other an entrance from the immediate
neighborhood. Considerably lower than the Stage was
the huge Orchestra, with the Altar of Dionysus (Thymele)
in the centre, and two Entrances (Parodi), as with the
Stage. A flight of steps connected the Stage and
Orchestra, and was continued out of sight in the 'Steps
of Charon', used for ghosts and apparitions from the
underworld. There was very little machinery. Turn-
scenes (Periacti) were prism-shaped side-scenes fixed
at both ends of the Stage, and turning on a pivot to
produce the (rare) changes of scene. The Roller-Stage
(Eccyclema) was a contrivance by which an interior
scene could be rolled out from the Central Door to
the front of the stage. To these add the Machine
,
which has given rise to the proverbial Deux ex machina
,
a crane-like contrivance for swinging out a deity, who
would thus appear in mid-air.
2. The number of Actors was confined to two, later to
three (called Protagonist
,
Deuteragonist
,
Tritagonist )
,
and in a few plays there is an appearance of a fourth.
But this merely means that there could not be more than
that number of speaking personages on the stage together
at any one time. Each of the Actors would take several
different parts in different scenes; and the number of
mute personages on the stage was unlimited.
3. The Costume maintained a Bacchic brilliance and
dignity of proportions, especially the Buskin (Cothurnus),
a thick shoe for increasing the height of the actor, and
which has become a synonym for Tragedy. The costume
included Masks for the Actors and Chorus: the latter of
course never wore the buskin. These Masks were not
individual, but indicated types, such as king, a priest,
a slave, a young man, an old woman, etc.
<
:
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4. The Delivery was conventional, not realistic.
Choral Odes and Stage Lyrics were sung, Blank Verse
was declaimed; and there was an intermediate ’recitative’
(paracataloge ) about which little is known.
5. The mode of bringing- out tragedies assisted to
maintain the spectacular character of the whole per-
formance. This was by Choregi
,
or Chorus-providers,
wealthy Athenians to whom the lot assigned the duty
of providing the magistrates with the expenses of so
many Choruses. The magistrates then assigned these
to the poets who made application. With the Chorus
went other expenses of a dramatic exhibition. There
was much competition in display between these Choregi. (p.127)
Wliat is Tragedy? ’’Tragedy”, according to Aristotle, ”is
the imitation of an action that is serious and complete, and
that has magnitude; embellished by poetic language; in dramatic,
not in narrative form; with incidents arousing pity and fear;
and accomplishing a catharsis, or purging of these emotions.”
By "serious”, Aristotle means an action of important issue, a
deep subject. Tragedy cannot be based on anything humorous,
light or morally trivial. By "complete”, he means having uni-
fied action, action that includes all the events necessary to
make a play "entire”, with a beginning, middle and end. By
’’magnitude”, he means an action of significance and scope above
the ordinary. The drama "should be written in an elevated
poetic style with rhythm, harmony or song; the incidents chosen
must arouse pity and fear. The test of tragedy lies in its
capacity to arouse both pity and fear; not one or the other. ”1
tie experience tragic pity when we see a person enduring a misfor-
tune greater than he deserves; tragic fear comes as the result
of watching a human person like ourselves suffer a misfortune.
As we fear for him, we fear for ourselves, tie pity others,
when under similar circumstances, we should fear for ourselves.
1. Smith: ibid., p. 3
':
'
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Pity, with the Greeks, is a fickle and dangerous emotion. In
speaking of The Trojan ,.onen
,
Professor Gilbert Murray points
out that "pity is a rebel passion.” He says the play is "the
first great expression of the spirit of pity for mankind
exalted into a moving principle ^
In modern tragedy, pity is often disassociated from fear,
so that it becomes pathos; and tends, as Plato would have said,
"to water the emotions and weaken our sensibilities rather than
to chasten or purify them." 2 Great tragedy not only brings
tears, but "soars to a lofty expanse where tears are useless,
and only dry-eyed fear and awe can dwell." 5 The purpose of
arousing these two emotions of pity and fear, is to cleanse
or purge the same emotions present in human beings, through
what the Greeks called catharsis, or purgation. This lightens
and relieves the spectator of his accumulated emotions, teaches
him a moral lesson, and satisfies vicariously his desire for
certain experience. After reading or witnessing the tragedy
of Hamlet
,
instead of feeling a final sense of horror, we
leave the play, satisfied. The tragedy has catharsis, and we
come away with a sense of calm, and of the rightness of things.
Aristotle says that for real tragedy, three kinds of plot
must be avoided: (1) If a good character is carried from pros-
perity to adversity, as Job of the Bible, there is no real
tragedy, but injustice. We resent the affliction of such per-
sonal indignities. (2) A bad person rising to success results
not in tragedy, for there is a happy ending, and it offends us
1. Smith: ibid., p. 4
2. A3. Smith: ibid., p. 5
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that a sinner should have such a prosperous end. (3) If a good
man is rewarded in the life to cone, there is no tragedy, for
he gets his desserts. Likewise a bad person falling from
prosperity to misfortune, such as Richard III, presents to us
no tragedy, but rather the feeling of justice that his
suffering is commensurate with his wickedness.
According to Aristotle, therefore, if characters cannot
be too good or too bad in relation to prosperity and adversity,
they must have a middle ground of human frailties, or "hamartia"
.
A tragedy, then, depicts one who tries to be good, but fails,
one who is brought low through some flaw such as blind impulse,
wrong judgment, pride, or some other human limitation. The
greater the tragic hero undergoing this suffering, the greater
the tragedy. YYe can find no finer example of such a great
tragic figure than King Lear. A gentleman who sees Lear's mad-
ness says:
"A sight most pitiful in the meanest wretch,
Past speaking of in a King!” 1
Greek Tragedy, perhaps more than any other form of drama,
is a mode of thought as well as an art form. In judging it
one must bear in mind the various points of view presented by
the Oriental, the Hellenic, and the Christian minds. The Greek
clothed the gods in terms of human beings. That is, the Greek
gods were only a sort of glorified and bigger men, with bigger
vices and bigger virtues; but they fought and acted like men
or children.
The ancient thinkers of Greece conceived mankind as living
in a world ruled by an abstract Power, called Destiny or Fate.
1. King Lear: Act IV, Scene 6, Lines 208-9
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This idea of Fate is represented sometimes by the gods, by Zeus,
or sometimes by a divine justice or nemesis to which even the
gods were subject, because they too had men's failings, though
on a larger scale. Destiny, then, is the main idea back of
Ancient Drama. For example, Helen could not help being carried
off by Paris. Her life was decreed from the beginning. Hence
her actions were not under her control, but at the mercy of the
gods. This relieves her of any moral responsibility.
In Prometheus of Aeschylus, Destiny as the Irresistible--
as Power— is the main thought. The persons are significant as
grouped around the idea of Power. tie have Prometheus as Wis-
dom who sees the end from the beginning; as Art that evolves;
as Foresight. He is immortal, even omnipotent in suffering,
yet he cannot save himself: "not yet is born who shall re-
lease thee."
T
,7hen this abstract force of Destiny makes itself felt in
human affairs, we have the "Irony of Fate”, relentless, mocking.
In Oedipus Rex we have an innocent, virtuous character, who
is as a pawn of blind chance through no crime of his ov/n nor
others, but through the "Irony of Fate". The oracle has said
he should slay his father and marry his mother. To avoid this
his parents have put him out to die as an infant, and believe
he is dead. But he is rescued, and when grown he slays his
father, who, disguised as a traveller, has quarreled with
Oedipus. The rest of the prophecy later comes true. Thus,
throughout the entire tragedy, the attempt to avoid the prophecy
of the Oracle leads to the very fulfilling of it, or the "Irony
of Fate". In Ion
,
and in Iphlgenia in Taur le
,
Destiny
,
,
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becomes the hand of Providence. Here wrongs are righted
through a kind Fortune.
Destiny also lies at the root of religion as a great
"moral sanction", and is identified with Retribution. Ret-
ribution in one sense is artistic, and found in Nemesis, or
the reaction of things in excess, be they good or evil. In
"Hippolytus" we feel that a man’s virtue is so great that it
brings down the wrath of the jealous gods.
In another sense, retribution becomes moral and is iden-
tified with Justice. Fate usually represents evil. We suffer
for our sins even though our sins may have been decreed by the
gods. Here is no freedom of the will, no power of choice,
merely blind submission to Destiny. Sometimes Destiny con-
trols even the gods, and so rules the Universe.
In Scandinavian Mythology, the Fates are represented as
three Norns, women who spin and weave and eventually cut the
thread of life. Shakespeare uses them as the three Witches,
the personification of evil--of the evil that is already in
Macbeth’s mind. But Shakespeare gives his characters the
po?/er of choice--freedom of the will. The Christian conception,
too, inflicts upon the human mind the sting of conscience. A
Greek accepts fate and so would not have cried out as did
Richard III:
"My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
And every tongue brings in a several tale,
And every tale condemns me for a villain.
Perjury, perjury, in the highest degree
Murder, stern murder, in the direst degree.
All several sins, all used in each degree,
Throng to the bar, crying all, ’Guilty! Guilty!
’
n 1
1. Smith: ibid., p. 6
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The Oriental conception of Fate is, in reality, a blind
fatalism that makes one feel the uselessness of struggle or
effort. Here can be only darkness and despair in the soul.
"Because the Greeks conceived the Universe as moral, they
lived in apprehension of giving offense to the Divine.
They tried to placate their gods. Their Tragedies are among
the "most high-toned moral compositions that the history of
literature knows."
2
It would take but slight pruning to make
them fit for the Puritanical mind. They might even serve as
sermons in a Christian church. The following passage from the
Agagmemnon is not an isolated instance, but significant of the
heart of the Aeschylean drama:
"For Jove doth teach men wisdom, sternly wins
To virtue by the tutoring of their sins;
Yea! drops of torturing recollection chill
The sleeper T s heart; ’gainst man’s rebellious will
Jove works the wise remorse:
Dread Powers, on awful seats enthroned, comnel
Cur hearts with gracious force.” 3
We find that in spite of the injustices of Fate in Greek
Tragedy, both Aeschylus and Sophocles believed that the ways
of God are right and just; and that although man cannot under-
stand, suffering brings him to his senses, and teaches him
wisdom, so that, in the last analysis, Destiny is law-abiding.
In Oedipus Rex
,
we do not find this sense of justice apparent.
V.'e are filled with catharsis (pity and terror) at the injustice
of Fate. In Sophocles’ later play, Oedipus Coloneus
,
which
portrays Oedipus after his banishment, we find him, after
further sufferings, "resigned to the ways of the gods and going
1. Smith: ibid., p. 6
2. Blackie: ibid., p. 21
3. Blackie: ibid., p. 21
x.
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to a wondrous death in the spirit:
’Let lamentation be brief
For what has happened was ordained.’” 1
From isolated and detached remarks about uniformity of
Action and Time, in Aristotle’s Poetics
,
the theory of the
dramatic Unities was formulated, as a result of the Renais-
sance, by an Italian of the sixteenth century.
In Greek drama, Unity of Action means that a piece of
work shall include all in that subject, and must exclude all
else. Therefore a tragedy must have one subject, one end, and
must keep that one pattern. In Shakespeare, the term Unity of
Action means no more than the subordination of details to the
impression of the whole. Note the harmony of the different
Stories which make up the Unity of many of his dramas. For
example, in The Merchant of Venice
,
there are two main
stories besides subplots--the Story of the Jew, and the Story
of the Caskets. These were borrowed from different sources,
and combined in a single plot.
”To have introduced more than one hero would, to the
Greek mind, have involved more than one chorus. The oneness
is carried to the extent of presenting the matter entirely
from the side on which are the sympathies of the chorus. ”2
Thus the Greek dramas must have but one story presented from
a single point of view.
The Unities of Time and Place, though Aristotle does not
mention the latter, refer to changes of scene. An Elizabethan
1. Smith: ibid., p. 8
2. Moulton: ibid., p. 125
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drama may have fifty changes of scene, for they may be repre-
sented on several different parts of the stage; and between
acts, as between the 4th and 5th Acts of The Winter ’s Tale
,
a child (Perdita) may grow up to young womanhood. In the
Greek tragedy, however, the Unities of Time and Place imply
that all the incidents must happen at a single place at a
single time; that is, within twenty-four hours, or in one
revolution of the sun. For this the Chorus is largely res-
ponsible, for it remains in the orchestra during the interval
between dramatic episodes, thus making the tragedy one con-
tinuous scene. This may be called, therefore, Scenic Unity.
These Unities became hard and fast rules that dominated
drama in France and England for nearly four hundred years.
Dryden says that Aristotle’s Poetics became "the longest
tyranny that ever swayed." 1 Aristotle, however, was merely
trying to describe the practise as he observed it in Grecian
drama. He might have changed his mind, had he witnessed a
Shakespearian play.
The Greek tragedies had what is called the Plot of Passion
and the Plot of Action. The Plot of Passion turns mainly upon
one or more situations, perhaps an opening one carried through
to the end, as in (1) the Agamemnon of Aeschylus; or it may
develop in the play itself as in (2) Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex .
A third or fourth Plot of Passion may develop with two situations
of equal prominence: (3) Development from one situation to
another; (4) the development of an Opening situation to its
reversal. Excellent examples of these two types are to be found
1. Smith: ibid., p. 2
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in the handling of the Electra Story by Aeschylus and Sopho-
cles. With both dramatists the misery of Electra is evident
at the opening of the play. Orestes’ madness at the close of
Aeschylus’ tragedy illustrates the third type, while the final
happiness of Electra, in Sophocles’ play, reveals misery
carried to its reversal.
The Plot of Action has to do more with form and consists
of complication and resolution. Points of interest are carried
through a maze of entanglement to a finally clarified solution.
An excellent illustration of this is the Ion of Euripides,
where the son and mother are revealed as such to each other
when the boy is taking his mother to her death. This recog-
nition clarifies the entanglements. The whole situation is
reversed, and through this act of Providence all happiness is
restored
.
There is, too, a plot called a Plot of Fortune-Turns in
which the story passes from complication to resolution and
back to complication again.' Iohigenia in Tauris
,
of Euripides,
is an example of this type. In the plot the complication brings
Iphigenia, priestess of Artemis, to the verge of offering her
brother in sacrifice. An accident reveals his identity. They
plan his escape by boat. It is successfully begun, when for-
tune, through an ill wind, drives him back to shore and into
the enemies’ hands. A miracle is performed at the end by the
intervention of Providence, or the omnipotent gods.
Referring again to our safe guide, Aristotle, we learn
that though he believes the plot to be the soul of tragedy,
"logical and convincing”, it need not necessarily be exactly
.' V .
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like life. It should, he says, "portray not what has happened,
but what may happen according to the law of probability or
necessity. A probable impossibility is to be preferred to a
thing improbable and yet possible."-
1
- The dramatist should use
his imagination to enable him to make a "likeness which is
true to life and yet more beautiful. The ideal imitation must
2
surpass the reality." In Aeschylus we find the older inspired
tendency. The life that moves in Aeschylus is lyrical, not
realistic or according to life. It is not on the level with
actuality. It is of the imagination. Euripides was of a
younger generation and dealt with actual men and women in a
realistic way. Sophocles stands in the middle ground between
poetry and life. He depicted men as they ought to be, and
became the ideal model of the chief humanists of the 19th cen-
tury. He is most approved of by modern realistic thinkers.
Matthew Arnold said of Kim:
"Be his
My special thanks, whose even-balanced soul
From first youth tested up to extreme old age
Business could not make dull, nor passion wild;
Who saw life steadily
,
and saw it whole ;
The mellow glory of the Attic stage,
Singer of sweet Colonos, and its child." 5
Many of the Greek Tragedies begin with a long speech that
has no particular action, which tells us the immediate situation
of the characters and also what is going to happen to them.
This device is called the Prologue. It was a convenient device,
which took the place of programs with lists of characters.
Since Greek plays often began at a high point, with what would
1. Smith: ibid,, p. 2
2. " " p. 3
3. Young, Sir George: The Drama s of Sophocles
,
p. 1
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be our fourth or fifth Act, the Prologue explained what would
normally transpire in the introductory acts. This would
detract from the excitement of a modern play, but the plot
was no secret to the Grecian audience. A Greek drama was
enjoyed, not for its suspense, but for its worth, its beauty,
much as one enjoys seeing a Shakespearian play over and over
again. The more familiar one is with a great play, the keener
is one T s enjoyment.
The Greek Tragedy usually begins with a low tone that has
about it a tension or foreboding. Steadily and slowly, with
increasing tension, it then moves to the climax--usually the
next to the last scene--when it sinks into a note of solemn
calm. Almost every play has the quiet opening. In Suppliant
Women we find a group of "desolate mothers kneeling at the
altar and holding the Queen prisoner while she speaks." 1 In
The Trojan Women we have a similar scene--helpless women
kneeling at th'e altar-kneeling and waiting.
Then come the long set speeches in dialogue, beautiful
but not stirring. They are lyrical and like slow music. One
reflects upon the poetry and the happenings, in feeling and in
thought. The heroine steps forward and simply but poetically
explains her state of mind. She does not wait, as does our
modern heroine, for friends or incidents to throw light upon
her character, in preparation for her entrance. The poetry
is so beautiful, perhaps, that we realize no average woman
could have uttered it. Nevertheless, it expresses what woman
has universally thought and felt; and so we feel, and understand.
1. Hurray: ibid., p. 208
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The Messenger’s Speech is another fixed element in
Grecian drama. It developed undoubtedly from the ritual and
was retained because of its dramatic effectiveness. It is
usually climactic, and frequently we are prepared for it by
suspense dialogue that keeps us wondering and eager and tense.
Then the messenger appears with news, an important recital.
The value of the Messenger is that he can relate all that has
happened to one or more characters after they left the scene
of action, a recital that would demand a separate act in our
modern drama.
"An epiphany of some Divine Being or a resurrection of
some dead Hero seems to have been an integral part of the old
ritual, and thus has its natural place in tragedy. His special
duty is to bring the action to a quiet close and to ordain the
ritual on which the tragedy is based, thus making the perfor-
mance itself a fulfillment of the gods’ command.
Aeschylus used a divine epiphany, but reserved it for
the final play of a trilogy. He often had many gods, and they
usually came to earth (the stage) on a level with the other
actors or human beings. Sophocles used the divine epiphany
rarely. He tended to grow away from the ritualistic tragedy
toward the "natural". This ritual was used extensively by
Euripides, perhaps more than by the others. Since the gods
and humans mingled on the earth in heroic saga
,
it was not
unnatural for Apollo to appear with Orestes or Agamemnon. In
Hippolvtus the exquisite beauty of the final scene, with
Artemis speaking, gives a poignantly lovely sense of tender
1. Murray: ibid., p. 219
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beauty where mortal emotion breaks against the cliffs of
immortal calmi
Artemis
"Farewell I I may not watch man’s fleeting breath,
Nor stain mine eyes with the affluence of death.
And sure that terror now is very near
(The goddess slowly rises and floats away.)
Hippolytus
"Farewell I Farewell, most blessed’. Lift thee clear
Of soiling men. Thou wilt not grieve in heaven
For our long love .... Father, thou art forgiven;
It was Her will; I am not wroth with thee
I have obeyed her all my days I" 1
So, we have the striving men and women "dissolve into
the beautiful mist of legend’’; 2 we feel the ancient prophecies
fulfilled. (,re like to let this rare beauty linger with us
though the play is over, "like one lying with eyes half shut
and thinking about a dream that has just gone."
The Chorus in its final form is the most beautiful of all
the conventions of G-reek Tragedy. True, it has its faults.
To have fifteen persons, old men, or young women, always before
us, sometimes impeding the action, and never able to do any-
thing, seems absurd from our sense of realism. .But the Greeks
Y/ere aiming at something, and we must look at the Chorus
through the eyes of the Ancient Greeks.
The Chorus has been called the "ideal Spectator". That
is, it is a spectator in the drama and a spectator of the
drama. It utters the soliloquies, or the ideas the poet
wished to confide to the audience. The Chorus embodies in
1. Hurray: ibid,, pp. 223-4
2. & 3. Hurray: ibid,, p. 224
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word and action the thought which the poet or dramatist wishes
to leave with the audience. The Chorus is the audience thinking
aloud. It also expresses the mood of the play. It is the
great "Unity bond", the common point between the lyric and
dramatic elements in the play.
If the poet wishes to refresh the minds of the audience
with a scene outside of the immediate play, it is done through
the medium of the Chorus. At the opening of Agamemnon
,
for
instance, the Chorus sings of Helen's flight, and of Iphigenia's
sacrifice, both of which had happened years before. Knowledge
of both is essential to the understanding of the play, for the
former caused the war that took Agamemnon from home, and the
latter is the motive that will bring his death, after his re-
turn.
We know that the word "Chorus" means "dance". "It was
religious: it was a form of prayer. It consisted in the use
of the whole body, every limb and muscle, to express somehow
that overflow of emotion for which man has no words
When the men were away on the warpath, the women prayed for
them with all their bodies. They danced for the men's safe
return. It is the word of emotion, usually religious or
tragic, that is beyond all words. It expresses the "something
more" that mere words cannot reach. It takes an emotion from
the personal to the realm of the universal. It lightens all
it touches, enhancing the elements of beauty and significance,
or reducing the element of crude pain. So that when the per-
sonal pain of bereavement is "translated into religion or
1. Hurray: ibid., p. 229
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poetry, into ’Rachel weeping for her children’, or into ’Break,
break, break’, it has somehow become a thing of beauty and
even of comfort.”-*- ’’The body, as it were, is gone, and the
essence remains. We have the greatness of love, the vanity
of revenge, the law of eternal retribution .”
2
When the scholars say the Chorus ’’does not further the
action, that its presence is improbable, or its odes irrelevant
,
,,s
we answer that it is not the function of the Chorus to do these
things. Its field is more important. It expresses the soul,
not the body of the Tragedy, and does not belong to the plane
of ordinary experience. Sometimes the Choruses are composed
of human beings, but humans under great emotional stress, as
in the Suppliant Women
,
Iohigenia
,
and The Trojan Women .
Sometimes they are wholly supernatural as in the Eumenides
,
or partly supernatural as in the Bacchae . Sven if they
start as common men or women, sooner or later they become
transformed. I am thinking particularly of the captive Trojan
women, who find triumph of soul, victory, and freedom, even in
defeat and slavery.
The Chorus is a ’’relief ’’--not the ’’comic relief” of the
Elizabethan play--that transforms pain or horror to beauty and
music. If tears come to the eyes because of the hurt, they
will remain because of the beauty. Such is the Salamis Chorus
of The Tro.ian ./omen
,
sung immediately after the death of
Hector’s child. In Hippolytug,
,
after Phaedra has rushed off
1. Murray: ibid., p. 230
2. ” ” p. 231
3. ” ” p. 231
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to kill herself, the Chorus breaks the high tension and pain,
not by uttering irrelevant remarks, but by breaking into song:
’’Could I take me to some cavern for mine hiding,
In the hill-tops, where the sun scarce hath trod,
Or a cloud make the home of mine abiding,
As a bird among the bird-droves of God.
It is just the emotion that was in our own hearts; the cry
for escape to some place, however sad, that is still beauti-
ful. . . And the wish for escape brings an actual escape, on
some wind of beauty, as it were, from the Chorus’s own world. ”1
This is the normal function of the choral odes, though they
may also be used to help the action.
Though the Leader of the Chorus never becomes a real
person, like the characters in the dialogue, he carries on
some dialogue with the actors when necessary. But he never
may take ’’effective or violent action”, nor may he give infor-
mation which we do not have, nor may he express original
opinions. ”He is an echo, a sort of music in the air.” For
instance, when Medea murders her children, the Chorus hears
the cries, but cannot rush in to save them; it can only chant
of its anguish and horror, and of ours, outside. It cannot
perform an action beyond its scope. The women of the Chorus
try to beat down the barred door, but can never succeed. So,
again, making a personal anguish universal, they chant of far-
off children who have been slain in a legend. The death cry
of the children becomes ’’the echo of the cries of many children
from the beginning of the world, children who are now at peace
and whose ancient pain has become part mystery and part music.” 9
1. Murray: ibid., p. 234
2. ” ” p. 240
*.
"We see here the justification of the high formalism and
convention of Greek tragedy. It can touch without flinching
any horror of tragic life, without failing in sincerity and
without marring its normal atmosphere of beauty. It brings
it under the great magic of something that is hard to name;
something that we can think of as the universal or as
eternity.
"This power of transfiguration belongs in varying degrees
to all poetry, but it belongs in special force to Greek Tragedy;
and Greek Tragedy attains it in part by all its high religious
traditions and severities of form, but most fully by means of
its strangest convention, the Chorus.”
2
Aristotle "distinguishes tragedy from other forms of drama
not as the form that represents human misery, but as that which
represents human goodness or nobleness. This purging comes
as we triumph over the evil powers, and "realize that there
remains something in man’s soul which is forever beyond their
grasp and has power in its own right to make life beautiful.
That is the great revelation, or the great illusion, of tragedy."
The Tro.ian './omen is a masterful illustration of this triumph.
It is this idea perhaps that prompts us to call Euripides "clear-
ly the most tragic of poets."
5
The trochaic tetrameter, used occasionally, is a "remnant
of the old energetic triple time to which the sportive Bacchic
0Chorus originally danced.” It seems to be used when sudden
1. Murray: ibid., p. 240
2. & 3. Murray: ibid., p. 241
4. Hurray: ibid., d. 242
5. " " p. 243
6. Blackie: ibid., p. 6
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dramatic energy or elevation is desired. Our own iambic
pentameter or blank verse seems to be nearest like the Greek
iambic dialogue, though it has one less foot. The anapaestic
verse is the metrical system of the march-time rhythm, that
comes occasionally between the passages of blank verse, and
the lyrics of a Choral Ode. This is the usual rhythm for the
entrance of the Chorus. The Lyrics, v/hich are the usual
measure for Choral Odes, are chiefly antiphonal, with Strophe
answered by Antistrophe. These seem to be the musical accom-
paniment to the Drama, and are filled with poetic beauty.
The Choral Odes of Tragedy may be classified as follows:
(1) Odes of Situation
,
as in Oedipu s Rex
,
where the ode links
the affairs that have been with what is to follow; (2) Odes of
Nature, which celebrate, not "the phenomena of nature for their
own sake”, but "particular spots and landscape"; (3) National
Odes
,
which are rare, but striking; (4) Odes of Human Life ,
which take up the sufferings, loves, hates, old age, youth,
joy etc.; (5) Hymns and Ritual Odes
,
the outgrowth of religious
ceremony; (6) Narrative Odes
,
embodying traditional legends.
In these the epic and lyric modes of poetry approach nearest
to one another. It has been said that "the strength of the
Greek drama lies in the singing, and not in the acting."!
From personal experience, I believe this to be true. As the
musical and religious elements play so great a part in Greek
Tragedy, it has been likened to oratorio, and has been called
by some, sacred opera.
1. Blackie: ibid,, p. 25
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Hr. Blackie, eminent Greek scholar, says that "the lyrical
tragedy of the Greeks presents, in a combination elsewhere
unexampled, the best elements of our serious drama, our opera,
our oratorio, our public worship, and festal recreations. They
embody poetry, music, and artistry to satisfy one’s intellectual,
moral, and spiritual life.
"The richest heritage that a great dramatic poet can re-
ceive from the past, is a various store of legendary tradition,
in the shape of ballads or popular epos; the greatest present
blessing that can befall him from Heaven, is to live in an age
when every mighty thought to which he can give utterance finds
a ready response in the hearts of the people, urged by the
memory of great deeds recently achieved, to aspire after
greater deeds yet to come. Both these blessings were enjoyed
by the founder of the serious lyrical drama of the Greeks. In
Homer, Aeschylus recognized his heritage from the past. . . .
Aeschylus used to say that his tragedies were only slices cut
from the great banquet of Homeric dainties. . . . Marathon and
Salamis were the first sublime motions of those strong popular
breezes by which the flight of his eagle muse was sustained.
According to the Parian Marble, the date of the birth of
Aeschylus was 525 B. C. He was an Athenian born of noble
parents. As a boy he brooded over the religious ideas he
later embodied in his plays. In fact one might say that re-
ligion is the keynote of his writings. "The noblest moral
sentiments spring everywhere from the profoundest faith in a
system of retribution carried on by the various personages of
1. Blackie: ibid,, p. 28
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the great celestial aristocracy of which Jove is the all-
powerful and the all-wise head." 1
Certain it is, that Aeschylus wrought changes not only
in the form of the play (by introducing a second and a third
actor), nor in stage machinery alone (costumes, masks, buskins,
etc.), but he holds a distinct place for the lofty conception
of his poetry. His style, sometimes, is abrupt, but always
manly and striking. His diction is said to have "rude in-
stinctive grandeur".
2
Aeschylus is above all things a poet.
It was he, more than anyone else, who "elevated the style of
tragedy above the level of the old dithyrambic plays." 0 His
Choral Odes are considered both the body and soul of his
dramas, while the dialogue is said to have been merely thrown
in to
.
give variety to the spectators. It is true that in the
Agamemnon
,
half of the 1600 lines are written in lyrical
measures. The passion, fear, terror, surprise--all the emotions
are presented in lyric form. Perhaps a Greek Tragedy is more
true to itself when it leaves its lasting impression as being
lyrical, a song.
Aeschylus has been called, and rightly, the father of
tragedy. Sophocles said that "he did right as an artist without
knowing why." 4 He liked to write his dramas in trilogies. This
made the original Dionysus festival longer and more impressive.
His three tragedies formed a complete whole. These were suc-
ceeded by a Satyr-play, with its wild revels, a sharp contrast
1. Blackie: ibid, p. 32
2. " " p. 31
3. Hurray: Ten Greek Flays, p. XIII, Preface
4. " " " " p. XIV,
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to his tragedies. Later he grew away from the Satyr-play,
giving in its stead a combination of tragedy and the fantastic.
Each year on the Great Festival of Dionysus, the ritual
of tragedy was performed in all solemnity in the theater of
the god. It came to be an occasion for competition. It was
the business of the magistrate in charge of the festival to
select three poets to enter the contest. They in turn were
backed by three rich men. Each poet secured his own chorus,
and trained it. After the contest three prizes were awarded
to the three poets. Aeschylus had had his gala days before
Euripides entered the contests, but it is known that Euripides
and Sophocles competed against each other for twenty-five
years, and that all three of our great tragedians won laurels
sufficient to carry their fame to posterity.
Sophocles too, was a "Moliere and Mozart in one.” Like
Aeschylus, he taught his choruses and coached his plays. He
also painted his scenery. He brought new form and spirit to
the Greek plays. As Aeschylus surpassed in beauty of lyric
form, Sophocles became the consummate dramatic artist, the
inventor of plot, the creator of character^ and the organizer
of dramatic action and incidents. Kis characters as compared
with those of Aeschylus are real men and women. He is versatile
in mood and presents great emotional depths. Though his lyrics
are beautiful he is less of a poet and more of a dramatist than
Aeschylus; and more of a poet than our realist Euripides.
Sophocles stands midway between the two extremes. His diction
is flexible, his language noble. His style is said to "resemble
Ionian drapery, faultless alike where it clothes, and where it
..
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reveals; but better suited to dignified movement than to violent
action, and perhaps most beautiful in complete repose
There is no play (extant) of Sophocles which has not its purple
passages, and many of the fragments are flavjless gems."-1-
Euripides was born, according to legend, in exile in
Salamis, supposedly on the very day of the famous Battle of
Salamis, which was one of the great triumphs of the Athenians
during the Persian Wars, 480 B. C. In thinking of our three
great tragedians it is interesting to note that Aeschylus
fought in that battle, Sophocles was one of a group of choir
boys who danced to celebrate the victory, and on that day
Euripides was born. The Parian Marble, a supposedly authentic
ancient chronicle gives us 484 B. C. as the date of Euripides’
birth. We haven’t authentic proof for either.
Aristophanes, who always delighted to satirize Euripides
as a man and as an artist, casts aspersions even on his birth,
telling us his mother was a cabbage-seller. Other sources
report that he was of a good family. At all events he was
trained by two of the greatest teachers of the time, Protagoras,
for moral science, and Anaxagoras, for physical science.
Socrates became his friend and guide, and no doubt influenced
his writings. Euripides was gifted in Grecian sports and games;
and later, of course, like his two fellow dramatists, became a
soldier. He took life very seriously, and is said never to
have laughed and seldom to have smiled. It is supposed that
he was less popular as a man than Sophocles. Perhaps this is
one reason he lost many prizes to Sophocles in the drama
1. Young, Sir George: ibid., Introduction, p. X
'.
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competitions. He avoided society and made no effort to please
his audience.
Euripides was a many-sided man. He was considered an
agnostic and one who championed rebellion; and some of the
finest expressions of Greek mysticism come from his pen. On
the other hand he was a great humanitarian in thought and in
writing. He sympathized with the slave, and depicted women
with human tenderness. He was considered the great realist,
one who wrote of life as he found it, rather than as it should
be, as did Sophocles. Yet this devotion to truth did not
deter him from giving us romance, poetry, beauty, and magic.
I am thinking of Iphigenia in Tauris
,
The Bacchae
,
Andromeda,
.
,
the Ion and others. Swinburne calls Euripides
a "botcher". It is true that his works lack unity of design
when considered as whole plays. It is in single scenes that
he stands out with pov/er and excellence.
Gilbert Murray, in his life of Euripides, says, "Adven-
ture, brilliance, invention, romance and scenic effect; these
together with delightful lyrics, a wonderful command over the
Greek language, and a somewhat daring admixture of sophistic
wisdom which sometimes took away a spectator’s breath, were
probably the qualities which the ordinary public had felt in
Euripides’ work up to the year 438. They perhaps felt also
that these pleasant gifts were apt to be needlessly marred by
a certain unintelligible note of discord. It was a pity; and,
as the man was now forty-six, he ought surely to have learnt
how to smooth it out."l In later years he developed more
1. Murray: Euripides and His Age
,
p. 78
'
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freedom in metre, realistic characters, and variety in plot;
yet he retained the "formal and musical character of the old
Dionysiac ritual, making full use of such conventions as the
Prologue, the Epiphany, the traditional tragic diction, and
above all the Chorus.
Euripides was noted for his sincerity, and his mastery
of the Chorus. He loved the forensic, rhetorical type of
drama, and was, perhaps, our greatest writer of tragedy.
His Tro-ian Aomen
,
is perhaps the most heart-breaking of
all tragic literature. In sheer beauty and a kind of gor-
geous dignity it reminds us of Aeschylus, and stands supreme
among the works of Euripides. The play shows the inner side
of a great conquest. The captured women can find no consola-
tion in their gods, nor in their human dead who had loved
them. They plumb the depths of tragic despair; yet through
this very living death, they rise to triumphant freedom of
spirit, which no slavery nor death can touch. Euripides, who
hated slavery, has learned that a man without fear cannot be
a slave. This idea runs through Greek mysticism, and is found
in Flato. It is found also in Christianity. Euripides, then,
in The Trojan "..omen
,
is rising toward a religion. Certainly,
he reveals some deepening experience; an "increased sense of
some reality that is behind appearances, some loyalty higher
than the claims of friends or country, moral codes and theo-
logical dogma. He has turned from the spirit of denial which
caused him to say in Bellerophontes :
1. Hurray: Euripides and His Age, p. 172
2. " " " " " p. 139
_•
,
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"Doth any feign there is a God in heaven?
There is none, none I” 1
and in "Orestes”:
p
”We are slaves of gods, whatever gods nay be", to the
sense of some force that loves and pities and tries to under-
stand. Death may be the state we long for, the fulfillment
of our desires:
"Who knoweth if the thing that we call death
Be Life, and our Life dying--who knoweth?
Save only that all we beneath the sun
Are sick and suffering, and those foregone
Not sick, nor touched with evil any more." 3
Euripides’ life was tragic— two unhappy marriages. In
old age he went from Athens to spend his last days in exile
at the Court of Archelaus, King of Macedonia. He is supposed
to have had a tragic death, to have been torn by the hounds,
the death of whose mother he had once refused to avenge. Mrs.
Browning writes of him:
"Our Euripides, the human,
With his droppings of warm tears,
And his touches of things common,
Till they rose to touch the spheres." 4
We do not need to accept Euripides’ views on religion,
when he assumes that the gods do not exist. But folio?/ through
his growing sense of pity and love and hear his last prayer
found among his remains: "Omnipotent God, send Light unto men,
that they may know whence their evils come and how they may
avoid them." In the Bacchae
,
his last and probably his most
beautiful play, we find him saying: "As for knowledge, I bear
1. Murray: Euripides and His Age, p. 188
2. " " " " " p. 189
3. " " » " " p. 190
4. Donne, W. B.: Euripides
,
p. 50
5. Rhys, E.: The Plays of Euripides
,
Introduction, p. XV
—„
.
.
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her no grudge; I take joy in the pursuit of her. But the other
things are great and shining. Oh, for Life to flow towards
that which is beautiful, till man through both light and dark-
ness should be at peace and reverent, and, casting from him
Laws that are outside Justice, give glory to the gods!" 1
It is our loss that so few of the Greek plays have sur-
vived. Of the ninety written by Aeschylus, only seven have
come down to us; of Sophocles’ one hundred and twenty, but
seven remain; and but eighteen or nineteen of the ninety- twro
written by Euripides. Of the thirty- three plays surviving,
sixteen deal with the Trojan story, and six with the Story of
Thebes .
The Ancient Greek drama will always mean much to us,
because of "its firm hold on sanity and common sense, . . .
its avoidance of sentimentality and paradox and various seduc-
tive kinds of folly; "~ because of its "devotion to ideal forms
and high conventions,"^ and because of its great depth of
poetic beauty.
1. Hurray: op. cit., p. 194
2. " " " td. 101
3. " mm p . ioi
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The Greek Flay In America
Our modern play-going public is prone to consider drama in
America merely from its temporary aspects as an institution
affording amusement and, in a measure, instruction. ,,e have
behind us, however, a record of attempts to bring beauty into
the lives of that public, to give glimpses to the world of
realities, truths that live forever, changing our lives as they
touch us in their immortality. Such glimpses have been ours in
the presentations of Greek drama during the past fifty years, for
there is a spiritual quality, an exaltation, in the Greek Theater
that does not belong to the ordinary playhouse.
Greek drama has been produced in our American Colleges ever
since Harvard presented Oedipus Rex in 1881. After 1885 Beloit,
University of Wisconsin, and Grinnell in Iowa followed with more
Greek. Then came Margaret Anglin, that unwavering apostle of
beauty, who presented four of the greatest plays of all time at
the University of California: Antigone
,
Electra, Medea
,
and
Iphigenia in Aulis . Miss Anglin tells us that though the lines
of the Greek plays are heroic, their pronounciation measured, it
is not to the point of monotony, for when one set of emotions is
being worn threadbare there is an immediate appeal to another.
The chorus shifts from a chant to speech; silence is stirred by
a trumpet blast; a long speech is broken by violent action. Her
plea is to humanize the classics--to make Greek characters men
and women in the flesh--for emotions are the same everywhere.
The Greeks dealt with eternal psychology. Whatever the variance
in customs, the basic humanity of character is undying. "It seems
.
to me", says Miss Anglin, "that to be supremely artistic,
supremely human, is better than to be rigidly exact. If I were
archeological, I would not be playing Greek tragedy, since there
were no women actresses two thousand years ago. What I try to
do is to thrill my audience with that awe which we all feel when
we approach something big, whether it be a building or an emotion.
Gluck’s Opera Orfeo
,
presented in 1909, the operatic version
of Elektra
,
with a few Nordic changes, and its music, by Richard
Strauss, the Coburns’ Elec tra
,
Sarah Bernhardt’s Phedra
,
Raymond
Duncan’s attempt to present Electra as the native Greeks would
have done, and Isadora Duncan’s Oedipus Rex of 1914, were all
beacon lights guiding us on the way to a discovery ne?j for us.
It was said that Miss Duncan’s Oedipus at the Century Opera House
in New York was a significant production. She approached the play
in a spirit of religious reverence "after the manner of Gordon
Craig". She made the ancient masterpiece a symphony of color,
movements, and light.
Then came the sensational productions of Granville Barker,
and his wife, Lillah McCarthy, in 1914 and 1915--sensational be-
cause of the stir they brought to the American public, and the
artistic awakening to our Colleges. The Great War had come, and,
to quote Edith Y«ynne Matthison, "humanity everywhere was picking
its blind v/ay through the abominations and wreckage it had created
This was the auspicious moment when Granville Barker conceived the
bright idea of a revival of The Trojan Women in this country, and
I was engaged for my old part of Andromache. At the same time,
he produced the Iphigenia in Tauris with Lillah McCarthy in the
1. Moses, Montrose J. : Good Housekeeping
,
June 1915, p. 624
'.
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title role. Reinhardt had already put on Oedipus Rex
,
Everyman
,
and The Miracle in his own colossal viay. Magnificence was in the
air.” 1 The productions presented in the spacious Yale Bowl, the
Harvard Stadium, and the stadium of the College of the City of
New York, will remain never-to-be-forgotten memories to the
thousands of spectators. Some of their innovations were daring,
their costumes extravagant in design and color, Miss McCarthy
not always capable of sustaining (or even reaching in parts) the
great spiritual heights of the dramatist; yet the move was a great
stroke on the part of Mr. Barker to convince laymen that Euripides
is as worth while as Shakespeare or Shaw. As someone has said,
"radical Euripides, whose dramatic use of the human emotions makes
him nearer akin to Shakespeare and the whole school of romantic
drama than to his own stately contemporary".
S. W., in The Nation
,
has given the cast of Mr. Barker’s
1214-15 presentation of The Trojan Women . It is of unusual
interest to us in the light of the developments of succeeding
years. The Cast, a group of names to conjure by, follows:
Hecuba--Lillah McCarthy
Andromache- -Edith Wynne Matthison
Cassandra—Chrystal Herne
Talthybius—Ian Maclaren
Leader of the Choru.s--Alma Kruger
Menelaus- -Philip Merivale
Helen--Gladys Hanson
Fallas Athena- -Mary Forbes
Poseidon--Lionel Brahm.
The same S. W. of The Nation offered the following comment:
"Of the entire cast, the Andromache of Miss Edith 'Wynne Matthison
deservedly stirred the most enthusiasm. Hers is the most pathetic
role of all and contains some of the most beautiful lines of the
1. Matthison, Edith Wynne: Greek Plays as I Have Known Them
, p. 3
''
.
'
,
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play, and to these their full value was given by the rich resonant
tones, perfectly articulated, of Miss Wynne Matthison’s delivery,
and by the genuine human passion which she put into the part."
1
Professor Gilbert Murray, whose translations were used for
Granville Barker’s productions of The Trojan Women and Iphigenia
,
and later for the Matthison-Kennedy productions of Greek plays,
and whose translation of The Trojan Women is used in this thesis,
is considered the perfect translator, and a great poet. "His
lines are full of rare cadences and fresh creative power." The
spirit of immortal Euripides "broods imminent over us as if he
p
were still on earth", says Francis Hackett in The New Republic
,
of Professor Murray’s translation of The Trojan Women.
Granville Vernon, in the New York Tribune, 1915, pays tribute
to Sir Gilbert Murray: "In speaking of the performance at Yale
all else must bow before the name of Gilbert Murray. Happy is
the English speaking world to have obtained at last a poet whose
translations of the Greek tragedians recreate their works in all
their majesty and beauty, their sense of rhythm and of life.
Professor Murray’s translation of Iphigenia is a masterpiece, rich
in color, throbbing with feeling, sublime in its flights of imagery,
ever graceful and flexible in diction. Exquisite were the Chorus,
hauntingly musical; full, as their translator said they should be,
of sea light and the clash of waters. As Edward Fitz-Gerald became
a creator through his translation of Omar Khayyam, so has Gilbert
Murray through his translation of Euripides." But what of the
Kennedys--Charles Rann, and his wife Edith Wynne Matthison? They
had been steeped in the love and understanding of Greek plays from
1. S. W.: The Nation
,
June 5, 1915, p. 633
2. Hackett, Francis: The New Republic
,
June 5, 1915, p. 127
3. Vernon, Granville: New York Tribune
,
1915
..
.
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childhood, she as auditor and actor in Greek plays, he as gifted
Greek scholar descended from a line of illustrious Cambridge
scholars. They reveled in the old Greek historians, poets,
dramatists and philosophers. They presented recitals. Miss
Matthison says of that early period, "...translation in the pro-
founder sense, that of the spirit, not of the letter, possessed
us like a mania. There followed years of acting together in
England and America. Then at last, came the experience of playing
Greek drama professionally at the Court Theater in London, under
the direction of Granville Barker. The Trojan Aomen, Electra
,
Medea
,
and Hippolytus
,
with the illuminating Murray translations
that were just beginning to open the eyes of lovers of Greek plays
the world over. Miss Matthison says of them, "from the actor’s
point of view they are superb, they are alive, they act. London
went mad over them; and to this day not only. have they held their
own, but they are more responsible than anything else for the
passionate interest in Hellenic culture now awakening everywhere
pin the English-speaking world." '
As already stated, there followed later, in America, Mr. Barker'
revival of The Trojan Aomen and Iphigenia in Tauris. . with Miss
Matthison in her old roles. Then came their great chance. Miss
Matthison* s and Mr. Kennedy’s. To quote Miss Matthison again:
"Suddenly we discovered that the post-war scatological Broadway
theater was no place for us, and shaking off the dust of our feet,
we gladly left it forever; and almost instantaneously we found
ourselves on the faculty of the Bennett School of Liberal and
Applied Arts, in Millbrook, New York. At once we recognized it
1. Matthison, Edith Wynne : Gr eek Flays as I Have Known Them
,
p. 1,
>.
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as the Mecca of our lives.”
1
There they have remained ever since
presenting during the last eighteen years an annual Greek Play in
their out-door and in-door Greek Theater to the literary, artistic,
and scholarly v;orld . They have used the students of the Bennett
school to support them in their leading roles; with Horace
Middleton, of whom more is written elsewhere, composing the music;
and Margaret Gage, a rare and gifted young artist, as choreograph.
"Margaret Gage has won for herself three distinct reputations; as
an actress, as an authoritative writer on orchestic forms, and as
£
the foremost living director of the Greek choral dance,""' says
Miss Matthison. No other had been able to handle the Chorus with
genuine effectiveness and moving beauty. Many directors had
almost no understanding of what to do with it. It seemed cumber-
some and in the way, but Miss Gage has returned to the original
Greek dance and Choral movements, based upon profound scholarly
study, and has wrought for us today "a thing of beauty and a joy
forever”. To quote Miss Matthison again: "No words can adequately
describe the beauty of this accomplishment . Counter-rhythms and
counter-times of the most intricate character; faces all used like
masks, revealing the essential, concealing the unessential; style,
matchless form, precision, power; ironies actually conveyed through
pure motion, spiritual subtleties that simply glow through the
outward seeming of mass and line; all these attributes of trans-
cendent art are veritably there, holding you breathless, ravishing
the heart. No one who has ever seen a Margaret Gage Greek Chorus
can ever doubt why this element in Hellenic art stood paramount
in the affections of the ancient world." 5
1. Matthison: ibid, p. 4
2. " " p. 5
3. " " p. 5
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The artistic achievement at the Bennett School has been the
inspiration that prompted this Thesis. It has been my desire to
infuse the tragic characters and the Greek Chorus with some of
the same spirit and action of the original Greeks, and to such
end has been my joyous research. Colleges all over the land
have taken up the cry, as manifested by their annual productions
of Greek Plays: Bates, Cedar Crest, Barnard, Vassar, Pomona,
Mills, Carnegie School of the Drama, the University of Michigan,
Pennsylvania State College, and the University of Iowa, to list
but a few of the number.
What is the hold Greek Drama has upon us all? "What is the
central secret of the amaranthine vitality of Greek Drama?" 1 asks
Miss Matthison. "Its archaeological interest? No. Its beauty,
its perfection of form, its technical satisfactions? Not entirely
Greek Drama still lives, because it deals with eternal things, and
in the eternal way. Its appeal is to the immortal soul of the
spectator, reaching those T heavenlies T within us which time can
never destroy. It is a touchstone of reality, one of the final
courts of appeal for the things of the spirit. It interprets the
problems, not only of yesterday, but of this very moment. In it
we see our own lives; by its truth and sincerity, by its cleansing
beauty, we are judged. It is one of God’s challenges in our midst
a trumpet-call to our civilization, bidding us awake and repent,
for the Kingdom of the heavens is at hand."^
1. & 2. Matthison: ibid.^p. 6
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Greek Music
Among the ancient Greeks the word Music meant much more than
it does to us today. To call a man "unmusical” meant that he v;as
a philistine to all the arts, for the term signified the art or
circle of arts presided over by the Muses, which included arts
such as poetry and everything that belonged to a higher intellec-
tual and artistic education, as well as vocal and instrumental
music. Music and rhythm were an essential part of a young man’s
education, not as we know music today, with counterpoint and
orchestration, but with their thought centered upon melody as the
essential thing.
The ancient Greeks classified their music as Lydian, Phrygian,
Aeolian, Dorian, and Iastian or Ionian. These original modes, or
scales, grew out of the natural music of the people whose names
they bore, and represented the character of the people emotionally
in their tribal, national, and racial characteristics. The names
of the modes were those of three tribes of Greeks and two foreign
nations, which reveal that Greek music originated in the western
part of Asia Minor. It was classified probably by Fythagoras,
though some say he invented the theory himself.
We have comparatively small idea of their melodies in the
remains of ancient Greek music. We know that each mode was
associated with its particular kind of music; each had a special
metre and melody appropriate to itself, and a well-defined
character of composition. It varied in type, quality, popularity,
and in official recognition. The difference between the music of
'.
.
.
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several modes was like the variation of our national music today.
The Phrygian mode has the same relation to the Lydian that a
lively Swiss song bears to a plaintive Irish melody. The Dorian
and Mixolydian modes v;ere most commonly employed in tragedy. The
Dorian is majestic and dignified in style, and was used in solemn
and profound Choral Odes. The Mixolydian was pathetic and was
used when deep emotion had to be expressed. The old Ionic mode
was severe and sober and was used by Aeschylus before the Ionic
nation degenerated. The Phrygian mode was passionate and en-
thusiastic; it was first used by Sophocles. Hypodorian and
Hypophrygian modes were employed in songs of actors upon the
stage, not in Choral Odes,- because the style of their music was
better suited to realistic acting than to choral singing. "Dorian
music made men brave and steadfast, Phrygian made them headstrong,
Lydian made them slack and sentimental, etc., and philosophers
thought that Dorian should alone by used." 1-
The ancient Greek scales had quarter-tones and many intervals
that enabled a melody to have greater subtlety than our melodies
today. We divide the octave into twelve equal intervals, and use
many notes at the same time; the Greeks divided it into many
unequal intervals and seldom used more than one note at once.
Their notation was arranged for twenty-one notes within the octave.
Each of seven original notes were followed by two supplementary
notes. The entire range covered seventy notes within a compass of
three and one-third octaves. Two letters were assigned to each
note, one set for instruments, the other for voices, though the
1. Euck, Percy C.: The Oxford History of Music, p. 2
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tv/o were not used simultaneously, but each was interspersed
throughout the selection.
The essential difference between the scales, or modes, lay
in the variety of the order of intervals rather than in the
difference of pitch. The Grecian musical notation included
various letters of the alphabet, each representing a different
degree of depth or height. To these were added other special
symbols, some of which denoted the length of time a note was to
be held. A modern staff was unknown to the ancient Greeks; the
symbols were written over the words of a song.
Broadly speaking, the characteristic Greek music used very
small intervals excessively, at the same time making free use of
the largest intervals, without using intermediate intervals pro-
portionately. Thus there were sharp contrasts. After twelve to
twenty notes of nearly equal pitch, the. next note might take a
jump and be several tones distant. This was well adapted to their
instruments, the harp, lyre, hautboy, and flute, but it would not
suit our modern orchestra.
Though the ancient Greek music is nearly extinct, some frag-
ments have been found. Some are written on papyrus, three inscribed
in stone, and three complete pieces are in manuscript. Two others
have been found though their genuineness is not authenticated.
The three hymns in manuscript are to the Muse, to the Sun, and to
Nemesis
.
The excavations at Delphi brought to light many inscriptions
on the walls of the Athenian Treasury, two of which are hymns to
Apollo with music. One has the lettering for instruments, the
.' I
.
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other for voices. Both hymns refer to the destruction of the
Gauls at Delphi. Hence they were written after 279 B. C. One
must have been written after 146 B. C. for it invokes a blessing
on the "empire of the Romans’’
,
on the "Guild of Artists at
Athens". Later the emperors and guilds controlled all the music
heard by the public at solemn and festival occasions, and thus
they influenced directly the music of the early Christian Church.
Though definite information regarding Greek Choral music is
very scant, we know that historically one may distinguish three
periods: from 1000 B. C. to 660 B. C.; from 660 B. C. to 338 B. C
and from 338 B. C. to 146 B. C.
"In the first, the mythological period of Homer, of Hesiod,
and beyond, Orpheus and Amphion moved stones to plastic sub-
mission by the power of ’sphere-descended’ music when ’that
heavenly maid was young, while yet in early Greece she sung!’
Odysseus says the bard is ’one who is even like the gods in voice'
"The second period, the Golden Age from the Timocracy to
Chaeronea, when ’the humblest reed could prevail’, vfedded music
to the poetry of the' ’burning Sappho’ and her lover; of Anacreon,
Simonides, Pindar, and of the great dramatists.
"The third period of degeneracy, from Philip and Alexander
to Polybius, developed instrumental proficiency and the physical
theories of music in the treatises of Euclid, Diodorus, and
Ptolemy.
In the latter part of the fifth century the character of
Greek music changed. The severity and simplicity of the period
1. 0'Drain, Joseph & Marshall, John: The Choral Odes of Euripides ’
Hecuba
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of Aeschylus was succeeded by softness, flexibility, and variety.
Timotheus was responsible for the change of style. Later tragic
poets, including Euripides, generally adopted this new music.
In the music of the drama, which came in the second period,
all of the Greek Choral singing was in a unison chant, accompanied
by the flute and lyre. The music was fitted to the words, though
not subordinate to them. Each note corresponded to a separate
syllable of verse, and the time of the music was determined
entirely by the metre of the verse, a long syllable becoming a
half note, perhaps, and a short syllable becoming a quarter note.
The Choral Odes were chanted in unison, syllable after syllable,
by the entire body of choreutae, the lyrical parts always being
sung to the flute.
The Choral Odes and Choral Dances of this production are
arranged to be sung and danced to the music composed by Horace
Middleton especially for the Gilbert Hurray translation of
The Tro jan Women . His musical compositions for Greek plays are
well known wherever Greek plays are performed in America. Out
of careful scholarly preliminary study of the play arises his
inspiration for the Choral Music, which he composes in the Greek
modes adapted to the modern ear by the use of harmonies, which
were naturally unknown to the Greeks. The beauty of his choral
music, its technical and spiritual profundity, and the amazing
way in which it interprets every syllable of the text is a constant
joy to the heart and the understanding. He charges the words with
all the significance of universal feeling in the lyric parts; adds
to tragedy
—
grandeur; to terror--awe, by powerful orchestration.
.
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Edith w'ynne Matthison says of him, "Mr. Middleton is no mere
realist: archaeology is only useful to him in so far as it serves
his aesthetic purpose; but his method of adapting what little is
known of the old Greek modes to the intricate rhythmic and har-
monic inventions of modern classical music is a triumph of
appealing artistry. A famous violinist, himself a Sophoclean
scholar, said of this work: "If this isn't Greek music, it ought
to be!" Mr. Middleton is an Englishman, who had already distin-
guished himself in the London theaters before he came to the
Bennett School, where he is head of the music department; and his
knowledge of the stage, as well as of his own art, had stood him
in good stead."'
1'
1. Matthison, Edith Wynne: Greek Plays as I_ Have Known Them
,
p. 4
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Greek Costumes
Modes of Greek dress for more than two centuries may he
taken from the friezes of the Parthenon, excavated statues,
descriptive literature (Homer etc.), and from pottery and vase-
painting. The Attic vase, particularly, suggested the style for
the garb worn by actors and teachers.
In the sixth and fifth centuries B. C., the regulation dress
for both men and women in ordinary life consisted of the Doric
peplos, over which was worn a mantle. The men wore the mantle
diagonally, and over the left shoulder, leaving the right arm
free; the women usually draped it squarely over both shoulders.
A heavier mantle was worn by the women than by the men, one that
nearly concealed the peplos and touched the ground. It was used
frequently as a veil. The outer edges were often embroidered
while those mantles worn by the men were plain. The peplos of
both men and women might have a band of decoration at the bottom.
The dancing women often wore a short chiton to the knees
with the mantle discarded.
Later the soft linen chiton of the Ionians took the place of
the heavy woolen garment of the Dorians, though still later the
Doric peplos returned and remained the customary dress of the
Greek women, particularly the Athenians.
Coiffures of the women and the long hair of the men seemed
to do away with the custom of wearing hats, though the fact that
women did not appear in public may have had its effect in this.
The traditional tragic actor wore a long chiton with sleeves,
painted blue, decorated with three broad stripes descending from
-» :
•
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the girdle to the feet, and with horizontal stripes around the
sleeves. A mask with an expression of wild anger was worn over
the face. The cothurnus was the usual foot-gear of the tragic
actor. It is a high shoe made to fit either foot, with very-
high cork soles intended to increase the height of the wearer.
The traditional chorus wore ordinary Greek dress, and were
not costumed as the gods and heroes, for the chorus represented
the ordinary public. Ilasks of tragic characters were worn, suited
to the age and sex of the persons they represented. A special
kind of white shoe, invented by Sophocles, was worn by the tragic
chorus. Old men usually carried staffs. Bereaved matrons, as in
Suppliant Women of Euripides, dressed in black with their hair
cut short as a sign of mourning. In their hands they carried
branches twined with wool, the symbol of supplication. The
bacchantes, in Euripides’ play of that name, carried tambourines;
Satyrs wore goats’ horns, tails, and hoofs.
Costume 0utline --5ixth to fourth centuries B. C.
Doric peplos--heavy
,
woolen, simple, no sleeves.
Ionic chiton- -softer material: linen, sleeves, more embroidery,
fuller, hence pinned on arms and open at sides.
Chiton was of conventional designs. It fell in simple,
graceful folds conforming to the lines of the body. It consisted
of a large rectangular piece of material reaching from finger-tip
to finger-tip, and one foot longer than one’s height. This extra
foot 7/as folded over at the top. Then three spaces were pinned
along the top, making places for the head and both arms. The
-.
.
.
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Ionic chiton bloused over the girdle.
Himation
,
or cloak, (also served as head covering at times,
or as veil), worn over chiton by men and women. It was a rec-
tangular piece of cloth, worn under the right arm and over the
left.
Chlamys- - shorter rectangles falling to the knees, worn by
soldiers and workmen.
Materials
wool--firm, heavy
linen--thin, loosely woven (also for veils)
silk
—
(from China) transparent, crepe
cotton-- ( from India) fine, thin, expensive, yellow
Colors
purple, red yellow, white with colored border
working people used gray or brown.
Borders
of embroidery, paint, stencil, or woven
Designs
birds, beasts, flowers, war-like scenes, usually geometric
Girdles
narrow, sometimes two girdles, perhaps with ornaments, jewels,
or leather. They were like ropes or belts. In the Archaic
period, sixth century, they were worn at the waist line.
Fifth century, age of Pericles--worn below waist.
Fourth century, classical--worn above waist.
.,
#
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Footwear
Important, varied, elaborate. Sandals with many straps, or
boots, perhaps laced (front or side) with big tongues of
felt or leather, embossed in gold or silver, colored or black.
No Stockings
,
but wound felt or fur as spiral puttees--
both men and women.
Hair
Until sixth century, Archaic period--hair long with stiff
curls. Fourth century, Classical period--parted and drawn
to knot at back, ornaments to hold it in place.
Jewelry
bracelets, necklaces, ear-rings, brooches, hair ornaments.
Parasols, Fans of peacock feathers-- ( after Egypt)
Aim--strive for grace, freedom, artistic propriety, simplicity.
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The Greek Choral Dance
The Greeks attached v/ide significance to the word "dance".
Every movement executed to music was considered a dance: the
combats of the Fyrrhics, and the stately processions of the
temple choruses. The Greek made his oracles speak in numbers;
the orator timed his utterances to the flute; fortifications were
built or torn down to the rhythm of the double flute. The
essence of rhythm and music permeated to the very center of
Attic existence. It grew into the very fibre of their bodies
and influenced their spiritual natures. The union of music,
dance and song, as practised in the fifth century B. C., con-
tained something too precious to be lost: the dance-drama as
depicted by the chorus of Greek tragedy. Of this Isadora Duncan
says, "The dance of the past reached its highest point when it
formed the chorus of Greek tragedy. At the sublime moment of
the tragedy, when sorrow and suffering were most acute, the
chorus would appear, and the soul of the audience, harrowed to
the point of agony, was restored to harmony by the elemental
rhythms of song and movement. The chorus gave to the audience
the fortitude to support those moments that otherwise would have
been too terrible for human endurance . "^
Horace has given to posterity directions for the procedure
of the chorus: "The Chorus, like the other personages, should
take a vigorous part in the action, and must never, in the songs
between the scenes, introduce anything irrelevant and unsuitable
to the purpose of the drama. They should support the better side
1. Duncan, Isadora: The Theater Arts Monthly
,
October 1927, p. 755
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with friendly advice, should control indignation, and be ready
to console grief. They should praise simple living and the
beneficial rule of right, should extol law and peace and rest
with open gates. The chorus should be a trusty keeper of secrets,
and their prayer should be that fortune may turn from the arrogant
to the oppressed . "-1-
The Greek tragic chorus, of Y/hich Horace speaks, composed
in classic times of fifteen persons dancing and singing the
lyrics of the great dramatists, appears to some modern producers
to be a mistake, an incumbrance to the action. I "any vagaries
have been experienced in an attempt to handle the chorus, this
difficult child. Some directors have treated it as an almost
static thing, which stands, talks, and sings, or moves solemnly
and slowly from one pose to another like figures on a Greek vase
but apart from a Greek play. The lyrics have been cut, and
chanted monotonously with meaningless flutterings of arms and
aimless walking to and fro. Some here added the chorus to the
cast, whereupon its fifteen members sit huddled on the stage like
"uninvited guests", embarrassing both the director and the cast;
boring the audience; and presenting a problem, when they, as a
unit, should bring joy and beauty. Occasionally the Leader rises
and sings a choral ode to the accompaniment of a mute lyre and
inappropriate music; the number fifteen has been increased to
one hundred or more to impress the audience by size; upon occasion
the fifteen have been decreased to a mere five or six in the effort
of pretending they are not there.
All of these methods of disposing of the "despised" chorus
1. Horace: Ars Poetica
,
lines 193 to 201
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should startle us into action for, to the Greeks, the chorus was
the central interest of the play. From its beginning informally,
as a holiday band of singers in goat-skins, dancing in villages,
improvising songs to Dionysus, to the perfect art form of the
fifth century B. C. "it embodied an ancient tradition of worship
and ritual." 1 Rob it of this and you rob it of its essential
•meaning. To the Greeks, Dionysus was not only the god of inspira-
tion but particularly of drama.
The majestic unity of fully developed Greek drama comes by
interweaving the two different expressions of ideas back of the
play: the dramatic and the lyric. Each has its share of respon-
sibility; each gives contrast and relief to the other, preserving
at the same time the continuity of ideas. The two styles are
distinct, yet sometimes merge, "as when the actor in moments of
high tension breaks into lyric song, or the chorus glides suddenly
into the dramatic action. The result of this beautiful inter-
twining, this marriage of two forms of poetry, is a perfect unity
that transcends both and rises into pure Greek music. To the
Greeks "all that created high emotion and vision was music.
"
s
In studying the chorus we find that the lyric strand of each
play "has a life of its own and an unexpected independent develop-
ment."^' The chorus pla37-s a double role. Usually it forms a
lyrical counterpart of the dramatic action, giving utterance to
the emotional reactions and thoughts of the spectators. Sometimes
the chorus becomes part of the dramatic action and enters as
dramatis personae. This is particularly true of the chorus in
1. & 2. & 3. Gage, Margaret: The Theater Arts Monthly, August 1929, p. 57
4. Gage: ibid., p. 573
*•
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The Tro ,j an Women . "At the beginning of the play they are fifteen
individual women, soon to sail away from Troy into slavery. Their
first song has the distinct, terse quality of dramatic dialogue.
But as the action becomes more poignant with the personal agonies
of the characters, the choruses became more impersonal, and this
in direct inversion to the intensity of the episodes. They
interject less and less individual anguish into their songs and
take refuge in the realm of pure lyric poetry, where ancient woes
are clothed in healing beauty. Then as the tide turns and the
action moves toward the typical r G-reek ending’ of serene and
purged emotion, the members of the chorus slip back into their
dramatic roles and finally leave the scene at the ominous sound
of a Greek trumpet. Once again they are fifteen broken-hearted
women saying farewell to home forever."
1
The poetic treatment of the chorus takes the sting from the
grim terror of the tragedy, llarvelous was the insight of ancient
poets who "interspersed their plays with healing episodes, and
provided, with the universal solvent of beauty, a panacea for the
soul, bruised under the weight of too much grief.
Unfortunately no definite fixed principles of choral dance
movements have been handed down from antiquity. There is prac-
tically nothing in Greek literature about the technique of the
dancers or the forms of their dances. We know of the great im-
pression the chorus made upon the audience, but we do not know
how it created that impression.
•ie knov/ the physical equipment: a circular place called
the orchestra, an altar in center, and fifteen persons of the
1. Gage: ibid., p. 574
2. Selden, Elizabeth: The Dance Magazine
,
December 1929, p. 19
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chorus, we know, too, that when dancers sing, the movements of
the dance may not be too strenuous. Both words and music must be
expressed with movements that reveal all the subtle change of the
Greek thought. Pantomime is not an adequate expression, for
;
though it is necessary in indicating, or in telling the story of
the narrative passage?, it serves the dramatic rather than the
lyric element of the play. "The great emotions of the play must
surge up through the fifteen faces like an ever-changing sea, but
they must be impersonal, epic emotions rather than individual
reactions. There must be a tinge of ritual quality in their ex-
pressions of pity and terror.
Neither the ballet nor interpretive or aesthetic dancing
prove equal to the task. "Much more helpful for our purpose is
the modern trend in dancing with its carefully worked-out patterns
aiming to suggest ideas heretofore considered beyond the realm of
dancing. The most modern of our dancers with their harsh insistence
upon vigorous angular gestures seem to be rather closely related
to the archaic black figures of the period preceding the best
fifth century vase paintings!
"Taking all the arts of that vivid century to guide us, we
find that fundamental structural design alone is adequate for the
creation of a Greek choral dance; design in the strict geometrical
sense, conventional design to harmonize with the architecture of
the play."2 Not only flat two-dimensional designs, nor three-
dimensional groupings, nor clever steps and dance patterns are to
be the basis for our choral dance. The thoughts to be expressed
are all-important; hence a spiritual understanding of the word
1. Gage: ibid., p. 575
2 . " » p. 576
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content of the lyrics, and of the general structure of the play
are a paramount necessity, for the real inspiration of the chorus
arises from the words and music. "Phrase by phrase, sentence by
sentence, strophe by strophe, the movement of the chorus is
worked out."-1- Their medium of expression must be "neither artful
nor artificial" of design, but must have vitality; must be
dynamically felt rather than figured out by those witnessing it.
It must be four-dimensional. It must express a mystic feeling
and endeavor to make clear "that something" which is beyond mere
human power to express. As Miss Gage says, "We must try to make
our design the clear-cut expression of something beyond the words
of the lyrics."
2
Select from the static possibilities found on old Greek vases,
the lithe dancing figures of Tanagra, vase-paintings, the stately
figures of Phidias and other sculptors, and from geometric patterns,
those most suitable to the poet’s meaning. This is the skeleton
of the living design. (Unhappily paintings and reliefs which
represent the lyric chorus, or the dramatic chorus, are rarely
in perfect condition.)
"The essential materials of this true design are the pro-
gressive group-rhythms of the dancers in all their rich variety,
their subdivisions, counter-tempi, sequences, crescendos, diminu-
endos, accents, and so on. For the rhythmic movements in time,
rather than the static poses in which the movements end, are the
most important elements of the finished Choral dance. Each
1. Selden: ibid., p. IQ
2. Gage: ibid.
,
p.‘ 577
3. " " p. 578
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chorus must be actively alive as if it were making the appeal of
a personality. It cannot depend upon clever external dance
patterns, or a series of attitudes and static poses strung
together. It must vitalize the progressive movements that pre-
cede and follow the static moments, for if the chorus clings too
closely to the Greek Vase it never comes close to the play.
"The significant groupings must come like rests at the end of a
musical phrase, the silence that gives point to the melody that
has gone before and the one that will follow after. In other
words there must be dance paragraphs with an easy and gradual
beginning and ending of each movement. Someone has said (I know
not who), "return to the same position at the close as when put
of a living frieze, like the Parthenon’s, the chorus moves to
its interpretation and then sinks back into the frieze again as
though composed of sculptured figures alive for a time".
The technique used by the dancers themselves must be cast
in the Greek mould, ranging from conventional gestures and patterns
of the archaic period to the natural beauty and grace of the fourth
century B. C. A rhythmic body and rhythmic response are necessary
so that each member of the chorus will prove a plastic and res-
ponsive unit in the changing rhythms that unfold the design.
The Greeks allowed one year to train the chorus. This is
essential in order to weld together the individuals, and mellow
their movements to rhythmic flow and a group spirit born of an
attitude so completely impersonal as to be universal rather than
individual.' Each chorus should become a memorable and significant
episode which may have dramatic, epic, or lyric quality, according
1. Gage: ibid., p. 578
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to the dramatist’s poems. ’’These different inflections call for
a special gift of adaptation, and a fine sense for subtle
shadings” 1 on the part of the choreograph.
The chorus may take the audience to unsuspected realms of
imagination. Refreshing and varied touches are achieved by
placing into the main action of the chorus vignettes that con-
trast with the solemn character, which is the predominant note
of the Greek tragic chorus. This solemn character has naturally
a more stately flow of rhythm and restrained movement. To
achieve flowing movement should be an aim of the choreograph
—
endless, ceasless, rhythmic flow of beauty.
The Choruses in The Trojan Women have no definite climax,
though they are widely diverse in their themes and interest.
’’After the initial chorus introducing the individual women to the
play is one which reenacts the sacking of Troy. This narrative
is followed by a lyric episode, harkening back to lays of ancient
times. A classic serenity lies over this chorus, a beautiful
softness of linear treatment. Next, an abrupt flight of memory
into the nation’s legendary past brings the archaic lines of an
ancient rite, quasi-oriental, then a passionate song of revenge
for Helen, the instigator of so much strife and evil, rises to
heaven like a spell and turns the eye to the inevitable end: the
mourners gather at the child Astyanax' bier. Flames leap; the
towers of Troy crumble; the Chorus dissolves into a mad flight of
terror-stricken women, punctuated by frantic appeals to deaf gods.
The end is silence, doom; only the heavy tread of fettered women’s
1. Selden: ibid., p. 49

feet walking into slavery. "1
For perfect intertwining of the dramatic and the lyric
strands; for masterful and scholarly construction, with its
varied subtleties and ramifications; for the art of the dance
in its most beautiful and inspiring form--the Greek Chorus--
one may do well to turn to the productions of America’s choral
master, Miss Margaret Gage.
1. Selden: ibid., p. 49
—
DESCRIPTION OF CHORAL MOVEMENTS
USED BY THE ANCIENT GREEKS AND REPRODUCED IN
THE CHORUS OF THE TROJAN WOMEN

Description of Choral I ovements
Used by the Ancient Greeks and Reproduced in
The Chorus of The Tro ,jan women
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The choregraphy is the figuration; the character-dances.
There are dances of (1) attitude and (2) motion .
The dances may be solemn and tragic, with a stately flow of
rhythm and restrained movement, or a swift succession of walking
and running movements.
The movements are repeated, alternated, opposed, in chains,
simultaneous, superposed, etc. They may be plastic attitudes,
beautiful groupings, flowing movements.
Plato calls the gymnastics of the dance the mimetic elements
of Art, intended to make the body supple.
The chorus may be in a line
,
circle
,
square
.
f ile . or rank
,
holding one another’s hands. In a Farandole or circle the dancer
loses all personality and is simply one of a chain.
Ring—women dance in circle with hands joined usually--might
be broken or unbroken. Leader may straighten line, roll it up,
or unfold it, always preserving its independence. The head of
line, with free hand, could have active role, the others hold
hands as links in a chain.
In file—need not hold hands. Each dancer preserves her own
independence though rigorously conforming to the movements and
gestures of her companions. Results in unity of Ensemble.
In Rank X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
The Tratta- -Each reaches past her neighbor to hold the hand
of the next woman, thus making a chain of crossed arms: (1) balance
..
*
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the whole chain, producing alternate steps forward (five) and
backward (three) executed obliquely; (2) heavy walk on soles of
feet when there are many figures in line, holding hands. Get
knee-bend
.
Gesture of the Veil is so beautiful that it has never fallen
into disuse. It has decorative value. It has come to emphasize
nudity rather than conceal it, although its original expression
was one of modesty. The gesture is made by (1) unfurling veil
above head, making frame for face; (2) veil floats; (3) turn head
to side while covering head and shoulders with veil. Go forward
and return.
The Mantle or Veil is a large rectangle of wool cloth. The
dancer grasps the mantle by the border, with arms lifted high;
the veil floats in great folds. Greek dancers folded and unfolded
the material lightly and gracefully. Often they unfurled the
veil above the head, making a frame for the face. Gestures of
the Veil are all determined by the mechanism of the step. The
veil allowed the arras to move freely or was wound tightly as a
sheath. It could be flung about the shoulders as a simple cape,
or envelope the body. There are scores of forms.
Gesture of the Timic_- -lightly lift the drapery with the hand,
leaving the foot at liberty. Done with elegance. Lift laterally,
forward, backward, or hold close to the body. Joined sometimes
to the turning torso.
Gesture of Pouring Oil over the Body--one arm is raised and
curved above the shoulder. The raised hand pours oil into the
other hand, which is close to the body to prevent escape of the
liquid
.
-.
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Gesture of Worship --hold arms out and up with palms up,
elbows bent.
Gesture of the Lifted Arm-- is ritualistic and religious in
principle.
Adoration - -head bent forward or backward into curve of bent
arm, with hand touching head in front. Other arm out in front,
f
slightly bent, shoulder level or above.
Mourning Gesture- -symbolic of tearing the hair. Hands
parallel on head, or similar to adoration gesture, or twisted
in hair. For warriors, mourners, dancers in files, or divided
into sides, slow stately march. First dancer makes gesture of
veil with free hand. Dancers grasp each other’s wrists. Dancers
group around the dead, tear hair, beat breasts, rend clothing,
scratch faces; all speak to dead by holding out arms to him as
though he caused their sorrow. Rest hands on head, or one hand
on head, the other toward the dead.
Mimetic funeral - -mourners place hands over faces or on heads
in symbolic gesture according to dictum of Solon, who forbade
hired mourners to scratch faces and tear hair as extravagant
demonstration of grief.
Hand on Hip --There are a variety of poses. It is a noble
gesture; elegance in gathering and holding drapery. The hand on
the hip lifts the tunic, holds the dress, and by the tension of
material reveals the feminine form through its veils.
The Greek dance is founded on natural, instinctive movements:
the walk, the run, the leap. By placing thought back of an
instinctive movement, it becomes a gesture, an expression. The
walking and running steps are set to music, with the head, torso,
' !
I 1
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and arms in repose. Natural opposition of members . (In the
Farthenon frieze the Greeks did not dance with the feet and legs
alone, but with the whole body--the torso, head, arms, and hands.)
Movements must begin and end with positions . The Greek
dancer speaks with the whole body; is at once a dancer and actor.
Uses curves and abrupt angles
Stately dance
s
-
-
curves . When the arm is passive, the hand
is relaxed, with the middle finger opposed to the thumb.
The predominant poses in the Greek dance are forward and
backward bending of torso. This is characteristic of the
Bacchante dances in an exaggerated form. Rot exaggerated in
noble dances.
In the Dionysion dances the head follows the position of the
bending body, presenting a grotesque effect from the parallel
action. In other dances the head moves in opposition to the torso.
The Law of Opposition in the dance, lifts a natural, instinc-
tive act to the domain of aesthetics. Educate the members, but
retain the natural spontaneity. Opposition results in stability
as well as grace . There must be instinctive reaction between the
torso and head
,
head and arms
,
arms and legs
,
etc
.
There was deep religious sentiment by the fifth century. The
technique attained perfection; the movements were daring, free,
and noble. The Greeks disliked absolute symmetry ; sacrificed
equilibrium to decorative design; faces and legs always in profile .
Used symbolic gestures to convey the meaning, such as: Bind fillet --
both hands at head; Arm bent above head
-
-combative
,
later abandon
and repose; Gesture of the ..ounded Amazon- -the same, and is the
conventional gesture of suffering, as well as the gesture of energy .
..
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The Walk and Run and Feet --walk on ball of foot.
Greek Walk— the two feet are placed on ground alternately, or
the foot is posed on the ground at the heel and quits at the toe
with see-saw movement.
The Run differs in that there is movement in the air--a series of
leaps from one foot to the other. No_ leap without bending .
Running Bend- -one knee bent, the other straight.
Gesture of Tunic while walking or running, or with the five dance
positions of feet and arms.
Conventional hand gestures with walk.
Files with toe held downward ; the sole of foot is never seen by
spectators save in grotesque Bacchic dances. Always long line
with upstage foot and arm. Always opposition of arms and legs.
Feet generally bare . Movements are on sole, half -toe, and toe.
Turn by stamping - -heels close together, toes turned out (1st position)
done on soles.
Turn by half-toe --from 2nd position. Sliding and stamping in 4th
position crossed--cross half-toe, or cross toe.
Balance steps .
Other movements—bent knee; kneel; crouch; rise; alternate body
bend forward and backward on -§• toe; body bend forward throughout
dance with heads either following or opposing body movements; body
alternating sides on bent knee; arabesque; attitude; separating;
circle of legs; whirl; slide; leap; stamp.
Arms and Hands
1. Dances are rarely symmetrical. Use contrasting movements.
2. Seldom hold another’s hands; man and woman are always
separated
.
'.
.
.
3.
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Two persons may move together in cadenced walk , with arms
about neck and waist.
4. Three dancers in file, or side by side, preceded by a leader
may hold hands above the wrist and walk rhythmically.
5. When walking in file, hold wrist.
6. Arms may be entwined.
7. Three women may move forward in a chain, playing with the
mantle with one hand, other arm dancing; head turned toward
central figure.
8. Often 1st and 3rd women, who have one hand free, may make
gesture of veil
,
or tunic to give free hand something to do.
9. The head, arms, hands, and fingers of Greek dancer are always
active; even in repose they talk, yet maintain independence
of action.
10. "Chironomy" --movements of the hand. The hand expressions play
the principal role. The arms are not always curved; sometimes
stiff and full of abrupt angles, (conventional and geometrical
gestures
.
)
11. The index finger and 3rd finger and thumb are important. The
latter two seek each other.
12. Movements begin at shoulder, flow down arm to hand, and off
at fingers.
13. Greeks gave mimetic value to arm and hand movements; made them
varied and less artificial. Their hands spoke; they sang in
lovely curves, though if occasion called for it, they could
be brusque, angular, and sharp, as could the arms. (Examples
in The Tro jan Women ). But no matter how they spoke, they were
expressive of a thought.
..
.
.
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14. Pantomime- -free action.
Bacchic Dances
1. Symmetry rarely found in Bacchic dances; hand held back, wrist
turned so that palm is seen, thumb held high; foot lifted to
make sole prominent; exaggerate the comic and grotesque.
2. Attributes of Dionysus: castanets and a crown of leaves.
3. Menades 1 costume: crowned with leaves; fawn or leopard skins
carelessly draped about shoulders and carried over arms;
serpents in hands like living wreaths; brandish the thyr su
s
or torch (symbolic of orgies dear to Dionysus). Thyrsus : a
staff or rod, terminating in a ball of pine, or a bunch of
leaves. Often streamers were tied to the shaft.
The early artists confined their designs to shells and
flowers, or forms and decorations of a geometrical character.
Later the human figure was introduced in dances by warriors,
funeral dances and dances by citizens. The Seventh Century B. C.
ushered in an orientalized style; the human figures were more
flexible and the stiffness of the geometrical designs began to
disappear. The vases of the Sixth Century B. C. represent the
funeral dance, the Pyrrhics, and the merry dances of Komas. Llore
important to us is the development of dances in honor of the gods,
and those in which the gods took part. At this period we find
also the dance-games: leaping, running, throwing the discus, etc.
All of these game's or exercises were done to musical accompaniment.
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It was not until the fourth century that painters attained
"that perfection of detail which is scientifically correct and
at the same time a source of illumination”.^ The movements
became more varied and complicated; the dances more fantastic.
This was the high-tide of the Greek dance. In the third century
the designs became stiff, clumsy, and overornamented; Bacchanalian
scenes were given more prominence; the dances became more free
but less rhythmic. This is the beginning of the sensuous in art,
though it is still far from the decadent Graeco-Roman period.
The funeral vases of the fifth and fourth centuries are the
most beautiful of all, revealing perfect figures in profile. The
golden age of Greek sculpture--the fifth century--is the richest
of all in really scientific representation of the dance, the
figures attaining a splendid freedom of movement. This is the
period of The Tro j an Women, (415 B. C. ) .
Though the succeeding centuries saw the creation of the
marvelous dancing figures of Tanagra, these lithe dancers have
little in common with the stately figures of Phidias. By the
second century the dancers became fewer and the rhythms more
complex. Great prominence v/as given to the worship of Dionysus
and Aphrodite. The first century saw a return to the archaic
forms, which wrere artificial and deliberate. Here Greek art
may be said to end.
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Lights
In the Greek Theater the stage and actors always face South
If the play is given out-of-doors, three or four o’clock is a
good time for playing. No artificial lights. If given in-doors
strive for daylight effect in foots and borders or spots and
floods. At close of play as Troy burns, a red flare and glare
are revealed up center, which may burn to the end, or may change
to a thick black smoke before the end of the play.
Pronerties
Altar in orchestra
>o benches or rocks for staye
One trident— I oseidon
One staff—Athena
One torch—Cassandra
Shields etc. for soldiers
Bowl of incense--Friest
lipes for acolytes
Garlands for Dithyramb
Costumes and
Make -up
The God Poseidon
Short green chiton (wool)
Darker green himation (wool)
Trident V
Long white hair and beard
Bare feet or low sandals
The Goddess Pallas Athena
Long Doric chiton of lavendar (wool)
Draped himation of purple (wool)
Large crested helmet
Laced sandals
Staff
Hecuba
,
Lueen of Troy (picture pp. 48, 58 of play)
Long peplos or chiton of Copenhagen blue (soft wool)
Very full rectangular himation of purple, that can cover
head and body
White hair
Gray flat sandals
Cassandra
,
her daughter
Long Doric chiton of white (soft wool, cotton, or silk)
Long hair flowing, and wreathed like a priestess
Feet bare or flat sandals
Torch in hand
4 ..
Andromache
,
wife of Hector (picture p. 48 of play)
Long Doric chiton of Alice blue, with design or border
(soft wool)
Himation of Alice blue
Soft gray sandals
Helen
,
wife of Henelaus (picture p. 58 of play)
Long Doric chiton of pink or designed silk
Himation of rose silk, elaborately designed on border
Hair with knot in back, elaborate head band
Gray sandals
Talthybius
,
Herald of the Greeks
Short chiton of green (wool)
Chlamys of gray
High laced boots
Armlets, helmet, spear
Wig, beard, moustache of gray
Kenelaus
,
King of Sparta
,
general of the Greeks (picture p.
Short chiton of bordered blue (wool)
Chlamys of red, bordered
High boots, laced at sides
Dark wig, moustache and beard
Astyanax
, child of Andromache
Short yellow tunic, bordered
Band around head
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Soldiers attendant on Talthyblus
Short tunics of red (wool)
Chlamys of gray
Helmets, cuirasses, greaves, spears
Shields
Sandals
Soldiers attendant on I-.enelaus
Short armored tunics of green (wool)
Chlamys of red
Helmets, cuirasses, greaves, swords, shields
Sandals
Chorus of Captive Trojan ..omen
Long chitons of Copenhagen blue, bordered (soft wool)
Himation of purple wool
Bare feet or gray flat sandals
Hair knotted in back, and banded simply
Dithyramb of fifty
Long Doric chitons of pastel shades, bordered
Garlands of f lowers--L§- yards in length
Typical Grecian headdress, with high knot, and bands
Sandals
Priest
Long narrow chiton of lavendar wool, bordered in blue bands
at neck, cuffs, and bottom edge; long tight sleeves of
red
Himation of purple with blue ends, four or five yards long,
two widths wide

Priest (continued)
lu-e
w
Designs of color in front of tunic
circle and rectangle yellow;
small symbols in green and blue £ Q
Hat of green, with trim of red, yellow,
green, and blue
Sandals
t-, bit/*.
u • I l 6 *\/
Acolytes
Narrow, short tunic of brown cotton
Skin of animal--leopard--fastened over
left shoulder, and under right arm
Bare feet
Satyr or goat horns on head
Pipes to blow
S K'n
Costume materials from Sterns, N. Y.
Serpentine crepe for many of costumes
Pake -up-
-Leichtner ' s or Pax Factor's
Berner's out-of-door mixture
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This dithyramb, danced and sung by a chorus of fifty girls, precedes the Annual Greek Play
at the Bennett School of Liberal and Applied Arts, Millbrook, New York. It can also be used
for May-Day Celebrations, School Festivals, Singing Contests and Stadium Exercises, with or
without dancing.
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Dithyramb
- . jt . . -
Dithyramb means a circular hymn, community singing. It does
not require impersonation, but is more like a sacred oratorio of
modern times, in which the performers may sing words which are
appropriate to characters, and yet make no attempt by costume,
gestures, or actions to represent those characters.
7/hen using the dithyramb before the presentation of a Greek
play, twenty-five girls or men, dressed alike, carrying garlands,
will enter from the left and twenty-five from the right in groups
of three, facing the audience, singing Pindar’s Athenian Dithyramb.
Each line passes the other *-•<-]_ to form
a circle around the altar, where they move forward in circle
formation (either left or right) still singing. Then they break
into five groups of ten, still dancing around the altar, with
the upstage center circle breaks into a line of ten and twines in
and out among the other circles, holding hands and garlands, using
weaving motions. After they return
each group in circle formation. From this
o \
again, then become one large circle
moving in the direction opposite to
their first large circle movement.
They break into their two separate
lines facing downstage before the
to place, the groups circle in place
.c
' i .
'
.
.
.
.
.
.
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singing ceases “ and at the close exit as they
entered, left and right, to the exit music.
Other forms for the dithyramb after their entrance, before
gaining circle formation, may be
fTTh ~
*
>
.•
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Priest—Acolytes
As the dithyramb ceases, a priest, richly dressed, enters
up center holding a bowl of burning incense high before him.
The music is stately and reverential. He is followed by four
acolytes dressed in skins. He places burning (D (S
Q ®incense upon altar and kneels before it.
,
^
Acolytes circle around altar. ' O
' 3 •+
As the Priest rises, and gestures arms to heaven, across chest
etc. the acolytes dance in own circles, and in arabesques, going
out toward circumferance from center. > 1
hD o
Other movements are returning to circle,
etc. At the close of the dance the Priest lifts the incense high,
turns and goes out as he came in, up center, the acolytes following
him in formation as at entrance. Immediately Hecuba enters center
and falls on steps down center. Poseidon enters left and comes
left center, with his trident
,
Pallas Athena enters right and
comes right center, with her helmet, shield, and staff C
\
,
and
the play has begun.
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
In his clear preface, Gilbert Murray says with
truth that The Trojan Women, valued by the
usage of the stage, is not a perfect play. “ It is only
the crying of one of the great wrongs of the world
wrought into music.” Yet it is one of the greater
dramas of the elder world. In one situation, with
little movement, with few figures, it flashes out a
great dramatic lesson, the infinite pathos of a suc-
cessful wrong. It has in it the very soul of the tragic.
It even goes beyond the limited tragic, and hints that
beyond the defeat may come a greater glory than will
be the fortune of the victors. And thus through its
pity and terror it purifies our souls to thoughts of
peace.
Great art has no limits of locality or time. Its
tidings are timeless, and its messages are universal.
The Trojan Women was first performed in 415
B.C., from a story of the siege of Troy which even
then was ancient history. But the pathos of it is as
modern to us as it was to the Athenians. The terrors
of war have not changed in three thousand years.
Euripides had that to say of war which we have to say
of it to-day, and had learned that which we are even
now learning, that when most triumphant it brings
as much wretchedness to the victors as to the van-
quished. In this play the great conquest “ seems to
be a great joy and is in truth a great misery.” The
THE TROJAN WOMEN
tragedy of war has in no essential altered. The god
Poseidon mourns over Troy as he might over the
cities of to-day, when he cries:
“ How are ye blind,
Ye treaders down of cities, ye that cast
Temples to desolation, and lay waste
Tombs, the untrodden sanctuaries where lie
The ancient dead; yourselves so soon to die! ”
To the cities of this present day might the proph-
etess Cassandra speak her message:
“ Would ye be wise, ye Cities, fly from war!
Yet if war come, there is a crown in death
For her that striveth well and perisheth
Unstained: to die in evil were the stain! ”
A throb of human sympathy as if with one of our
sisters of to-day comes to us at the end, when the
city is destroyed and its queen would throw herself,
living, into its flames. To be of the action of this
play the imagination needs not to travel back over
three thousand years of history. It can simply leap
a thousand leagues of ocean.
If ever wars are to be ended, the imagination of
man must end them. To the common mind, in spite
of all its horrors, there is still something glorious in
war. Preachers have preached against it in vain
;
economists have argued against its wastefulness in
vain. The imagination of a great poet alone can
finally show to the imagination of the world that
even the glories of war are an empty delusion.
Euripides shows us, as the centre of his drama,
2
THE TROJAN WOMEN
women battered and broken by inconceivable torture
—the widowed Hecuba, Andromache with her child
dashed to death, Cassandra ravished and made mad
—
yet does he show that theirs are the unconquered and
unconquerable spirits. The victorious men, flushed
with pride, have remorse and mockery dealt out to
them by those they fought for, and go forth to un-
pitied death. Never surely can a great tragedy seem
more real to us, or purge our souls more truly of the
unreality of our thoughts and feelings concerning vital
issues, than can The Trojan Women at this mo-
ment of the history of the world.
Francis Hovey Stoddard.
May the first
,
1915.
3
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Judged by common standards, the Troades is far from
a perfect play; it is scarcely even a good play. It
is an intense study of one great situation, with little
plot, little construction, little or no relief or variety.
The only movement of the drama is a gradual ex-
tinguishing of all the familiar lights of human life,
with, perhaps, at the end, a suggestion that in the
utterness of night, when all fears of a possible worse
thing are passed, there is in some sense peace and
even glory. But the situation itself has at least this
dramatic value, that it is different from what it seems.
The consummation of a great conquest, a thing
celebrated in paeans and thanksgivings, the very height
of the day-dreams of unregenerate man—it seems to be
a great joy, and it is in truth a great misery. It is
conquest seen when the thrill of battle is over, and
nothing remains but to wait and think. We feel in
the background the presence of the conquerors, sinister
and disappointed phantoms; of the conquered men,
after long torment, now resting in death. But the
living drama for Euripides lay in the conquered women.
It is from them that he has named his play and built
up his scheme of parts: four figures clearly lit and
heroic, the others in varying grades of characterisation,
nameless and barely articulate, mere half-heard voices
of an eternal sorrow.
5
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Indeed, the most usual condemnation of the play
is not that it is dull, but that it is too harrowing;
that scene after scene passes beyond the due limits of
tragic art. There are points to be pleaded against
this criticism. The very beauty of the most fearful
scenes, in spite of their fearfulness, is one; the quick
comfort of the lyrics is another, falling like a spell of
peace when the strain is too hard to bear (cf. p. 89).
But the main defence is that, like many of the great-
est works of art, the Troades is something more than
art. It is also a prophecy, a bearing of witness. And
the prophet, bound to deliver his message, walks out-
side the regular ways of the artist.
For some time before the Troades was produced,
Athens, now entirely in the hands of the War Party,
had been engaged in an enterprise which, though on
military grounds defensible, was bitterly resented by
the more humane minority, and has been selected by
Thucydides as the great crucial crime of the war.
She had succeeded in compelling the neutral Dorian
island of Melos to take up arms against her, and after
a long siege had conquered the quiet and immemori-
ally ancient town, massacred the men and sold the
women and children into slavery. Melos fell in the
autumn of 416 B.c. The Troades was produced in
the following spring. And while the gods of the
prologue were prophesying destruction at sea for the
sackers of Troy, the fleet of the sackers of Melos,
flushed with conquest and marked by a slight but un-
forgettable taint of sacrilege, was actually preparing
to set sail for its fatal enterprise against Sicily.
Not, of course, that we have in the Troades a case
of political allusion. Far from it. Euripides does not
6
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mean Melos when he says Troy, nor mean Alcibiades’
fleet when he speaks of Agamemnon’s. But he writes
under the influence of a year which to him, as to
Thucydides, had been filled full of indignant pity and
of dire foreboding. This tragedy is perhaps, in Euro-
pean literature, the first great expression of the spirit
of pity for mankind exalted into a moving principle;
a principle which has made the most precious, and
possibly the most destructive, elements of innumerable
rebellions, revolutions, and martyrdoms, and of at least
two great religions.
Pity is a rebel passion. Its hand is against the
strong, against the organised force of society, against
conventional sanctions and accepted Gods. It is the
Kingdom of Heaven within us fighting against the
brute powers of the world
;
and it is apt to have those
qualities of unreason, of contempt for the counting of
costs and the balancing of sacrifices, of recklessness, and
even, in the last resort, of ruthlessness, which so often
mark the paths of heavenly things and the doings of
the children of light. It brings not peace, but a sword.
So it was with Euripides. The Troddes itself has
indeed almost no fierceness and singularly little thought
of revenge. It is only the crying of one of the great
wrongs of the world wrought into music, as it were,
and made beautiful by “ the most tragic of the poets.”
But its author lived ever after in a deepening atmos-
phere of strife and even of hatred, down to the day
when, “ because almost all in Athens rejoiced at his
suffering,” he took his way to the remote valleys of
Macedon to write the Bncctuie and to die.
G. M.
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NOTES ON THE TROJAN WOMEN
P. II, 1. 5. Poseidon. 1—In the Iliad Poseidon is the
enemy of Troy, here
'
the friend. This sort of con-
fusion comes from the fact that the Trojans and their
Greek enemies were largely of the same blood, with
the same tribal gods. To the Trojans, Athena the
War-Goddess was, of course, their War-Goddess, the
protectress of their citadel. Poseidon, god of the sea
and its merchandise, and Apollo (possibly a local
shepherd god?), were their natural friends and had
actually built their city wall for love of the good old
king, Laomedon. Zeus, the great father, had Mount
Ida for his holy hill and Troy for his peculiar city.
(Cf. on p. 63.)
To suit the Greek point of view all this had to be
changed or explained away. In the Iliad generally
Athena is the proper War-Goddess of the Greeks.
Poseidon had indeed built the wall for Laomedon, but
Laomedon had cheated him of his reward—as after-
wards he cheated Heracles, and the Argonauts and
everybody else! So Poseidon hated Troy. Troy is
chiefly defended by the barbarian Ares, the oriental
Aphrodite, by its own rivers Scamander and Simoi's
and suchlike inferior or unprincipled gods.
Yet traces of the other tradition remain. Homer
knows that Athena is specially worshipped in Troy.
He knows that Apollo, who had built the wall with
Poseidon, and had the same experience of Laomedon,
still loves the Trojans. Zeus himself, though eventu-
ally in obedience to destiny he permits the fall of the
city, nevertheless has a great tenderness towards it.
P. 11, 1. 11, A steed marvellous.]—See below, on
p. 36.
P. 12, 1. 25, I go forth from great Ilion, &c.]—
The correct ancient doctrine. When your gods for-
sook you, there was no more hope. Conversely, when
your state became desperate, evidently your gods were
forsaking you. From another point of view, also,
when the city was desolate and unable to worship its
gods, the gods of that city were no more.
P. 12, 1. 34, Laconian Tyndarid.]—Helen was the
child of Zeus and Leda, and sister of Castor and Poly-
deuces; but her human father was Tyndareus, an old
Spartan king. She is treated as “ a prisoner and a
prize,” i.e., as a captured enemy, not as a Greek
princess delivered from the Trojans.
P. 12, 1. 40, In secret slain.]—Because the Greeks
were ashamed of the bloody deed. See below, p. 42,
and the scene on this subject in the Hecuba.
P. 12, 1. 4.2. Cassandra. 1—In the Agamemnon the
story is more clearly told, that Cassandra was loved by
Apollo and endowed by him with the power of
prophecy; then in some way she rejected or betrayed
him, and he set upon her the curse that though
seeing the truth she should never be believed. The
figure of Cassandra in this play is not inconsistent with
that version, but it makes a different impression. She
is here a dedicated virgin, and her mystic love for
Apollo does not seem to have suffered any breach.
P. 13, 1. 4.7. Pallas. ]— (See above.) The historical
explanation of the Trojan Pallas and the Greek Pallas
is simple enough
;
but as soon as the two are mytho-
logically personified and made one, there emerges just
such a bitter and ruthless goddess as Euripides, in his
revolt against the current mythology, loved to depict.
But it is not only the mythology that he is attacking.
He seems really to feel that if there are conscious gods
ruling the world, they are cruel or “ inhuman ”
beings.
P. 15, 1. 70.]—Ajax the Less, son of Oi'leus, either
ravished or attempted to ravish Cassandra (the story
occurs in both forms) while she was clinging to the
Palladium or image of Pallas. It is one of the great
typical sins of the Sack of Troy, often depicted on vases.
P. 17, 1. 123, Faces of ships.]—Homeric ships had
prows shaped and painted to look like birds’ or beasts’
heads. A ship was always a wonderfully live and vivid
thing to the Greek poets. (Cf. p. 64.)
P. 18, 1. 132, Castor.]—Helen’s brother: the Eu-
rotas, the river of her home, Sparta.
P. 18, 1. 135, Fifty seeds.]—Priam had fifty chil-
dren, nineteen of them children of Hecuba {II. vi.
45 L &c.).
P. 22, 1. 205, Pirene.]—The celebrated spring on
the hill of Corinth. Drawing water was a typical
employment of slaves.
P. 22, 1. 219 ff., Theseus’ land, &c.]—Theseus’ land
is Attica. The poet, in the midst of his bitterness over
the present conduct of his city, clings the more to its
old fame for humanity. The “ land high-born ” where
the Peneiis flows round the base of Mount Olympus
in northern Thessaly is one of the haunts of Euripides’
dreams in many plays. Cf. Bacchae, 410 (p. 97 in
my translation). Mount Aetna fronts the “Tyrians’
citadel,” i.e., Carthage, built by the Phoenicians. The
“ sister land ” is the district of Sybaris in South Italy,
where the river Crathis has, or had, a red-gold colour,
which makes golden the hair of men and the fleeces
of sheep; and the water never lost its freshness.
P. 23, 1. 235.]—Talthybius is a loyal soldier with
every wish to be kind. But he is naturally in good
spirits over the satisfactory end of the war, and his tact
is not sufficient to enable him to understand the
Trojan Women’s feelings. Yet in the end, since he
has to see and do the cruelties which his Chiefs only
order from a distance, the real nature of his work
forces itself upon him, and he feels and speaks at
times almost like a Trojan. It is worth noticing how
the Trojan Women generally avoid addressing him.
(Cf. pp. 48, 67, 74.)
P. 24, 1. 256, The haunted keys (literally^" with
God through them, penetrating them”).]—Cassandra
was his Key-bearer, holding the door of his Holy Place.
(Cf. Hip. 540, p. 30.)
P. 25, 1. 270, She hath a toil, &c.]—There is some-
thing true and pathetic about this curious blindness
which prevents Hecuba from understanding “ so plain
a riddle.” (Cf. below, p. 42.) She takes the watching
of a Tomb to be some strange Greek custom, and
docs not seek to have it explained further.
P. 26, 1. 277, Odysseus.]—In Euripides generally
Odysseus is the type of the successful unscrupulous
man, as soldier and politician—the incarnation of what
the poet most hated. In Homer of course he is totally
different.
P. 27, 1. 301, Burn themselves and die.]—Women
under these circumstances did commit suicide in
Euripides’ day, as they have ever since. It is rather
curious that none of the characters of the play, not
even Andromache, kills herself. The explanation
must be that no such suicide was recorded in the tradi-
tion (though cf. below, on p. 33) ; a significant fact,
suggesting that in the Homeric age, when this kind of
treatment of women captives was regular, the victims
did not suffer quite so terribly under it.
P. 28, 1. 310, Hymen.]—She addresses the Torch.
The shadowy Marriage-god “ Hymen ” was a torch
and a cry as much as anything more personal. As a
torch he is the sign both of marriage and of death, of
sunrise and of the consuming fire. The full Moon
was specially connected with marriage ceremonies.
P. 30, 1. 356, Loxias.]—The name of Apollo as an
Oracular God.
Pp. 30-34, 11. 360-460, Cassandra’s visions.]—The
allusions are to the various sufferings of Odysseus, as
narrated in the Odyssey, and to the tragedies of the
house of Atreus, as told for instance in Aeschylus’
Oresteia. Agamemnon together with Cassandra, and
in part because he brought Cassandra, was murdered
—
felled with an axe—on his return home by his wife
Cl«r°"mnestra and her lover Aeeisthus. Their bodies
were cast into a pit anion- the rocks, in Vengeance
for this, Orestes, Agamemnon’s son, committed
“ mother-murder,” and in consequence was driven by
the Erinyes (Furies) of his mother into madness and
CX
P. 30, 1 . 370, This their king so wise.]—Agamemnon
made the war for the sake of his brother Menelaus,
and slew his daughter, Iphigenia, as a sacrifice
at
Aulis, to enable the ships to sail for Troy.
P. 31, 11 . 394, 398, Hector and Paris.]—The point
about Hector is clear, but as to Paris, the feeling
that,
after all, it was a glory that he and the half-divine
Helen loved each other, is scarcely to be found any-
where else in Greek literature. (Cf., however,
Isocrates’ “Praise of Helen.”) Paris and Helen were
never idealised like Launcelot and Guinevere, or
Tristram and Iseult.
,
. .
P. 32, 1 . 423, A wise queen.]—Penelope, the jaitnrul
wife of Odysseus.
P. 33, 1 . 425, O Heralds, yea, Voices of Death.]
—
There is a play on the word for “ heralds ” in the
Greek here, which I have evaded by a paraphrase.
(Hr/p-vneS as though from Kt)p the death-spirit, “the
one thing abhorred of all mortal men.”)
P- 33. 1 - 43°> That in this place she dies.]—The
death of Hecuba is connected with a certain heap of
stones on the shore of the Hellespont, called Kunos-
sema, or “ Dog’s Tomb.” According to one tradition
(Eur. Hec. 1259 ff.) she threw herself off the ship
into the sea; according to another she was stoned by
the Greeks for her curses upon the fleet; but in both
she is changed after death into a sort of Hell-hound.
M. Victor Berard suggests that the dog first comes
into the story owing to the accidental resemblance of
the (hypothetical) Semitic word S’qoulah, “ Stone ” or
“ Stoning,” and the Greek Skulax, dog. The Homeric
Scylla ( Skulla
)
was also both a Stone and a Dog
( Pheniciens et Odyssee, i. 213). Of course in the
present passage there is no direct reference to these
wild sailor-stories.
P. 34. 1 . 456, The wind comes quick.]
—
i. e. The
storm of the Prologue. Three Powers : the three
Erinyes.
P. 36, 1 . 51 1 ff., Chorus.]—The Wooden Horse is
always difficult to understand, and seems to have an
obscuring effect on the language of poets who treat
of it. I cannot help suspecting that the story arises
from a real historical incident misunderstood. Troy,
we are told, was still holding out after ten years and
could not be taken, until at last by the divine sugges-
tions of Athena, a certain Epeios devised a “ Wooden
Horse.”
What was the “ device ” ? According to the
Odyssey and most Greek poets, it was a gigantic
wooden figure of a horse. A party of heroes, led by
Odysseus, got inside it and waited. The Greeks
made a show of giving up the siege and sailed away,
but only as far as Tenedos. The Trojans came out
and found the horse, and after wondering greatly
what it was meant for and what to do with it, made
a^ breach in their walls and dragged it into the
Citadel as a thank-offering to Pallas. In the night
the Greeks returned; the heroes in the horse came
out and opened the gates, and Troy was captured.
It seems possible that the “ device ” really was the
building of a wooden siege-tower, as high as the walls,
with a projecting and revolving neck. Such engines
were ( 1 ) capable of being used at the time in Asia, as
a rare and extraordinary' device, because they exist on
early Assyrian monuments; (2) certain to be mis-
understood in Greek legendary' tradition, because they
were not used in Greek warfare till many centuries
later. (Hrst, perhaps, at the sieges of Pcrinthus and
Byzantium by Philip of Macedon, 340 B.c.)
It is noteworthy that in the great picture by
Polygnotus in the Lcschr at Delphi “ above the wall
of I roy appears the head alone of the Wooden
Horse” ( Paus
.
x. 26). Aeschylus also (Ag. 816) has
'omc obscure phrases pointing in the same direction:
-
with a leap about the Pleiads’ setting, sprang clear
above the wall,” &c. Euripides here treats the horse
metaphorically as a sort of war-horse trampling Troy.
P. 37, 1 . 536, Her that spareth not, Heaven’s yoke-
less rider.]—Athena like a northern Valkyrie, as often
in the Iliad. If one tries to imagine what Athena, the
War-Goddess worshipped by the Athenian mob, was
like—what a mixture of bad national passions, of
superstition and statecraft, of slip-shod unimaginative
idealisation—one may partly understand why Euri-
pides made her so evil. Allegorists and high-minded
philosophers might make Athena entirely noble by
concentrating their minds on the beautiful elements
in the tradition, and forgetting or explaining away
all that was savage; he was determined to pin her
down to the worst facts recorded of her, and let
people worship such a being if they liked!
P. 38, I. 554, To Artemis.]—Maidens at the shrine
of Artemis are a fixed datum in the tradition. (Cf.
Hec. 935 ff.)
P. 39 ff., 1 . 576 ff., Andromache and Hecuba.]
—
This very beautiful scene is perhaps marred to most
modern readers by an element which is merely a part
of the convention of ancient mourning. Each of the
mourners cries: “There is no affliction like mine!”
and then proceeds to argue, as it were, against the
other’s counter claim. One can only say that it was,
after all, what they expected of each other; and I
believe the same convention exists in most places where
keening or wailing is an actual practice.
P. 41, 1 . 604, Even as the sound of a song.]—I have
filled in some words which seem to be missing in the
Greek here.
Pp. 41-50, Andromache.]—This character is
wonderfully studied. She seems to me to be a
woman who has not yet shown much character or
perhaps had very intense experience, but is only
waiting for sufficiently great trials to become a
heroine and a saint. There is still a marked element
of conventionality in her description of her life with
Hector; but one feels, as she speaks, that she is already
past it. Her character is built up of “ Sophrosyne
of self-restraint and the love of goodness—qualities
which often seem second-rate or even tiresome until
they have a sufficiently great field in which to act.
Very characteristic is her resolution to make the best,
and not the worst, of her life in Pyrrhus’ house, with
all its horror of suffering and apparent degradation.
So is the self-conquest by which she deliberately re-
frains from cursing her child’s murderers, for the sake
of the last poor remnant of good she can still do to
him, in getting him buried. The nobility of such a
character depends largely, of course, on the intensity
of the feelings conquered.
It is worth noting, in this connection, that Euri-
pides is contradicting a wide-spread tradition (Robert,
Bild und Lied, pp. 63 ff.). Andromache, in the
pictures of the Sack of Troy, is represented with a
great pestle or some such instrument fighting with the
Soldiers to rescue Astyanax
^
AvSpo- paxv — “ Man-
fighting”).
Observe, too, what a climax of drama is reached
by means of the very fact that Andromache, to the
utmost of her power, tries to do nothing “ dramatic,”
but only what will be best. Her character in
Euripides’ play, Andromache, is, on the whole, similar
to this, but less developed.
P. 51, 1 . 799 ff.. In Salamis, filled with the foaming,
&e.]—A striking instance of the artistic value of the
Greek chorus in relieving an intolerable strain. The
relief provided is something much higher than w'hat
we ordinarily call “relief”; it is a stream of pure
poetry and music in key with the sadness of the sur-
rounding scene, yet, in a way, happy just because it
is beautiful. (Cf. note on Hippolytus, 1
. 732.)
The argument of the rather difficult lyric is:
“ This is not the first time Troy has been taken.
Ivong ago Heracles made war against the old king
Laomcdon, because he had not given him the immortal
steeds that lie promised. And Telamon joined him
;
t
Telamon who might have been happy in his island of
/ / 3 Salamis, among the bees and the pleasant waters,
looking over the strait to the olive-laden hills of
Athens, the beloved City! And they took ship and
slew Laomedon. Yea, twice Zeus has destroyed
I lion!
(Second part.) Is it all in vain that our Trojan
princes have been loved by the Gods? Ganymedes
pours the nectar of Zeus in his banquets, his face
never troubled, though his motherland is burned with
fire! And, to say nothing of Zeus, how can the
Goddess of Morning rise and shine upon us uncaring?
She loved Tithonus, son of Laomedon, and bore him
up from us in a chariot to be her husband in the skies.
But all that once made them love us is gone!
”
P. 52, 1 . 833, Pools of thy bathing.]—It is prob-
able that Ganymedes was himself originally a pool
or a spring on Ida, now a pourer of nectar in heaven.
Pp. 54-63, Menelaus and Helen .]—The meeting
of Menelaus and Helen after the taking of Troy was
naturally one of the great moments in the heroic
legend. The versions, roughly speaking, divide them-
selves into two. In one ( Little Iliad, Ar. Lysistr. 155,
Eur. Andromache 628) Menelaus is about to kill her,
but as she bares her bosom to the sword, the sword
falls from his hand. In the other (Stesichorus, Sack
of Ilion ( ?) ) Menelaus or some one else takes her to
the ships to be stoned, and the men cannot stone her.
As Quintus of Smyrna says, “ They looked on her as
they would on a God ! ”
Both versions have affected Euripides here. And
his Helen has just the magic of the Helen of legend.
That touch of the supernatural which belongs of right
to the Child of rteaven—a mystery, a eentleness, a
stranee absence of fear or wrath—is felt through all
her words. One forgets to think of her guilt or
innocence; she is too wonderful a being to judge,
too precious to destroy. This supernatural element,
being the thing which, if true, separates Helen lrom__
other women, and in a way redeems her, is for that
reason exactly what Hecuba denies. The contro-
versy has a certain eternal quality about it: the
hypothesis of heavenly enchantment and the hypothesis
of mere bad behaviour, neither of them entirely con-
vincing! But the very curses of those that hate her
make a kind of superhuman atmosphere about Helen
in this play; she fills the background like a great
well-spring of pain.
This Menelaus, however, is rather different from
the traditional Menelaus. Besides being the husband
of Helen, he is the typical Conqueror, for whose sake
the Greeks fought and to whom the central prize of
the war belongs. And we take him at the height of
his triumph, the very moment for which he made the
war! Hence the peculiar bitterness with which he is
treated, his conquest turning to ashes in his mouth,
and his love a confused turmoil of hunger and hatred,
contemptible and yet terrible.
The exit of the scene would leave a modern
audience quite in doubt as to what happened, unless
the action were much clearer than the words. But all
Athenians knew from the Odyssey that the pair were
swiftly reconciled, and lived happily together as King
and Queen of Sparta.
P. 54, 1 . 884, Thou deep base of the wTorld.]—These
lines, as a piece of religious speculation, were very
famous in antiquity. And dramatically they are most
important. A ll through the play Hecuba is a woman
of remarkable intellectual power and of fearless
^thought. She does not definitely deny the existence
of the Olympian gods, like some characters in
Euripides, but she treats them as beings that have
betrayed her, and whose name she scarcely deigns to
speak. It is the very godlessness of Hecuba’s fortitude
that makes it so terrible and, properly regarded, so
noble. (Cf. p. 35 “Why call on things so weak?”
and p. 74 “They know, they know . . .”) Such
Gods wrere as a matter of fact the moral inferiors of
good men, and Euripides will never blind his eyes to
_^heir_jnferiority. And as soon as people see that their
god is bad, they tend to cease believing in his existence
at all. (Hecuba’s answer to Helen is not inconsistent
with this, it is only less characteristic.)
Behind this Olympian system, however, there is a
possibility of some real Providence or impersonal
Governance of the world, to which here, for a moment,
Hecuba makes a passionate approach. If there is any
explanation, any justice, even in the form of mere
punishment of the wicked, she will be content and
give worship! But it seems that there is not. Then
at last there remains—what most but not all modern
freethinkers would probably have begun to doubt at
the very beginning—the world of the departed, the
spirits of the dead, who are true, and in their dim
way love her still (p. 71 “ Thy father far away shall
comfort thee,” and the last scene of the play).
This last religion, faint and shattered by doubt as
it is, represents a return to the most primitive
“ Pelasgian ” beliefs, a worship of the Dead which
existed long before the Olympian system, and has long
outlived it.
P. 57, 1 . 922, The fire-brand’s image.]—Hecuba,
just before Paris’ birth, dreamed that she gave birth
to a fire-brand. The prophets therefore advised that
the babe should be killed
;
but Priam disobeyed
them.
P. 57, 1 . 924, Three Crowns of Life.]—On the
Judgment of Paris see Miss Harrison, Prolegomena,
pp. 292 ff. Late writers degrade the story into a
beauty contest between three thoroughly personal god-
desses—and a contest complicated by bribery. But
originally the Judgment is rather a Choice between
three possible lives, like the Choice of Heracles between
Work and Idleness. The elements of the choice vary
in different versions: but in general Hera is royalty;
Athena is prowess in war or personal merit; Aphrodite,
of course, is love. And the goddesses are not really to
be distinguished from the gifts they bring. They are
what they give, and nothing more. Cf. the wonder-
ful lyric Androm. 274 ff., where they come to “ a young
man walking to and fro alone, in an empty hut in the
firelight.”
There is an extraordinary effect in Helen herself
being one of the Crowns of Life—a fair equivalent for
the throne of the world.
P. 57, 1 . 940 ff., Alexander . . . Paris.]—Two
plays on words in the Greek.
P. 58, 1 . 956, The old Gate-Warden.]—He and the
Watchers are, of course, safely dead. But on the
general lines of the tradition it may well be that Helen
is speaking the truth. She loved both Menelaus
and Paris; and, according to some versions, hated
Deiphobus, the Trojan prince who seized her after
Paris’ death. There is a reference to Deiphobus in
the MSS. of the play here, but I follow Wilamowitz
in thinking it spurious.
Pp. 63 ff., Chorus.]—On the Trojan Zeus see
above, on p. 11. Mount Ida caught the rays of the
rising sun in some special manner and distributed them
to the rest of the world ; and in this gleam of
heavenly fire the God had his dwelling, which is now
the brighter for the flames of his City going up like
incense
!
Nothing definite is known of the Golden Images
and the Moon-Feasts.
P. 64, 1 . 1088, Towers of the Giants.]—The pre-
historic castles of Tiryns and Mycenae.
P. 65, 1 . mi, May Helen be there.]— (Cf.
above.) Pitane was one of the five divisions of Sparta.
Athena had a “ Bronzen House ” on the acropolis of
Sparta. Simois, of course, the river of Troy.
P. 71, 1 . 1232, I make thee whole.]—Here as else-
where Hecuba fluctuates between fidelity to the
oldest and most instinctive religion, and a rejection of
all Gods.
P. 72, 1 . 1240, Lo, I have seen the_open hand of
God.]—The text is, perhaps, imperfect here; but
Professor Wilamowitz agrees with me that Hecuba
has seen something like a vision. The meaning of
j this speech is of the utmost importance. It expresses
NOTES
the inmost theme of the whole play, a search for an
answer to the injustice of suffering in the very
splendour and beauty of suffering. Of course it must
be suffering of a particular kind, or, what comes to the
same thing, suffering borne in a particular way; but
in that case the answer seems to me to hold. One
does not really think the world evil because there are
martyrs or heroes in it. For them the elements of
beauty which exist in any great trial of the spirit
become so great as to overpower the evil that created
them—to turn it from shame and misery into tragedy.
Of course to most sufferers, to children and animals
and weak people, or those without inspiration, the
doctrine brings no help. It is a thing invented by a
poet for himself.
P. 75, 1 . 1288, Thou of the Ages.]—The Phrygian
All-Father, identified with Zeus, son of Kronos.
(Cf. on p. 1 1.)
P. 76, 1 . 1304, Now hast thou found thy prayer.]
—
The Gods have deserted her, but she has still the dead.
(Cf. above, on p. 71.)
.
P. 79, 1 . 1332, Forth to the dark Greek ships.]
—
Curiously like another magnificent ending of a great
poem, that of the Chanson de Roland, where Charle-
magne is called forth on a fresh quest:
“ Deus,” dist li Reis, “ si penuse est ma vie!
”
Pluret des oilz, sa barbe blanche tiret. . . .
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Het'fhtr nc tr CHARACTERS IN THE PLAY
The God Poseidon.
The Goddess Pallas Athena.
Hecuba, Queen of Troy, wife of Priam, mother of Hector and
Paris.
Cassandra, daughter of Hecuba, a prophetess.
Andromache, wife of Hector, Prince of Troy.
Helen, wife of Menelaiis, King of Sparta; carried off by
Paris, Prince of Troy.
Talthybius, Herald of the Greeks.
Menelaus, King of Sparta, and, together with his brother
Agamemnon, General of the Greeks.
Soldiers attendant on Talthybius and Menelaus.
Chorus of Captive Trojan Women, young and old,
maiden and married.
The Troades was first acted in the year 415 B.c. " The first
prize was won by Xenocles, whoever he may have been, with
the four plays Oedipus, Lycaon, Bacchae and Athamas, a
Satyr-play. The second by Euripides with the Alexander,
Palamedes, Troades and Sisyphus, a Satyr-play.”
—
Aelian,
Varia Historia, ii. 8.
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
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f
<X f~> d The scene represents a battlefield, a few days after the
/ battle. At the back are the walls of Trow partiallyO ns c y ObufeJT —:
—
—
7 — r1-. *
' J
] ruined. In front of them, to right ana left, are
some huts, containing those of the Captive IVomen
who have been specially set apart for the chief
Greek leaders. At one side some dead bodies of
armed men are visible. In front a tall woman with
white hair is lying on the ground asleep. ( ff C C <-> 1? J.)
It is the dusk of early dawn, before sunrise. The fig- IT pcv-La k m-e<l & as~ -4 6 6 rs ® r
ure
_of the god Vosnpox is dimlyjeen before the rTdiro ot<i * OWhS C
fr(* n 4 ^
t -e c K S.
’the
walls.
Poseidon.
Ct> j-a/H on VC-
Up from Aegean caverns, pool by pool
Of blue salt sea, where feet most beautiful
/_ V
Of Nereid maidens weave beneath the foam
— yj h*2n4^ !?<-mair>s L.C
Their long sea-dances, I, their lord
,
am come,
Poseidon of the Sea . ’Twas I_ whose power,
With great Apollo, builded towe r by towe r
These walls of Troy; and still my care doth stand
True to the ancient People of my hand;
Which now as smoke is perished, in the shock
Of Argive spears. Down from Parnassus’ rock
The Greek Epeios came, of Phocian seed,
And wrought by Pallas’ mysteries, a Steed _3*ns* ^
Marvellous
, big with arms ; and through my wall
It passed, a death-fraught image magical.
ehe n
EURIPIDES
The groves are empty*and the sanctuaries )r- e & r> "fl—
—
Run red with blood. Unburied Prianrties 0 a /-r, /> f~~ ..
By his own hearth, on God’s high altar-stair,
And Phrygian gold goes forth, and raiment_rar_g r tZ-
__ » I 1 • .1 — — - - r«/\l / 1 I Qt*C> T" Om 1
^
rAAK.
(fiae-eh °L.. LA4US/ £t*L&- -d ni
7 <?oS. Li irne2kA-£m&
m
J>h°m
’
^Ad<zis*j\
^ j ° — — -* — -
To the Argive ships ; and weary soldiers roam
Waiting the wind that blows at last for home,
For wives and children, left long years away,
Beyond the seed’s tenth fullness and decay,
To work this land’s undoing.
And for me,
Since Argive Hera conquereth, and she
JWho wrought with Hera to the Phrygians’ woe,
Pallas, behold, I bow mine head and go
t~r? € hT-
c. r ie v^aL
a- r>4
•5
i rre«ts
ns t) u m a n Addhet LL
2 n e> Id r<i'ncts
' J *-£C*iJLk£m-
T*
f, of )4-e tub# 4_,trJjjj32
Forth
?
from great Ilion and mine altars old.
When a still city lieth in the hold
Of Desolation, all God’s spirit there
Is sick and turns from worship.-*—Hearken
where
The ancient River waileth with a voice
Of many women, portioned by the choice
Of war amid new lords, as the lots leap
For Thessaly, or Argos, or the steep
Of Theseus’ Rock. And others yet there are,
~High women, chosen from the waste of war
For the great kings, behind these portals
hid
;
And with them that Laconian Tvnd arid,
Helen, like them*a prisoner^nd a prize.
And this unhappy one—would any eyes
Gaze now on Hecuba? Here at the Gates
She lies ’mid many tears for many fates
Of wrong. One child beside Achilles’ grave
In secret slain. Polvxena the brave,
^
Lies bleeding. Priam*and his sons are gone;
And, lo, Cassandra, she the Chosen One,
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Whom Lord Apollo spared to walk her way
A swift and virgin spirit, on this day
Lust hath her, and she goeth garlanded
A bride of wrath to Agamemnon’s bed.
[He turns to go; and another divine Presence
becomes visible in the dusk. It is the
goddesi Pallas Athena £t>tl,s R lJU+4 LQ L Lzjldjng ago, farewell, farewell, ' J J
A? $ L A 1
*jp'I
O happy lo
Ye shining towers and mine old citadel;
Broken by Pallas, Child of God, or still
Thy roots had held thee true.
Pallas.
Is it the will
I a S -d. f cf €>(7 Of God’s high Brother , to whose hand is given
Great power of old,*and worship of all Heaven,
Jt th To suffer speech from one whose enmities
This day are cast aside?
Poseidon.
His will it is:
Kindred and long companionship withal,
Most high Athena, are things magical.
Pallas.
Blest be thy gentle mood!—Methinks I see
A road of comfort here, for thee and me.
Poseidon.
Thou hast some counsel of the Gods, or word
Spoken of Zeus? Or is it tidings heard
From some far Spirit?
13
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Pallas.
For this Ilion’s sake,
Whereon we tread, I seek thee^and would make
My hand as thine .
Poseidon.
Hath that old hate and deep
Failed
,
where she lieth in her ashen sleep?
Thou pitiest her?
Pallas.
Speak first; wilt thou be one
Ll V- <^ € Ca 1° heart with me and hand bill all be done?
Poseidon.
Yea; but lay bare thy heart. For this land’s sake
Thou comest, not for Hellas?
Pallas.
I would make
Mine ancient enemies laugh for joy, and bring
On these Greek ships a bitter homecoming.
Poseidon.
Swift is thy spirit’s path, and strange withal,
And hot thy love and hate, where’er they fall.
S li-e. fi a c jCh2.bjc4
J
ZltkkrJ. '+
UC4-
-hT)
-A 4 s
Pallas.
A deadly wrong they did me, yea within
Mine holy place: thou knowest?
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Poseidon.
I know' the sin Pflj.nt Jn<|
*vn . .
. J
Pallas.
And no man rose and smote him
;
not a frown
Nor word from all the Greeks!
Poseidon.
That gave them Troy!
£
And ’twas thine hand
<S f <1 CX
To smite (them. j
yUfetk
\ Is ready /in minle
Pallas.
Therefore with thee I stand
Poseidon.
All thou cravest, even now
heart. What seekest thou?
b-r p 2 4 ; p & a ft
aj_ a^ ye.tJk
, S
Pallas.
An homecoming that striveth ever more^
And cometh to no home.
Poseidon.
Here on the shore
Wouldst hold them or amid mine own salt foam?
Pallas.
) a c A
H1 £ OL £ n ^ast ^are(^ ^er sa‘^ ^or home!
Sm £ 4 ^ dlli &r>c.e* 7~hxr- Zeus shall send rain, long rain and flaw of driven
SpkY hr) <J h a (l bh € a /r Hail, and a whirling darkness blown from heaven;
j o 6 n <i £ 'the . XI* th~ is
Ah ff
/
U2-
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To me his levin-light) he promiseth
O’er ships and men, for scourging and hot death
:
Do thou make wild the roads of the sea, and steep
With war of waves and yawning of the deep,
Dsj An in Je a beiotoaiho Till dead men choke Euboea’s curling bay.
’ J So Greece shall dread even in an after day
My house, nor scorn the Watchers of strange lands!
Poseidon.
«_Pe [os - rzpjTeJ, A
,
«WAp/a c/o
e/(a ^nd frr fctntf — on<£_o fJCyciade} g‘ve thy boon unbartered. These mir
tJlA nu( in fj c/< „ Shall stij the waste Aegean; reefs that
' ' * I ha I la ion nfltnTiTOTT(> i o rv f l\ /l t n/v
ne hands Sit rS t n~t
cross
The Delian pathways, jag-torn Myconos,
LtmnoS-i lut-p i'sh i Silnj fn TJ^r lh Scyros and Lemnos, yea, and storm-driven
ft gj fr. 4- ft ci-C a. Caphereus with the bones of drowned men
Shall glut him^^-Go thy ways, and bid the Sire
Yield to thine hand the arrows of his fire.
Then wait thine hour, when the last ship shall wind
Her cable coil for homeltJcA r ilt* jfalAExit Pallas.
elyeHow ar
Ye treaders down of cities, ye that cast
Temples to desolation, and lay waste
Tombs, the untrodden sanctuaries where lie
The ancient dead ; yourselves so soon to die!
Min d, Ccnr>€ C
0. in 4 t- /7r\ hi f.y.
At-
7
av &xinencr
L h in/j .vo i i-i
€
c
y
[Exit Poseidon. $ n c\ >~ ±.j
£( a. c d A. u/ ns
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Vis
-e.
^ ^(1 The day slowly dawns: Hecuba wakes.
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j~t 0 j/'f Up from the earth, O weary head!
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a Not Troy, nor we the lords thereof.
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Endure and chafe not. The windsraj
And falter. Down thejwM+d'swide road,
Float, floatjidjere^treams the breath of God
;
rrf*thy prow to breast the wave.
Ah woe! ... For what woe lacketh here?
My children lost, my land, my lord.
O thou great wealth of glory, stored ”) a t K 1 H d y (h a os to r o )-
Of old in Ilion, year by year
We watched and wert thou nothingness?
-L.
€, & ^ What is there that I fear to say?
,
.
Cv-h And yet, what help? . . A Ah, well-a-daffi \ c (\ nZftd Jf? 0 j= n
This ache of lying, comfortless
3 O 4 d Y ^ h e
And haunted ! Ah, my side, my brow ]n6+h hand* TO h 6 C}
And temples! All with changeful pain
My body rocketh, and would fain
Move to the tune of tears that flow:
For tears are music too, and keep
Jr.c uJi... mih -j*-£r in
A song unheard in hearts that weep.
rises and gazes towards the Greek ships A - O-n Tirely. On Op
far off on the shore. Q C c\ )<y a t\ '
tnct 6 ships, O crowding faces
I Of ships, O hurrying beat
Of oars as of crawling feet,
How found ye our holy places?
Threading the narrows through,
Out from the gulfs of the Greek,
Y7y,i r j Sbfr’(j(Out to the clear dark blue >
With hate ye came and with joy,
\nd the noise of your music flew,
Clarion and pipe did shriek,
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<SU Al il ^)<s o K i-
"H ^U<r>
As the coiled cords ye threw,
Held in the heart o_f_ Troy
!
What sought ye then that ye came?_
A woman
, a thing abhorred : a rt K L.
A King’s wife that her lord
fc*ctk*£[atelh : _and Castor’s shame
Is hot for her sake, and the reeds
r^V<v
^ _ y ^
^ b-c.miL Of old Eurotas stir ) o a K i?
With the noise of the name of her.
She slew mine ancient King
f
FT'?,-'' ^ ? lo°K—*—
flirTt-fa'Ch ofifi* ^eCobdS The Sower of fifty Seeds,
) J J J And cast forth mine and me,
As shipwrecked men, that cling S / ~f~ O h V~ C.
To a reef in an empty sea.
f» »
t
Cy.
d>r€ V
Who am I that I sit
Here at a Greek king’s door,_
7
ea, in the dust of it?
A slave that men drive before,
A woman that hath no home,
Weeping alone for her dead
;
A low and bruised head,
k
And the glory struck therefrom. *
[She starts up from her solitary brooding, l S <-*
and calls to the other Trojan Women
in the huts.
O Mothers of the Brazen Spear,
;
v c 0 14 "laoK A f?
And maidens, maidens, brides of shAme,i
Troy is a smoke, a dying flame;
Together we will weep for her:
I call ye as a wide-wingfd bird
Calleth the children of her fold,
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To cry, ah, not the cry men heard
In Ilion, not the songs of old,
That echoed when my hand was true
On Priam’s sceptre, and my feet
Touched on the stone one signal beat,
And out the Dardan music rolled
; < slim i t^omp
And Troy’s great Gods gave ear thereto. C O b?) <z\S\-P\ )ooJ\ ± <J|i f?
[ The door of one of the huts on the rightE J ' ' '
opens
,
and tmrlVomen steal out sever-
ally, startled and afraid.
First Woman.
dtifoni fh pef ° n 4s
Ccl)r Anij _^Vf€. ^ ^ Fear and a quick sob shaken
Pj ~ ~ [Strophe I.
1 P<3
f
low say’st thou? Whither moves thy cry,
_
”)
^Y~ryi^ n t Thy bitter cry ?'^Behind our door P<p I D j~
Su A J We heard thy heavy heart outpour
*
—
l
Its sorrow : Tmd there shivered by
Jfl)From prisoned hearts that shall be free no more!
’Hecuba.
Child, ’tis the ships that stir upon the shore . . .
Second Woman.
The ships, the ships awaken
•
-
e Co b $ Slhnt/ L
Third Woman.
XDear God, what would they? Overseas X r 3 r> ^ fTr/^K/ ftccoh-i. 4trni QJLtl
^>o K $ \
* t?
CAuSi c /
Bear me afar to strange cities?
Hecuba.
Nay, child, I know not. Dreams are these,
Fears of the hope-forsaken.
r
First Woman>ma . sic pc Op
'
fie Cuba C ’ )o ofrs 4 n <\
affliction, wake —imKi if Jycm -en <h h oAwake, O daughters of
And learn your lots! Even now the Argives break
Their camp for sailing!
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Hecuba.
Ah, not Cassandra! Wake not her Shitf* heqtf
L
Whom God hath maddened, lest the foe
Mock at her dreaming. Leave me clear
From that one edge of woe.
O Troy, my Troy, thou diest here )oo fC
Most lonely; and most lonely we
The living wander forth from thee,
And the dead leave thee wailing!
\ One of the huts on the left is now open, and
(
the rest of the Chorus come out sever- Htcob d \ bdnJs O oi~.R
ally. Their number eventually amounts
to fifteen.
1
4a~ -H-> < Go
q-urth Woman. v?nte v
[Antistrophe
COOut of the tent of the Greek king ) g) O K<
I steal, my Queen, with trembling breath:
N'c)What means thy callP^Not death ; not death
!
^4)They would not slay so low a thing!
Fifth Woman.
(5)0, ’tis the ^hip-folk crying
To deck the galleys'iPand we part, we part!
Hecuba.
Nay, daughter: take the morning to thine heart.
h+’H Fitth- Woman.
.
....
,My heart with dread is dying!
ticv'tffSthS**** Woman. 3 ^,/u
(f)j An herald from the Greek hath come!
H) FiFTH-WOMAN. S j>e Ik s
if\) How have they cast me, and to whom
A bondmaid?
Hecuba. Peace, child: wait thy doom.
Our lots are near the trying.
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{VI oSt c &r>4s
p- r
Fourth Woman. S f>e*KS
Argos, belike, or Phthia shall it be,
Or some lone island of the tossing sea,
Far, far from Troy?
Hecuba.
And I the aged, where go I,
A winter-frozen bee, a slave
Death-shapen, as the stones that lie
Hewn on a dead man’s grave:
The children of mine enemy
To foster, or keep watch before
The threshold of a master’s door,
I that was Queen in T/oy ! mtldS Pdf'
A Woman to-
A
noth er,
[Strophe
And thou, what tears can tejFthy doom?
The Other.
The shuttle still shaU^flit and change
Beneath my fingers, but the loom,
Sister, b^strange.
Another ( wildly ).
Look, my de^rf child! My child, my love,
The last
Another. / Oh, there cometh worse.
A GreA’s bed in the dark. . . .
Another./ God curse
x»t n ight and al l the powers the reof-4-
2 .
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\ Or pitchers to and fro to bear
\ To some Pirene on the hill,
\ Where the proud water craveth still
\ Its broken-hearted minister.
Another.
God guide me yet to Theseus’ land,
VThe gentle land, the famed afar . . .
Another^
ButVot the hungry foam—Ah, never!
—
Of fierce Eurotas, Helen’s river,
To bow to Menelaus’ hand,
ThatVvasted Troy with war!
\ A Woman.
\ [Antistrophe 2.
They told us\of a land high-born,
Where glimfcners round Olympus’ roots
A lordly river, Ved with corn
And burdened fruits.
Another.
Aye, that were next, in my desire
To Athens, whereVood spirits dwell . . .
Another. \
Or Aetna’s breast, theMeeps of fire
That front the Tyrian’s Citadel:
First mother, she, of Sici\v
And mighty mountains
: Same hath told
Their crowns of goodnessynanifold. . . . /
Another. \
And, close beyond the narrowing sea,
A sister land, where float enchanted
Ionian summits
,
wave on wave .V .
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And Crathis of the burning
Makes red the happy valeflmd blesses
With gold of fowrffains spirit-haunted
HqmeSof true men and brave!
Leade r. es V £
lerald from the Grecian ships.
vift comes he, hot-foot to be done yy/p CJ)4. D Y~Q i— )'n hodjlf
finished.)^, what kringeth he A - Lzc’i'nJe. ti SqU.Vi
lews or judgment i^laves are we
, x - y~ur> -h> q^q Up Jf
(l) But lo, who cometh : and his lips
Grave with the weight of dooms unknown:
^)A Hera
Swif
And
Of n
Spoils that the Greek hath won
!
[Talthybius , followed by s&2e Soldiers,
enters from the 5 V<6 r> Op C7> f ^
Talthybius.
Thou know’st me, Hecuba. Often have I crossed
Thy plain with tidings from the Hellene host.
’Tis I, Talthybius. . . . Nay, of ancient use
[ ^ ) q ~to niThou hnow’st m e. And I come to bear thee news.
.
Hecub1 IceKs 4. rrrtri
Ah me, ’tis here, ’tis here,
Women of Troy, our long embosomed fear!
Talthybius.
The lots are cast, if that it was ye feared.
Hecuba.
What lord, what land. . . . Ah me,
Phthia or Thebes, or sea-worn Thessaly?
Talthybius.
Each hath her own. Ye go not in one herd.
23
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Hecuba.
Say then what lot hath any? What of joy
Falls, or can fall, on any child of Troy?
Talthybius.
I know: but make thy questions severally.
Hecuba.
My stricken one mus t be^
ft/ \ r
j
/ f) & / l f stf S till first. Say how Cassandra’s ^portion lies.
Talthybius.
(_o r> n-e
Id /m W Ol'uS thinks iiS— Qoei MS \(/ Chosen from all for Agamemnon’s prize ! £ bo v o S W e a. r-e J-o y uQ 3
I 7 3 oq
}
ZXjClJiin&rnu " &h"
H UPITB A /Hecuba.
How, for his Spartan bride
A tirewoman? For Helen’s sister’s pride?
Talthybius. i(
Nay, nay: a bride herself, for the King’s bed. C H C V l) ( ~ 0 h
Hecuba.
The sainted of Apollo? And her own
Prize that God promised
Out of the golden clouds, her virgin crown? . . .
Talthybius.
He loved her for that same strange holiness.
Hecuba.
Daughter, away, away,
Cast all away,
ffliTurninu ^AjIslt£S
C% SS 4 v~ i^a-s (j c>4s .&& i * The haunted Keys, the lonely stole’s array
h& l d i tyi -H=> 4 jXesa r Of - That kept thy body like a sacred place!c> i r> a tt=j i 'fa -» & C 1
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Talthybius.
Is’t not rare fortune that the King hath smiled
On such a maid?
f Hecuba.What of that other child
Ye reft from me but now?
'
.
flforZT- Talthybius ( speaking with some constraint )
.
Polyxena? Or what child meanest thou?
Hecuba.
The same. What man^now hath her, or what doom?
Talthybius.
She rests apart, to watch Achilles’ tomb.
Hecuba.
St art' To watch a tomb? My daughter? What is this? . . .
Speak, Friend? What fashion of the laws of Greece?
Talthybius.
Count thy maid happy! She hath naught of ill
To fear . . .
Hecuba.
What meanest thou ? She liveth still ?
OJcv
Talthybius.
I mean, she hath one toil that holds her free
From all toil else.
i Hecuba, change -
a What of Andromache, J
tch; rv. r ... i
anyV .
ife or mine iron-hearted Hector,
_C ^ 1 to r>4 do Atf/~ Wif
-S-fig A, h A. is c > Journeyeth she?
J r J~h Cu *. ['
where
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Talthybius.
X\\n>(^ (t'
P
yrrhu s. Achilles’ son, hath taken he r. C Hfl K : A-C- K i I I -g C Sc t~f
Hecuba.
And I, whose slave am I,
The shaken head, the arm that creepeth by,
Staff-crutched, like to fall?
e , . coul.wo
Talt]ivbius_ to > T| C Kshjknq^<L
£1*2 0 fr i H m a. K e-S h % fT> 4. kw Odysseus. Ithaca’s king, hath thee for thrall. oS sint; “<9 A "
A ^ * -3- - - - - * * - - <•
r
g>^
^t>C.C^S3
j.
4 o ft S C v- t3 p m^nP uiouj- i .
dv _ hecuba._ y, je a-i- _ h * a,
4
Beat, beat the crownless head:
Rend the cheek till the tears run red!
A lying man and a pitiless
Shall be lord of me, a heart full-flown
With scorn of righteousness:
O heart of a beast where law is none,
Where all things change so that lust be fed,
The oath and the deed, the right and the wrong,
Even the hate of the forked tongue:
Even the hate turns and is cold,
False as the love that was false of old!
CVO Women of Troy, weep for me ! ( d <) lr fT> S ~fr Tb t~T)
Yea, I am gone: I am gone my ways.
Mine is the crown of misery,
The bitterest day of all our days.
t^Thy
Leader.
fate thou knowest, Queen : but I know not
What lord of South or North has won my lot.
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Talthybius.
Go, seek Cassandra, men !X Make your best spee d,
^ J? JP
That I may leave her with the King, and lead >
These others to their divers lords. . .X Ha, there! A ~ 'Sfafr LZ2
What means that sudden light? Is it the flare # c ^ ^ b )<2 o K K O -£/*'- h a n J o r
Of torches? % ' ’
[Light is seen shining through the crevices of th e
second hut on the right. He moves to -
wards it.
Would they fire their prison rooms,
Or how, these women?—Yes, ’fore God, the dooms
Are known, and now they burn themselves and die
Rather than sail with us! How savagely
In days like these a free neck chafes beneath
Its burden! . . . Open! Open quick! Such death
Were bliss to them, it may be: but ’twill bring
Much wrath, and leave me shamed before the King!
Hecuba.
There is no fire, no peril: ’tis my child,
Cassan dra, by the breath of God made wild.
[ The door opens from within and CASSANDRA 'J7 ^
enters, white-robed and wreathed like a
Priestess, a great~torch in her hand. She
is singing softly to~lierself and does not see
down > 2 r>4
ij
J) f? Cassandra.
if t, lift It high
:
.Li
Give it to mine hand!
Lo, I bear a flame
Unto God! I praise his name.
I light with a burning brand
This sanctuary.
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tnr>e/gn-t.r j-pgQ *t
‘
~ d< at-h
Blessed is he that shall wed,
And blessed, blessed am I
In Argos: a bride to lie
With a king in a king’s bed. fftnk S C> h \~o cM L
_
Hail, O Hymen red, dJJrX.i e.c to >- cA. ^^ ^ " n[(
° tzi.y tr?i rxij .£ *. r.^
~fo (( \~n<s>o t > tiPici%iU
A Hn /* i _ /) /*/ I I Wn i.. A J’'.C:* n. n *ct=e<{ .fill tt> blWlW hath charged, 1
y '•Ufa maid s last sleep
_
O Torch that makest one!
Weepest thou, Mother mine own?
Surely thy cheek is pale
With tears, tears that wail
For a land and a father dead.
But I go garlanded
:
I am the Bride of Desire:
Therefore my torch is borne—
Lo, the lifting of morn,
Lo, the leaping of fire!
—
For thee, O Hymen bright,
For thee, O Moon of the Deep,
So Law for the light
>VnK
4 S (a ss <ind y a
—
4
~Ta( -fhv hi _0\ Tot- O/ hi.
r
3 A/ c C ci t> q.
^th-brs ^
R
Awake, O my feet, awake: r« Z <-> C -g.
Our father’s hope is won
!
Dance as the dancing skies
Over him, where he lies
Happy beneath the sun! . . .
Lo, the Ring that I make . .
. \ M.-e
c v-
*V 1-11
[iS&g makes a circle round her with a torch,
and visions appear to her.
Apollo! . . . Ah, is it thou? C
0 shrine in the laurels cold,
1 bear thee still, as of old,
Mine incense! Be near to me now. it/ lire
[She waves the torch as though bearing incense.
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O Hymen, Hymen fleet:
Quick torch that makest one! . . .
How? Am I still alone? / A L %
_tL
n .\ .(ys°s ic tri'ls
Y '1
LJj,
rfk nd
*tn Laugh as I laugh, and twineIn the dance, O Mother mine:
ft
Dear feet, be near my feet!
rr>o f-h €. *-
Come.**greet ye Hymen, greet
Hymen with songs of pride
:
Sing to him loud and long,
Cry^pry, when the song ir r> 6 p ( yy[+h l dc.fr ~k <->£
Faileth, for joy of the bride!
O Damsels girt in the gold
Of Ilion, cry, cry ye,
For him that is doomed of old
«|> . <*
f>4
P4 to C . Ait
To be lord of m
— a ^4 Ct e ^ i-VK'. b ‘, oi
Leader.
O hold the damsel, lest her tranced feet
Lift her afar, Queen, toward the Hellene fleet!
Hecuba.
O Fire, Fire, where men make marriages
Surely thou hast thy lot
;
but what are these
Thou bringest flashing? Torches savage-wild ( ^ S
jhv ios
; i4c/ayii/
/O
And far from mine old dreams.—Alas, my child,
How little dreamed I then of wars or red ,
Spears of the Greek to lay thy bridal bed
! £ f
Give me thy brand
;
it hath no holy blaze
Thus in thy frenzy flung. Nor all thy days
Nor all thy griefs have changed them yet, nor learned
Wisdom.
—
Ye women, bear the pine half burned
J r-C rCj
To n/ A (fru
±slK* hnkch
29 d r>4
cjh die y <? jy~ n-e fr^k^s
it- o o i~~
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To the chamber back; and let your drowned eyes
Answer the music of these bridal cries!
[She takes the torch and gives it to one of the
women. S I r~> X S 6 £L Ir.
Cassandra.
T b-e. r>^is~x s . b colh
_O r d c.j.l tir -— -ym’i
O Mother, fill mine hair with happy flowers,
And speed me forth. Yea, if my spirit cowers,
Drive me with wrath ! So liveth Loxias,
%(A bloodier bride than ever Helen was
(Go I to Agamemnon, Lord most high
Hellas! . T^T I shall kill him, mother
;
I
As
lLaT
AtL
W -g v -e too r 4 < f I
a metrmoni
S<3n, K i I l-l 4—b c \r
trig r4^ r,.
£
J Shall kill him, and lay waste his house with fire
As he laid ours. My brethren and my sire
,
Shall win again . . .
f S.& \ © n {Checkin? herself
)
But part I must let be,
And speak not. Not the axe that craveth me,
And more than me; not the dark wanderings
CTS^fdE^Of mother-murder that my bridal brings,
And all the House of Atreus down, down, down
e v~
’telSfcs ketr
air -4-hX\S>
Nay, I will show thee. Even now^this town
Is happier than the Greeks. I know the power
Of God is on me: but this little hour,
,
Wilt thou but listen, I will hold hirn^ck!
C
^
fr-,
t c aA One love , one woman’s beauty, o’er the track
hand S- 4 ° **-£>-
y
<- ^ I O v\! V
Of hunted Helen, made their myriads fall.
~tKo »/?) u [W And this their King so wise, who ruleth all,
£> r oth et'. wrought he? Cast ou t .Love that Hate might
T j At.u 1 * ' ’lr>A Si€. vJ LVc d^-u qhU r
^ ^ v i Cit- » S' W .
£.r»-aJ5i
feed:
S HCt>? V il
Gave to his brother his own child , his seed
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Of gladness, that a woman fled, and fain
To fly for ever, should be turned again!
So the days waned, and armies on the shore
Of Simois stood and strove and died.
^
Wherefore ?
No man had moved their landmarks; none had
shook
Their walled towns.—And they whom Ares took,
Had never seen their children: no wife came
With gentle arms to shroud the limbs of them
For burial, in a strange and angry earth
Laid dead. And there at home, the same long
dearth
:
Women that lonely died, and aged men
Waiting for sons that ne’er should turn again,
Nor know their graves, nor pour drink-offerings,
To still the unslaked dust/^These be the things
The conquering Greek hath won
!
But we
—
what pride
,
C C. O t> a ^ h A rf in
h i. n P
What praise of men were sweeter?
—
fighting died
Ip
/- fl *4 ^ To save our people./ And when war was red J 6 ^
^
— <-4
^
—b 3
Around us, friends upbore the gentle dead
Home, and dear women’s hands about them wound
White shrouds, and here they sleep in the old
ground
Beloved. And the rest long days fought on,
Dwelling with wives and children, not alone
And joyless^like these Greeks.
And Hector’s woe,
What is it? He is gone, and all men know
His gloryXand how true a heart he bore
It is the gift the Greek hath brought!
Men-sa-w him not, nor knew him:—Ye a, and even
Paris hath loved withal a child of heavefH-
3i
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Would ye be wise, ye Cities, fly from war
!
Yet if war come, there is a crown in death
For -her that striveth well and perioheth n»+-c.'Jft
~
Unstained: to die in evil were the stain!
Therefore
,
O Mother, pity not thy slain, Oh % -fz MoTktb
Nor Troy, nor me, the bride. Thy direst foe 7
U Lj v 1~ And mine by this m£ wooing is brought low.
Talthybius { at last breaking through the spell_
that has held him ).
M or* 1& Cdjsonc/ ra.—LiI swear, had not Apollo made thee mad.
Not lightly hadst thou flung this shower of bad
Bodings, to speed my General o’er the seas!
’Fore God, the wisdoms and the greatnesses
Of seeming, are they hollow ^all, as things
Of naught? This son of Atreus, of all kings
Most mighty, hath so bowed him to the love
Of this mad maid, and chooseth her above
All women ! By the Gods, rude though I be,
I would not touch her hand!
Look thou; I see
Thy lips are blind, and whatso words they speak,
Praises of Troy or shamings of the Greek,
I cast to the four winds! Walk at my side
In peace!
. . . And heaven content him of his bride!
r ai .Xtx.-/I til
, ^
a- DC/
* tores,
T
lHe moves as though to go, but turns to
Ul
Hecuba, and speaks more gently.
And thou shalt follow to Odysseus’ host
When the word comes. ’Tis a wise queen thou
go’st
To serve, and gentle: so the Ithacans say.
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Cassandra ( seeing for the first time the Herald
and all the scene ).
How fierce a slave ! . . . O Heralds, Heralds !
Yea,
/ Voices of Death ; and mists are over them
Of dead men’s anguish, like a diadem,
These weak abhorred things that serve the hate
Of kings and peoples! . . .
Te -Odysseus’ goj
My mother goeth, say’st thou? Is GodV^vord
fye& i . As naught, to me in silence ministerei
That in this place she dies? . .S'(To herself)
more; no more!
Why should I speak the shtime of them, before
They come? . . . LjttJe he knows, that hard-beset
Spirit, what deeps of woe await him yet
;
Till all these fears of ours and harrowings
Of Troy^by his, shall be as golden things.
Terpfears behind ten years athwart his way
ftingr and home, lost and un friended-- . . .
No
p-- R
± iUcjjka i*a<£
£ \ Why should Odysseus’ labours vex my breath
« / On
;
hasten
;
guide me to the house of Death,
u* 1 To lie beside my bridegroom! . . .
Thou Greek King,MjfC
Who deem st thy fortune now so high a thing,
Thou dust of the earth, a lowlier bed I see,
In darkness, not in light, awaiting thee:
And with thee, with thee . . . there, where yawneth
plain
A rift of the hills, raging with winter rain,
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SDead . and out-cast . and naked ... It is I
( t
Beside my bridegroom: and the wild beasts cry, h-e^d
And ravin on God’s chosen
!
[She clasps her hands to her brow and feels the
wreaths .
O, ye wreaths!
Ye garlands of my God, whose love yet breathes
About me; shapes of joyance mystical;
Begone! I have forgot the festival,
Forgot the ioy. Begone;! I tear ye, so,AAlsic *V
From off me! . . . Out on the swift winds they go.
With flesh still clean I give them back to thee,
Still white, O God, O light that leadest me
! torn .OPC. In a r H?
1 _ i? a-A in X d ce
•c S~to rrr) fti-e f ro(o(ive.
3 9 Y- Q-uit i£ g
[Turning upon the Herald.
Where lies the galley? Whither shall I tread?
See that your watch be set, your sail be spread.
The wind comes quick ! . . . Three Powers—mark me,
thou L-
—
There be of Hell, and one walks with_tl
Moth e r, farewell, ;uid--weep~TiotT^O my sweet )C~ C\ O
City, my earth-clad brethren, and thou great
j
^
^ f
Sire that begat us; but a little now,
And I am with you
:
yea, with shining brow
I come, ye Dead, and shining from the fall %
Of Atreus’ House, the House that wrecked us all! 2.t~)ds Cf <J YU h)
0C t j+i « o L
[She goes out, followed by Talthybius and the
Soldiers ; Hecuba, after waiting for an
instant motionless, falls to the ground^ ^
Leader of Chorus^ choro S qo-frfieCub'QL
The Queen, ye Watchers! See, she falls, she F falls.
Rigid without a word! O sorry thralls,
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Too late! And will ye leave her downstricken,
A woman, and so old? Raise her again!
[Some women go to Hecuba, but she refuses
their aid and speaks without rising.
Hecuba.
Let lie . . . the love we seek not is no love . . .
This ruined body! Is the fall thereof
Too deep for all that now is over me
Of anguish, and hath been, and yet shall be?
Ye Gods %<
.
Alas! Why call on things so weak
For aid? Yet there is something that doth seek,
Crying, for God, when one of us hath woe. t~nC> ~3 n
dbfnS
O, I will think of things gone long ago
_
And weave them to a song, like one more tear
In the heart of misery. A . . All kings we were
;
\AJ/i ("Tt-p n \6i 'n (
-hob’°$ And I must wed a king. And sons I brought
w' n/r.. i„_j v:.
2L ¥p6t-n<h help b<-K $ ^4
ih*. S i ts A
lb y 0 7L<j
.
/ quo
Sjm yv-€5Si Y4
t
My lord King, many sons . .
.
(nay, that were naught
^
But high strong princes, of all Troy the best.
Hellas nor Troas nor the garnered East , *
Held such a mother!^ And all these things beneath h-e a*/. Y//?A-
The' Argive spear I saw "cas't ‘dtJwrfin 'death,
And shore these tresses at the dead men’s feet.
,
Yea, and the gardener of my garden great, ) c O d t)c( h (S •€
It was not any noise of him nor tale . •
I wept for; these eyes saw him, when the pale
Was broke, and there at the altar Priam fell Q foe y- «j£ lT€. 0 cf~
_LCl^
f
~
tr 1^) 0 <aJ 3f
Murdered, and round him all his citadel
Sacked. And my daughters, virgins of the fold,
Meet to be brides of mighty kings, behold,
’Twas for the Greek I bred them !/AH are gone ; ^ fr- V — (?
And no hope left, that I shall look upon I
Their faces any more, nor they on mine. ( hers b Lt £ )ao K A € b-
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And now my feet tread on the utmost line: 3
1 p }<( ) IfaT) -P 4
An old, old slave-woman, I pass below
Mine enemies’ gates; and whatso task they know
For this age basest, shall be mine; the door,
Bowing, to shut and open. ... I that bore
Hector! . . . and meal to grind, and this racked head
Bend to the stones after a royal bed
;
Torn rags about me, aye, and under them
Torn flesh; ’twill make a woman sick for shame!
Woe’s me; and all that one man’s arms might hold
One woman, what long seas have o’er me rolled
And roll for ever! O my child, whose white Y
f
Soul laughed amid the laughter of God’s light,
Cassandra, what hands and how strange a day
Have loosed thy zone!AAnd thou, Poly^ena, X
Where art thou ? And my sons ? Not any seed
Of man nor woman now shall help my need.
Why raise- me any more-?—What hope havg^I-
To hold me? Take this slave that once^trod high
In Ilion; cast her on her bed of clay
Rock-pillowed, to lie down, and pass away
Wasted jw+th tears. And whatso man they call
C flCrh—
X < Vtfs r>4 hoi 4 6
)oQ k
. £ hg..E »i.
^ Vty
bo M V> a r>c\s o <dz.
\ V~>—4 o v t ry
a *
TT\
Jfv*
“bKvi i n4
£>'•* s o oj~~ Jc r
u 1 Chorus. [Strophe.
O Muse, be near me now, and make
A strange song for Ilion’s sake,
Till a tone of tears be about mine ears
And out of my lips a music break
(lj For Troy, Troyyind the end of the years
:
($, When the wheels of the Greek above me pressed,
(fcyAnd the mighty horse-hoofs beat my breast;
^^And all around were the Argive spears
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
PifljOYi
A towering Steed of golden rein
—
1^0 gold without, dark steel within!
—
amped in our gates; and all the plain
Lay silent where the Greeks had been.
And a cry broke from all the folk
Gathered above on Ilion’s rock:
Up, up, O fear is over now!
0)To Pallas, who hath saved us living,
To Pallas bear this victory-vow! ”
^f)Then rose the old man from his room,
(f*)The merry damsel left her loom,
,j|, And each bound death about his brow
With minstrelsy and high thanksgiving!
[Antistrophe .
(!) O, swift were all in Troy that day,
[X) And girt them to the portal-way,
(^Marvelling at that mountain Thing
(Ij^Smooth-carven, where the Argives lay,
And wrath, and Ilion’s vanquishing:
(rB’lH -t r> A Meet gift for hgr that spareth not,
Heaven’s yokeless Rider.(^Up they brought
Through the steep gates her offering:
(£) Like some dark ship that climbs the shore
On straining cables, up, where stood
Her marble thronis^Tier hallowed floor,
Who lusted for her people’s blood.
CfM very weariness of joy
Fell with the evening over Troy:
And lutes of Afric mingled there
With Phrygian songs :\ind many a maiden,
With white feet glancing light as air,
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(j)Made happy music through the gloom:
And fires on many an inward room
All night broad-flashing, flung their glare
On laughing eyes and slumber-laden.
A Maiden.
(J.) I was among the dancers there
To Artemis, and glorying sang
Her of the Hills, the Maid most fair,
Daughter of Zeus rand, lo, there rang
4- £ .A shout out of the dark, and fell
Deathlike from street to street, and made
A silence in the citadel
:
_(5>nd a child cried, as if afraid,
And hid him in his mother’s veil.
(
6/Then stalked the Slayer from his den,
ip
pi he hand of Pallas served her well
!
($)0 blood, blood of Troy was deep
About the streets and altars then:
(*pAnd in the wedded rooms of sleep,
Lo, the desolate dark alone,
And headless things en stumbled on.
tl/JAnd forth, lo, the women go,
The crown of War, the crown of Woe,
To bear the children of the foe
(t%)And weep, weep, for Ilion ! £ U fl V- o 3 Khlfl
r ,
. 7
~
’ S R,
\_
As the song ceases a chari-e-t is seen- approa£jwtg J
from the town, lodeJ^witfrTpotls. On it
(Lh
0/[ u_
stls-e-^mourninir Woman with a child m ^>\i
her arme .
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Leader.
^ a o ^ V.
(l) Lo, yonder on the heaped crest
Of a Greek wain, Andromache,
As one that o’er an unknown sea
Tosseth; and on her wave-borne breast
Her loved one clingeth>Tdector’s child,
Astyanax . O most forlorn
P-
$n-_Cu^
Of women, whither go’st thou, borne
’Mid Hector’s bronzen arms, and piled
Spoils of the dead, and pageantry
Of them that hunted Uion down?
Aye, richly thy new lord shall crown
-^The mountain shrines of Thessaly!
C h>£> Y <-» £ f? o( 6 yj Q , <S~te ^3
ndk-o rn'a.^h-^ zntky L.
~2>6>
Andromache. C.
o r> YetvViin df-
Hec.
cL. S Ho, o \4 > And.
J~KVr> k, b_e. v S-e LL roeSt-
Hec.
And.
Hec.
And.
Forth to the Greek I go,
Driven as a beast is driven.
Woe, woe!
Nay, mine is woe:
Woe to none other given,
And the song and the crown therefor!
O Zeus!
He hates thee sore!
Children
!
No more, no more
To aid thee : their strife is striven
!
f 1L
Hecuba.
[Antistrophe I.
Troy, Troy is gone!
And. Yea, and her treasure parted.
Hec. Gone, gone, mine own
Children, the noble-hearted
!
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And. Sing sorrow. . . .
Hec. For me, for me!
And. Sing for the Great City,
That falleth, falleth to be
A shadow, a fire departed.
Andromache.
Come to me, O mv lover!
Hec. The dark shroudeth him over,
My flesh, woman, not thine, not thine!
And. Make of thine arms my cover
!
\ Strophe 2 .
-hr (4 ^ y
_^|p to ^ y 4 T)
Hecuba.
[Antistrophe 2 .
O thou whooo-wound was deep
e
s t,
Thou that my children keepest,
Priam, Priam, O age-worn Kit
Gather me where thou sleepest.
Andromache ( her hands upon her heart).
[Strophe 3.
O here is the deep of desire,
Hec. (How? And is7 this not woe?)
And. For a city burned with fire;
Hec. (It beateth; blow on blow.)
And. God’s wrath for Paris, thy son, that he died not
long ago
:
Who ,sold for his evil love
Troy and the towers thereof:
Therefore the dead men lie
leaked, beneath the-eye-
40
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Of Pallas, and vultures erg
And flap for joy:
So Love ha|lt-d3Ta his yoke
Oj»"ffieineck of Troy!
Hecuba.
[Antistrophe 3 .
O mine own land, my home,
(I weep for thee, left forlorn,)
See’st thou what end is come?
(And the house where my babes were born.)
Hec. A desolate Mother we leave, O children, a City
of scorn
:
And.
Hec.
And.
Even as the sound of a song
Left by the way, but long
Remembered, a tune of tears
Falling where no man hears,
In the old house, as rain,
For things loved of yore:
But the dead hath lost his pain
And weeps no more.
if n<j\rO fr>acA«.*3 /? \rranct holds hzby't L
Leader.
How sweet are tears to them in bitter stress,
And sorrow, and all the songs of heaviness.
Andromache.
f+nd* 0 )^6 L Qtrm 3 1- 00 n<f bvt>y
\j_ ^
C |r O i
j
.o((o wS +Srt?Me f * L»J J>a
Mother of him of old, whose mighty spear
Smote Greeks like chaff, see’st thou what things are
here?
M cfh j-C (~> i (d a n sTeps
Hecuba.
I
I see God’s hand, that buildeth a great crown
For littleness, and hath cast the mighty down.
4i
. * A \
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Andromache.
I and mv babe are driven among the droves Ir 3 rr> «ytit- Cl -g.^ f*J r •€
Of plundered cattle. O, when fortune moves J <p ta_U4
So swift, the high heart like a slave beats low.
Hecuba.
’Tis fearful to be helpless. Men but now
Have taken Cassandra, and I strove in vain.
Andromache.
Ah, woe is me; hath Ajax come again?
But other evil yet is at thy gate.
Hecuba.
Nay, Daughter, beyond number, beyond weight
My evils are! Doom raceth against doom.
Andromache. .
Polyxena across Ach illes’ tomb Aofs. hb* V (ylottf y, c od )« *ivfc
Lies slain, a gift flung to the dreamless^ead. C cX-
TT x'6^w^v<| ^ n4 —Hecuba. t fa, lAj
My sorrow! . . . ’Tis but what Talthybius said: I
So plain a riddle, and I read it not.
Andromache.
I saw her lie, and stayed this chariot
;
And raiment wrapt on her dead limbs, and beat T>-Q _ cT
My breast for her.
Hecuba (to herself).
O the foul sin of it!
The wickedness! My child. My child! Again
I cry to thee. How cruelly art thou slain
!
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Andromache.
She hath died her death, and howso dark it be,
Her death is sweeter than my misery. r ^ C.
Hecuba.
Death cannot be what Life is, Child ; the cup
Of Death is empty, and Life hath always hope.
Q Andromache. ^ nS -fc
h>
y
a
O Mother, having ears, hear thou this word
Fear-conquering, till thy heart as mine be stirred
With joy. To die is onlyhiot to be;
And better to be dead than grievously
Living. They have no pain, they ponder not
Their own wrong. But the living that is brought
From joy to heaviness, his soul doth roam,
As in a desert,''lost, from its old home.
Thy daughter lieth now as one unborn,
4
, <_ 1 i / _
Dead^knd naught knowing of the lust and scorn X - b Pi i\< 75—h V u £ O j~Jl C e
That slew her. And I K'T long since I drew my
bow
Straight at the heart of good fame; and I know
My shaft hit; and for that am I the more
Fallen from peace. All that men praise us for,
I loved for Hector’s sake, and sought to win.
I knew that alway, be there hurt therein
Or utter innocence, to roam abroad
Hath ill report for women ; so I trod
Down the desire thereof, and walked my way
In mine own garden. And light words and gay
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I'JX
I craved no
1A1a-rxir-e
r
Parley of women never passed my door.
The thoughts of mine own heart . . .
more
. . .
Spoke with me, and I was happy. Constantly
I brought fair silence and a tranquil eye
For Hector’s greeting, and watched well the way
Of living, where to guide and where obey.
tbnd, lo! some rumour of this peace, being gone
Forth to the Greek, hath cursed me. Achilles’ sop,
( So soon as I was taken, for his thrall
Chose me. I shall do^ervice in the hall
Of them that slew_^. .^How? Shall I thrust aside^ r c y *j
Hector’s beloved face, and open wide
My heart to this new lord Oh, I should stand
A traitor to the dead And if my hand
And flesh shrink from him . . . lo, wrath and despite
O’er all the house, and I a slave!
X One night, ^
One night . . . aye, men have said it . . . maketh tame
A woman in a man’s arms.
What woman’s lips can so forswear
And give strange kisses in another’s Dea r r
Why, not a dumb beast, not a colt will run
In the yoke untroubled,^when her mate is gone
—
A thing not in God’s image, dull, unmoved
Of reason/'’" O my Hector! best beloved,
o u 11 inancm l
X- O shame, shame! c f.
her dead,
-\-0 * ^ V
0ther
’ b d?
, -V (l
That, being mine, wast all in all to me,
My prince, my^vrise one, O my majesty
Of valiance! ^No man’s touch had ever come
-he
Near me, wrhen thou from out my father’s home
Didst lead me and make me thine.X
• )k And thou art
dead,
irn —
4
And I war-flung to slavery and the bread
| n q
k
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Of shame in Hellas, over bitter seasH T)m hi.fr-A-k
What knoweth she of evils like to these, l
That dead Polyxena, thou weepest for ?
There liveth not in my life any more
The hope that others have. Nor will I tell
The lie to mine own heart, that aught is well
Or shall be well.y\ . .n Yet. Q. to dream were sweetly -
Leader.
-II
rpofrf a. r>4 i rf v-ocK k
He. C.O b •a S ,-h.— )?-*. ^
Thy feet have trod the pathway of my feet,
And thy clear sorrow teacheth me mine own._ r.V.6 %-oS.--
'
ft
,
S ar ro w
Hecuba.
Lo, yonder ships: I ne’er set foot on one,
But tales and pictures tell, when over them
Breaketh a storm not all too strong to stem,
Each man strives hard, the tiller gripped, the mast
Manned, the hull baled, to face it: till at last
Too strong breaks the o’erwhelming sea: lo, then
They cease, and yield them up as broken men
To fate and the wild waters. Even so
I in my many sorrows bear me low,
Nor curse, nor strive that other things may be.
The great wave rolled from God hath conquered me.
But, O, let Hector and the fates that fell Vv-l’<Ci Co
On Hector, sleep. Weep for him ne’er so well,
£> -0. y) Jt. \ Wc Thy weeping shall not wake him.A honour thou fl-
n 6 T- 4a h a r< . J tK. fr
k- c \rms ~fc r 'd- bW
,
h
iou rr^p
t
• V h bi b * K i .^
rn'jt
,
V 0 VJ oY xi ou ta-fcL 2 U \0 V\ £> V> I 6
The new lord that is set above thee now,
And make of thine own gentle piety
A prize to lure his heart. So shalt thou be
A strength to them that love us, and—God knows,
It may be—rear this babe among his foes,
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My Hector’s child, to manhood and great aid
For Ilion. So her stones may yet be laid
One on another, if God will, and wrought
Again to a city! Ah, how thought to thought
Still beckons l^^.^But what minion of the Greek
Is this that cotneth, with new words to speak?
[Entyi- Talthybius with a band of Soldiers.
He comes forward slowly and with evi-
,
dent disquiet. H~e C a t\f ^ IpgtK a_t— X-VrS't" L& V h<
TALTHYBIUSr f*T> < "to llV K. C tn ^ ^ ‘ ^ ^
Spouse of the noblest heart that beat in Troy,
Andromache, hate me not! ’Tis not in joy
I tell thee. But the people and the Kings
Have with one voice . . .
Andromache.
^
What is it? Evil things i, * Q\f{ CL
Are on thy lips!
Talthybius.
’Tis ordered, this child
How can I tell her of it?
iia
-A- ok (^o t _P4
;
.c. v~
^
Andromache.
Doth he not go
With me, to the same master?
Talthybius.
There is none
In Greece, shall e’er be master of thy son.
Andromache.
How? Will they leave him here to build again
The wreck? . . .
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Talthybius.
I know not how to tell thee plain
!
Andromache.
Thou hast a gentle heart ... if it be ill,
And not good, news thou hidest
!
Talthybius.
’Tis their will
Thy son shall die.A - *,The whole vile thing is said ,1 I ' a cK
do A l '€t> CNow!
CO (i
[cl s.3 — r
Andromache.
Oh, I could have borne mine enemy’s bed!
Talthybius.
And speaking in the council of the host
Odysseus hath prevailed
—
Andromache.
O lost ! lost ! lost
!
Forgive me! It is not easy . . .
Talthybius.
. .
.
That the son
Of one so perilous be not fostered on
To manhood
—
Andromache.
God
;
may his own counsel fall
On his own sons
!
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Talthybius. /, sfafri/A. heh C.jL
But from this crested wall
Of Troy be dashed, and die. . . . Nay, let the thing
jj Qh SttjzXj t*s)+In C K, tj
Be done. Thou shalt be wiser so. Nor cling
So fiercely to him. Suffer as a brave
Woman in bitter pain; nor think to have
Strength which thou hast not. Look about thee here!
Canst thou see help, or refuge anywhere?
Thy land is fallen and thy lord, and thou
A prisoner and alone, one woman ; how
Canst battle against us? For thine own good
I would not have thee strive, nor make ill blood
And shame about thee. . . . Ah, nor move thy lips
In silence there, to cast upon the ships
Thy curse! One word of evil to the host,
This babe shall have no burial, but be tossed
Naked. . . . Ah, peace! And bear as best thou may,
War’s fortune. So thou shalt not go thy way
Leaving this child unburied ; nor the Greek
-T\ n / '/ /’a
Be stern against thee, if thy heart be meek ! o V f\_ 2nd lPip jrj- v C
h ?ip-s th-e t~nos i~ a.
tx Jt'i-er at~<3
bid lu feh.
h-in tire$ Kf L yLer> d /by
Q n 4 e 4-h UUtU’r
Andromache (to the child).
_
PI C t-eiA
' *nt _°l- £ o*-/
'
rnerr-
f f-
Go, die, my best-beloved, my cherished one,
In fierce men’s hands, leaving me here alone.
Thy father was too valiant; that is why
They slay thee! Other children, like to die,
Might have been spared for that. But on thy
His good is turned to evil.
O thou bed
And bridal; O the joining of the hand,
That led me long ago to Hector’s land
48
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To bear, O not a lamb for Grecian swords
To slaughter, but a Prince o’er all the hordesJ.U i giuu UUL x * u
'
I I
1 f
Enthroned of wide-flung Asia. )( . y^ Weepest thou? ^ >_ £ h l I q S -4- d C Z.
Nay, why, my little one? Thou canst not know. } /
I
And Father will not come; he will not come;
Not once, the great spear flashing, and the tomb
Riven to set thee free! Not one of all
His brethren, nor the might of Ilion’s wall.
C iiCA.How ** t>e ? ^ne horrible spring . . . deep,
J deep
Down. And thy neck .A. Ah God,3( so cometh
sleep!
.A .
And none to pity thee! A- • Thou little thing
That curlest in my arms, what sweet scents cling
All round thy neck ! Beloved ; can it be
All nothing, that this bosom cradled thee
And fostered
;
all the weary nights, wherethrough
I watched upon thy sickness, till I grew
Wasted with watching? Kiss me. This one time;
Not ever again. Put up thine arms, and climb
* \ •
'
About my neck : now, kiss me, lips to lips. . .
. ^ < S C Dtirr) ^ O \r i S
ihv -P> ye have found an anguish that outstrips
All tortures of the East, ye gentle G reeks!
Why will ye slay this innocent, that seeks
No wrong? ^ . O Helen. Heleny^thou ill tree X Z ^ t- Q n <( ) o oAv L
That Tyndareus planted, who shall deem of thee
As child of Zeus? O, thou hast drawn thy breath
From many fathers, Madness, Hate, red Death,
And every rotting poison of the sky!
Zeus knows thee not, thou vampire, draining dry.
Greece and the world! God hate thee and destroy,
That with those beautiful eyes hast blasted Troy,
And made the far-famed plains a waste withal.
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God hath undone me, and I cannot lift
One hand, one hand, to save my child from death . . .
O, hide my head for shame: fling me beneath
Your galleys’ benches! . . .
[She swoons: then half-rising.
Quick: I must begone
To the bridal. ^ . . I have lost my child, my own ! ^ \f\)C> C> r~i .
[ The Soldiers close round her, a ^ ^ ^ ^ j J (j VO ft C V t V
Leader.
O Troy ill-starred; for one strange woman, one
Abhorred kiss, how are thine hosts undone!
Talthybius ( bending over Andromache and gradu -
ally taking the Child from her )
.
Come, Child: let be that clasp of love
Outwearied! Walk thy ways with me,
Up to the crested tower, above
Thy father’s wall . . . Where they decree
Thy soul shall perish.—Hold him: hold !
—
Would God some other man might ply
These charges, one of duller mould,
e. —*>And nearer to the iron than out;
_ cA b * O
Hecuba. va tVK
\rn rr
td& ud -W ^rr>a /be
—/? a in to hoiGD -e
^Child, they rob u& of our own,
ChiTT'trUmy Mighty One outworn:
Ours, ours thou arU^-Ganjiught be done
Of deeds, can aught of pain''be~~barne,
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CV| d>S«-
aid thee-?
—
Lo, this beaten head
,
TntsTleeding bosom ! These I spread
As ginKto thee. I can thus much.
Woe, wb« for Troy, and woe for thee!
What fall yetNkcketh, ere we touch
The last dead oe^p of misery ?
[The Child, who started back from Tal-
THYBIUS, is takehs up by one of the Sol-
diers and borne back^towards the city,
while Andromache is set again on the
Chariot and driven off towards the ships.
Taltiiydius goes -with the
r
I mo r> TO
(I)i„
Chorus.
Salamis, filled with the foaming
i.
rr\ i C
Of billows and murmur of bees,
Old Telamon stayed from his roaming,
Long ago, on a throne of the seas;
[Strophe
s im 6 r> ~JT
i Sa<i,
y-
-g j i *c / . Ha -c Tw
^
^r>c|
U-—U~-g. b> a y ^ Ln
/
q ^ i Looking out on the hills olive-laden,
Enchanted, where first from the eartli ^^^
The grey-gleaminj£2^ruit of the Maiden
Athena had birth;
(^A soft grey crown for a city
Beloved, a^City of Light:
^)Yet he rested not there, nor had pity,
But went forth in his might,
>0 tl o in f 4 Where Heracles wandered, the lonely
^ £ V' "3.C I- S Bow-bearer(idnd lent him his hands
- 4 Wrl For the wrecking of one land only,
^jOf Ilion, Ilion only,
^Most hated of lands!
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(l) [Antistrophe I
Y 3-C lC5 Of the bravest of Hellas he made him
A ship-folk, in wrath for the Steeds,
And sailed the wide waters, and stayed him
At last amid Simois’ reeds;
And the oars beat slow in the river,
And the long ropes held in the strand,
nd he felt for his bow and his quiver,
(Jb) The wrath of his hand.
I» kT> t^ie king died p and the towers
That Phoebus had builded did fall,
(a^And his wrath, as a flame that devours,
Ran red over all
;
And the fields and the woodlands lay blasted,
Long ago.(4>)yea, twice hath the Sire
Uplifted his hand and downcast it
On the wall of the Dardan, downcast it
As a swo rd and as fire .
[Strophe 2
va in
,
all in vain
,
thou ’mid the wine-jars golden
^hat movest in delicate joy,
miedes, child of Troy,
The lips of\the Highest drain
The cup in >hine hand upholden
:
And thy mother, rtw mother that bore thee,
Is wasted with firK^nd torn
;
And the voice of hetvshores is heard,
Wild, as the voice of aSfird,
For lovers and children beforeNbee
Crying, and mothers outworn.
And the pools of thy bathing are perNbed,
And the wind-strewn ways of thy
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fAs the song ceases, the King Menelaus en -
ters, richly armed and followed by a body-
guard of Soldiers. He is a prey to vio-
lent and conflicting emotions.
[ Antistrophe 2.
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f a Ks Menelaus.How bright the face of heaven, and how sweet
The air this day, that layeth at my feet
.^gUn The woman that I ... Nay: ’twas not for her
Pavat
itei-m
I came. ’Twas for the njjUTj the cozener
And thief, that ate with me and stole away
My bride. But Paris lieth, this long day,
By God’s grace, under the horse-hoofs of the Greek,
And round him all his land. And now I seek . . .
Curse her! I scarce can speak the name she bears,
That was my wi fe. Here with the prisoners
They keep her, in these huts, among the hordes
Of numbered slaves.—The host whose labouring swords
Won her, have given her up to me, to fill
My pleasurk*) perchance kill her)^or not kill, *
But lead her home.—Methinks I have foregone
The slaying of Helen here in Ilion . . .
Over the long seas I will bear her back,
And there, there, cast her out to whatso wrack
Of angry death they may devise, who know
Their dearest dead for her in Ilion.—Ho!
Ye soldiers! Up into the chambers where
She croucheth
! ftprip the long blood-reeking hair, ^ §LL
And drag her to mine eyes . . . \ Controlling himself.
And when there come
Fair breezes, my long ships shall bear her home.
[ The Soldiers go to force open the door of the
second hut on the left.
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Hecuba. u
!
I thou
L C. -, h
# Thou dee ase of the World, and
( atfen * Above the World, whoe’er thou art, unknown
high Throne m•Cv % y oS
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
And hard of surmise, Chain of Things that be,
Or Reason of our Reason ; God, to thee
I lift my praise, seeing the silent road
That bringeth 'ustice ere the end be trod
To all that breathes and dies.
Menelaus { turning ).
Ha! who is there
That prayeth heaven, and in so strange a prayer?
Hecuba.
&c s hl- <?
Xn-e n t3 envoi-
I bless thee, Menelaus, I bless thee,
If thou wilt slay her! Only fear to see
S O toev—Her visage, lest she snare thee and thou fall!
Jyj ~ lCil She snareth strong men’s eyes; she snareth tall
V> ft
y ^
\er - m«^ T7 C—
Br .q r € it ft)om. frit o
L A i.H 4 nO-Li. ) 4 L
j
^
4 t ^
'
—/4-^
-y f) W4
Cities; and fire from out her eateth up
Houses. Such magic hath she, as a cup
Of death! . . . Do I not know her? Yea, and thou,
And these that lie around, do they not know?
Jh±_ [The Soldiers return from the hut and stand
T
fnelnuj -Kim 'DIP 3n4 ^o« K 9wu\J
axx
aside to let Helen pass between them.
She comes through them, gentle and una-
fraid; there is no disorder in her raiment.
Helen. g _
,
_
O x Ip t
King Menelaus, 1Thy first deed might make '
A woman fear. Into my chamber brake
Thine armed men, and lead me wrathfully.
Methinks, almost, I know thou hatest me.
Yet I would ask thee, what decree is gone
Forth for my life or death?
A* 4 .ip S-e birr> r ’Sh-e c rff-p V> L
^ CTa. q^<? ~fo L-
Menelaus ( struggling with his emotion ).
There was not one
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That scrupled for thee. All, all with one will
Gave thee to me, whom thou hast wronged, to kill ! i'C £> r ^ C C y-
*
-£'1
w
Helen. 3 h^-f
r fc
And is it granted that I speak, or no,
In answer to them ere. I clje, to show
I die most wronged and innocent?
Menelaus.
I seek
To kill thee, woman; not to hear thee speak!
Hecuba.
O hear her! She must never die unheard,*'”*
King Menelaus! And give me the word
To speak in answer! All the wrong she wrought
Away from thee, in Troy, thou knowest not.
The whole tale set together is a death
Too surej^e shall not ’scape thee! ) o c ~)f~ £ 1*4 l~)
And time.
To speaky^
Menelaus.
’Tis but breath
For thy sake, Hecuba, if she need .
grant the prayer. I have no heed /j £ )q(\ f\ S
Nor mercy—let her know it well—for her
! Q. (*) a f OJ 5 l t< <0 n %
Helen.
It may be that, how false or true soe’er
Thou deem me, I shall win no word from thee.
So sore thou holdest me thine enemy.
Yet I will take what words I think thy heart
Holdeth of anger: and in even part
Set my wrong and thy wrong, and all that fell.
[ Pointing to Hecuba.
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a dr*d.i7i*<t-
S h e cometh first, who bare the seed and w^ll
f springing sorrow, when to life she brought
Paris: and that old King, who quenched not
Quick in the spark, ere yet he woke to slay,
The firebrand’s image.-^But enough: a day
t>&b Jhc-j/ci b-e
kUUef. pyxsirr.
—M L S a h-e* tl Tft, -£ fj~) ^
Came, and this Paris judged beneath the trees
) ~ h> ft b t~c> ytff jjTTree Crowns of Life, three diverse GoddessesJ
I p) Qt y- 7 ' Thp trift nfOPiill'ic wac nf War f-n 1 pnrl
pr/z
.m.
I
he gift o f(l allas s of r, to lead
H- € r ft
}Cjc&i4.Sj oj
Tfiiy
;y^
H is East in conquering battles, and make bleed
j
o44 tuAf^jThe hearths of Hellas.&Hera held a Throne
—
Lovf
.If majesties he craved—to reign alone
_L_C7
-0=-^- K V~<3 g/ / te
From Phrygia to the last realm of the West.
And^Cypris
,
if he deemed hey loveliest,
Beyond all heaven, made dreams about my face
And for fce£ grace gave m£. And, lo ! her grace
Was judged the fairest, and she stood above
Those twain.^Thus was I loved, and thus
love
Hath holpen Hellas. No fierce Eastern crown
Is o’er your lands, no spear hath cast them down.
O, it was well for Hellas! j^But for me X '
my )( - /? -t ad
Most ill
;
caught up and sold across the sea
For this my beauty; yea, dishonoured
For that which else had been about my head
A crown of honour. A. . Ah, I see thy thought
;
The first plain deed, ’tis that I answer not,
How in the dark out of thy house I fled . . .
C Yf
S
tc.
er
^'
1
There came the Seed of Fire, this woman’s seed *s hHJ.
O V C_ Came-j^O, a Godcj*ss great walked with him then
—
This Alexander^Breaker-down-of-Men,
This^ Paris,^§trength-is-with-him whom thou, X Z to h( ’C P> -e 1
whom
—
O false and light of heart4-thou in thy room
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Didst leave, and spreadest
*0 Far, far from m e !
.^
sgilfc
•>^md yet,
V®'
or Cretan seas,
how strange it
I ask not thee
;
I ask my own sad thought,
What was there in my heart, that I forgot
My home and land and all I loved,1Ko fly
With a strange man? Surely it was not I,
But Cypris, there! Lay thou thy rod on her,
And be more high than Zeus and bitterer
,
Who o’er all other spirits hath his throne,
But knows her c^ain must bind him
. Kfay wrong done
L**V
5
Jn-f
S jo wl V
1
-
Hath its own ‘'pardon. D-l.* n
thou haOne word yet st,
Methinks, of righteous seeming. When at last
r» . * / .jiThe earth for Paris oped and all was o’er,
e 4*rV
-f
And ^er strange magic bound my feet no more,
€ 4 jWV kept I still his house, why fled not I
o the Argive ships? . . . Ah, how I strove to
The old Gate-Warden could have told thee all,
D ~t (My husband ,) and the watchers from the wall;
he
g UY e m-eJ J d..n-4- h° rn'i lL
fly
"(Oh
(tf^ne Itlus S-fartf
-fryyto. h> -e. t—
It was not once they took me, with the rope
Tied, and this body^Swung in the air
,
to grope x - LlKfer uS te doh
Its way toward t he e
,
irom that dim battlement.
Ah, husband still,Hlow shall thy; hand be bent
To slay me? Nay, if Right be come at last,
What shalt thou bring hut comfort ^for pains past,
And harbour for a woman storm-driven:
A woman home away by violent men:
And this one birthright of my beauty, this
That might have been my glory, lo, it is
A stamp that God hath burned, of slavery ! <4r&rr>4trl Cty dn cf tVo KC
J)^Alas! and if thou cravest still to be j
'
As one set above gods, inviolate
,
p* ^
—
’Tis but a fruitless longing^tiolds thee yet.
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O Queen, think of thy children and thy land,
And break her spell ! The sweet soft speech, the
hand
And heart so fell: it maketh me afraid.
w
Hecuba. tDc ye C - cy
Meseems her goddesses first cry mine aid
Against these lying lips! . . . Not Hera, nay,
Nor virgin Pallas deem I such low clay,
To barter their own folk, Argos and brave
Athens, to be trod down, the Phrygian’s slave,
x -
All for vain glory and a shepherd’s prize
f
~
On Ida! Wherefore should great eyes - j 1 1 d
-f
So hunger to be fair? doth not use
To seek for other loves, being wed with Zeus.
*^-And maiden Pallas ... did some strange god’s face
Beguile her, that she craved for loveliness,
Who chose from God one virgin gift above 'j ^
All gifts, and fleeth from the l ips of love pjl ^
Ah, deck not out thine own heart’s evil springs
By making spirits of heaven as brutish things
±±f
p, , t'\ I And cruel . wise may hear thee, and guess all! CJq_6_^J£_£
—
—
^
—
-t—
'
' And Cypris must take ship—fantastical! —0 t7d € f J ftL/? y
/-g h cjo-es
Sail with my son and enter at the gate
To seek thee! Had she willed it, she had sate
At peace in heaven, and wafted thee, and all
Amyclae with thee, under Ilion’s wall.
X My son was passing beautiful, beyond
His peers; and thine own heart, that saw and conned
H is face, became a spirit enchanting thee.
For all wild things that in mortality wUc) - d-e-ejp
><? ,'nt Vzr ty
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Have being, are Aphrodite ; and the name
She bears in heaven is born and writ of them.
Thou sawest him in gold and orient vest
Shining, and lo, a fire about thy breast
Leapt! Thou hadst fed upon such little things,
Pacing thy ways in Argos. But now wings
Were come! Once free from Sparta, and there rolled
The Ilian glory, like broad streams of gold, C y- <
To steep thine arms and splash the towers! How J
small,
Jiow cold that day was Menelaus’ hall1 te-gd i n4 .toWne .1-yu A r g a
Enough of that. It was by force my son
ook thee, thou sayst, and striving. ... Yet not one
In Sparta knew! No cry, no sudden prayer
Rang from thy rooms that night. . . . Castor was there
JTo hear thee, and his brother: both true men,
ot yet among the stars! And after, when
Thou earnest here to Troy, and in thy track
rgos and all its anguish and the rack
Of war-)CAh God !-X-perchance men told thee ‘Now
The Greek prevails in battle ’ : then wouldst thou
Praise Menelaus, that my son might smart,
Striving with that old image in a heart
Uncertain still. Then Troy had victories:
And this Greek was as naught! Alway thine eyes
Watched Fortune’s eyes, to follow hot where she %
Led first . Thou wouldst not followHdopesty.
^
Thy secret ropes, thy body swung to fall
Far, like a desperate prisoner, from the wall!
^
c V 4> — <T\1 D,lC,fr.|
Who found thee so? When wast thou taken? Nay,
Hadst thou no surer rope, no sudden way
Of the sword, that any woman honest-souled
Had sought long since, loving her lord of old?
6o
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Often and often did I charge thee; ‘ Go, ~7i g G U V) 2L 1 •Hy \\e,Un
My daughter; go thy ways. My sons will know >4 € So
New loves. I will give aid, and steal thee past
The Argive watch. O give us peace at last,
Us and our foes! ’ But out thy spirit cried
As at a bitter word. Thou hadst thy pride
_
In Alexander’s house
,
and O, ’twas sweet
To hold proud Easterns bowing at thy feet.
They were great things to thee! . .^And comest thou y ATtc. . HQ ^ 'f
now ^ ’
Forth, and hast decked thy bosom and thy brow,
And breathest with thy lord the same blue air,
Thou evil heart? Low, low, with ravaged hair,
Rent raiment, and flesh shuddering, and within
—
O^sJjctme at last, not glory for thy siar
So face him if thou canst !
. X Lo,M have done.
f
JLV 1 <Y fin yr O d)<
c^n
h QPt-
Be true, O King; let Hellas bear her crown
Of Justice. Slay this woman, and upraise
The law for evermore: she that betrays
Her husband’s bed, let her be judged and die.
Leader. 4 3 h
Be strong, O King; give judgmen t worthily —. )T Jd-^.
M
j o 4
For thee and thy great house. Shake off thy long
Reproach; not weak, but iron against the wrong!
Menelaus.
Thy thoughpdoth walk with mine in one intent. .
’Tis sure flier heart was willi ng, when she went ct ^ t -€ t~) C
Forth to a stranger’s bed. And all her fair
*
Tale of enchantment, ’tis a thing of air! . . .
[ Turning furiously upon Helen.
6i
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Out, woman! There be those that seek thee yet
With stones! Go, meet them. So shall thy long debt
^
Be paid at last. And ere this night is o’er
Thy dead face shall dishonour me no more! j
cl oH a S
o w
- c. n n ^
Vtxd « r>4
*
Helen ( kneeling before him and embracing him).
Behold, mine arms are wreathed about thy knees; f-t- -€c.
Lay not upon my head the phantasies
Of Heaven. Remember all, and slay me not
! ^^
Hecuba. T> L-
c.\ro<>s fa Ni^nei^ oj
L> b * C r->fj tr L.
Cra ( a w
Remember them she murdered, them that fought
Beside thee, and their children! Hear that prayer!
Menelajjs.
Peace, aged woman, peace ! ’Tis not for her;
She is as naught to me.
(To the Soldiers ) . . . March on before, .
Ye ministers, and tend her to the shore
. O 5 C? jjp 4. I Cs r
I^And have some chambered galley set for her, '
Where she may sail the seas.
Hecuba.
If thou be there,
I charge thee, let not her set foot therein!
Menelaus.
How? Shall the ship go heavier for her sin?
Hecuba.
A lover once, will alway love again.
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Menelaus.
If that he loved be evil, he will fain
Hate it! . . . Howbeit, thy pleasure shall be done.
Some other'ship shall bear her, notjmne own. . . .
(YHstc,
Thou counsellest very well . . . And when we come
To Argos, then . . . O then some pitiless doom
Well-earned, black as her heart
!
One that shall bind
Once for all time the law on womankind
Of faithfulness! . . . ’Twill be no easy thing,
God knoweth. But the thought thereof shall fling
A chill on the dreams of women, though they be
Wilder of wing and loathed more than she
! Q g € $
)<*e tS M e.(*n
[
•Exit, fftlbivm-g HeLiDK, wh»
Brrktrrrs.
S *-^>4 f
bJfrp+he letKS s o p
\
i r P* . }ie Ut)
3.T a 1/ ; -ihfh
S /pzil-tA C t-gj; f_ 76 hi
_
p/c a g' : yv Ith <L rms h f id a ft bit
W^Torns j voTiy. Jht ye-fScot hex <{
Chorus.
Some Women.
m s tfmZ . e ct * <s n T r?
rher> f f>^^ys Q g^
rn
tire c.
^±ts L
[Strophe i.
the Altar of frankin-
*S- th+.
ncj4sti
o Tire
do.qht-th
kdhu%
And hast thou turned from
cense,
And given to the Greek thy temple of Ilion?
The flame of the cakes of corn, is it gone from
hence,
T/
2
L±.m o n JJLL
The myrrh on the air and the wreathed towers
4£f—
tyo y~l. 4 « Z fipi. A^ Ida, dark Ida, where the wild ivy grows,
ihq if? The glens that run as rivers from the summer-broken
snows, v
And the Rock, is it forgotter^^/here the first sunbeam
glows,
gone
!
The lit house most holy of the Davvn?
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(MuSit-
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Others.
[Antistrophe I.
( l/The sacrifice is gone and the sound of joy,
(£ The dancing under the stars and the night-long
prayer:
,
*> The Golden Images and the Moons of Troy,
The twelve Moons and the mighty names they
bear:
My heart, my heart crieth, O Lord Zeus on high,
Were they all to thee as nothing, thou throned in the
sky> w
Throned in the fire-cloud, where a City, near to die,
Passeth in the wind and the flare?
A Woman.
[Strophe 2.
ear one
,
O husband mine,
Thou in the dim dominions
Driftest with waterless lips,
Unburied
;
and me the ships
Shall ''hear o’er the bitter brine,
Storfn-birds upon angry pinions,
Where tlie towers of the Giants shine
O’er Argos cloudily,
And the riders ride by the sea.
)thers.
And children stivl in the Gate
Crowd and cr
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
‘^Mothe r
,
alono on the shore
^They drive me, far from thee:
Lo, ti^e dip of the oar,
TheNjlack hull on the sea!
Is it the Tie Immortal,
Salamis, syaits for me?
Is it the Rock that broods
Over the sundeted floods
Of Corinth, the arfdent portal
Of Pelops’ sovran^?’
O thunder of God, and slay us:
While our tears are wet for home,
While out in the storm go we,
Slaves of our enemy!
And, God, may Helen be there,
(S
)
With mirror of gold,
Decking her face so fair,
Girl-like; and hear, and stare,
And turn death-cold:
Never, ah, never more
The hearth of her home to see,
Nor sand of the Spartan shore,
Nor tombs where her fathers be,
A Woman.
(VloS c
[ Antistrophe 2.
cc> Yir.c^ ^
?- 51
(l)Out in the waste of foam,
Where rideth dark Menelaus,
Come to us there, O white
And jagged, with wild sea-light
And crashing of oar-blades, come,
Others.
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A-Cw(p alts
Ibn* o
^
f)U* % ?
f
j
,\vai lem
iMa Nor.Athena’s bronzen Dwelling .
P £p dwf ^Nor the towers of Pitane;
3 / (j)For her face was a dark desire
0W&'<
V
tc
<°3
Upon Greece, and shame like fire,
, ^
And her dead are welling, welling,
Mi'*.* IrJL^ (j-iFrom red Simois to the sea!
[Talthybius, followed by one or two Soldiers
and bearing the child Astyanax dead, is
seen approaching.
Leader.
Ah, change on change! Yet each one racks
This land with evil manifold
;
Unhappy wives of Troy, behold,
They bear the dead Astyanax,
Our prince, whom bitter Greeks this hour
Have hurled to death from Ilion’s tower.
Talthybius.
One galley, Hecuba, there lingereth yet,
Lapping the wave, to gather the last freighti
^ ^
/dp Il LI1C WdVCj IU ctlllc LI 1C Idbl IICl^'lll _
JLtvLy oL v-OS >fk.luiVci$(>hQl Pyrrhu s’ spoils for Thessaly. The chief \ U h
J
\ (
1 Himself long since hath parted, much in grief \
For Peleus’ sake, his grandsire, whom, men say,
Acastus, Pelias’ son, in war array
Hath driven to exile. Loath enough before
Was he to linger, and now goes the more
In haste, bearing Andromache, his prize.
’Tis she hath charmed these tears into mine e3Tes,
Weeping her fatherland, as o’er the wave
She gazed, and speaking words to Hector’s grave.
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
Howbeit, she prayed us that due rites be done
For burial of this babe, thine Hector’s son,
That now from Ilion’s tower is fallen and dead. TO Y l~> O Q CT \r ( O F ^
And, lo! this great bronze-fronted shield, the dread
-te >ecob-^_
Of many a Greek, that Hector held in fray,
O never in God’s name—so did she pray
—
Be this borne forth to hang in Peleus’ hall
Or that dark bridal chamber, that the wall
May hurt her eyes; but here, in Troy o’erthrown,
Instead of cedar wood and vaulted stone,
Be this her child’s last house. . . . And in thine hands
She bade me lay him, to be swathed in bands
Of death and garments, such as rest to thee . , . /
In these thy fallen fortunesy^eing that -she y- C O b 3. To JT< <f 4 h<j
Het^ gnn » hnr wnyn~~^d. for her maJtcr’a haste-, , S ifS O P> S4t€ bS , / <1 / Hlubt VS <jQ-*£
May ne more fold the babe unto hio rc3fr. T$ ,
'
,,f7'4JT‘ .2-Qcl—fo I c /</ l
p
Howbeit, so soon as he is garlanded tl S iT-jZ—C ° h f ~fh-f t?oj.
And robed, we will heap earth above his head
And lift our sails. ... See all be swiftly done,
As thou art bidden. I have saved thee one
Labour. For as I passed Scamander’s stream
Hard by, I let the waters run on him,
And cleansed his wounds.—See, I will go forth now
And break the hard earth for his grave : -ee-theu
And I -will haste together, to oet f-ree-
Ou r oars-at last to heal the hmnewaid seirh
IUl goes ou t with his Soldiers, leaving the b.odv
of the Child in Hecuba’s arms .
Hecu ba. <1 o'l-et-
Set the great orb of Hector’s shield to lie , - . ' / . j
Here on the ground./’Tis bitter that mine eye X ^ 1 Cf ( 4 fh-f t -Cf cJ
^ 67 in, Lk'Qni" hj. /f-caob^ <?tt+L
/j-ec o b'j J S 3 S * i* a / c( yd am vU ( f~h 3L
f ^
ch)ll4 m a tms. 1 h±T on-hh^ humt h
14*, IS -rh * o l-h diecfs e£d/ary*
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Irtiirn (j-y- Should see it. . . AO ye Argives, was your spear X, ~ C \r*-|
(Keen, and your hearts so low and cold, to fear 1
This babe?yv’Twas a strange murder for brave X - V)y
men
!
For fear this babe some day might raise again
His fallen land! Had ye so little pride?
While Hector fought, and thousands at his side,
Ye smote us, and we perished; and now, now,
When all are dead and I lion lieth low,
Ye dread this innocent! I deem it not
Wisdom, that rage of fear that hath no thought. ./><
)
6 0 ^ ^ ^ ^
\Ah, what a death hath found thee, little one!
Hadst thou but fallen fighting, hadst thou known
Strong youth and love and all the majesty
Of godlike kings, then had we spoken of thee
As of one blessed . could in any wise
These days know blessedness. But now thine eyes \ & \TT\ -t O 1
Have seen, thy lips have tasted, but thy soul
No knowledge had nor usage of the whole
Rich life that lapt thee round. . Poor little child
!
Was it our ancient wall, the circuit piled
By loving Gods, so savagely hath rent
Thy curls, these little flowers innocent
That were thy mother’s garden, where she laid
Her kisses^sfre re
,
just where -th<? hone-edge fraye4-_X y-
Grins white above—Ah heaven r I will not see
!
Ye tender arms, the same dear mould have ye
As his
;
how from the shoulder loose ye drop
And weak! And dear proud lips, so full of hope
And closed for ever! What- fftl-se- words ve^sald
At daybreak, when he crep^irito-my'Dec
Called me kind-narfiesjTmd promised : .* Grandmother,
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.lead out all the captains to ride by
Thy tomBT^^Wlij' didst thou cheat me so? ’Tis I,
Old, homeless, childlessOrhatjor thee must shed
Cold tears, so young, so miserably
X Dear God, the pattering welcomes_qf
Thie nursing in my lap; and O, the sweet
Falling asleep together
!
/
\A11 is gone
. A \n e r
thy feet. X - ^ t>$
ree /
How should a poet carve the funeral stone^
nprp ’To tell thy story true? ‘There lieth here
A babe whom the Greeks feared, and in their fear
Slew him.’ ^ye, Greece will bless the tale it
tells
!
^
Child, they have left thee beggared of all else
In Hector’s house; but one thing shalt thou keep,
i0 r> ha
W_
handgrip printed on thy
And deep stains of the precious sweat, that rolled
In battle from the brows and beard of him,
Drop after drop, are writ about thy rim. t-<zfor n caw
Go, bring them—such poor garments hazardous
As these days leave. God hath not granted
Wherewith to make much pride. But trlTT can
I give thee, Child of Troy.-^tT vain is man,
Who glorieth in his joy and hath no fears:
While to and fro the chances of the years
Dance like an idiot in the wind! And none
By any strength hath his own fortune won.
[During theft^iines.several IVomen are seen ap
•
proaching w'wVgmdands and raiment i,
their hands.
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Leader.
Lo these, who bear thee raiment harvested
From Ilion’s slain, to fold upon the dead.
\During the following scene Hecuba gradually
takes the garments and wraps them about
b-^in/.
the Child .
Hecuba.
O not in pride for speeding of the car
Beyond thy peers, not for the shaft of war
True aimed, as Phrygians use; not any prize
Of joy for thee, nor splendour in men’s eyes,
Thy father’s mother lays these offerings
About thee, from the many fragrant things
yc -pThnt were all thine of old. But now no more. 7^
Jjc cyh/1 placo r
—^ Q 1 cl n dS fli
-—b i rry .
£rhA X
?M
One woman, loathed -oi God, hath broike the door
Made cold, and trod thy people dawn to deat-b-1
Chorus. ,« U 1^ Ult^.l-p ^CobO.
Some Women. JK'rWg.lf ^ r>(| £ € £ COYer'iri‘
- Ys) * % k^1 J Deep in the heart of me
I feel thine hand,
Mother: and is it he
Dead here, our prince to be,
And lord of the land^
Hecuba.
Glory of Phrygian raiment, which my thought
Kept for thy bridal day with some far-sought
Queen of the East, folds thee for evermore.
And thou, grey Mother, Moth e r Shield that bore
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(VI u 5 ic
\xhn7 x -
rn
.thousand days of glory, thy last crown
Is nfett. . . • Dear Hector’s shield ! Thou shalt lie
dowhs.
Undying withs^he dead, and lordlier there
Than all the gotcbsQdysseus’ breast can bear,
The evil and the strofrg.!
Chorus.
•X Some IVomen.
Child of the Shield-bearer,
Alas, Hector’s child!
Great Earth, the All-mother,
Taketh thee unto her
With wailing wild
!
Others.
o;
J. (Jtfyjive Death ms song!
Tj^r.ilbj- Dt-m*. Op (Hec. Woe! IfjAye and bitterly ,
dh4 a v-t- [te a
. 4 d o .* h<- HEC - }&?•> We ‘°° we'p foJ
'hee>
l
c And the infinite wron&M
fa) Mother of misery, (2VjUznJ-iiAjLL
ive his jiko k' d w&t
k -h He cob}
ngj^
^During Theselines Hecuba, kneeling by the
body, has been performing a funeral rite,
symbolically staunching the dead Child's
wounds.
Hecuba.
He r ,tW a lor. iuitr.i kfeffn 1 make thee whole;
rw s k € r><j A
y
c. &
V-ChiM
^ ^
rfyp This wound and this 1 heal with lmen white:
\ Emptiness of aid!. ^ Yetjet thejfte C r] jb ,
ft 0, OH
S
p-ken. This and . . X Nay, not I. but hU ^
L
* f^\ "Thy father far away shal l comfort thee ! J^
7^7 [She bows her head to the ground and remains
motionless and unseeing.
7i
W
)
<*oVv^c^Cc}||i| \ziL)r-ej~-h ^hc| fo 0 fcl
;
^ $ S. fTc
Jdst~ d-e&<( C
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hr)<J<V'j • • ’ ' Iroj is n jDoSS-r SS fo o /0
bol— fh-e to uJhtck h-e v 'b~k^ A y~f
is hot th-p <n<f a poff-cssbf) th-* J tr/nj
°L tbf trzr Uff" Lj^i-thboojh & ({ th* htTv«f
<Jh* r*HtnS /W cttjmiy o^Sca/ Thu s J* cs Bo ^f>tcj<r *
Sbdtio-e cl r>cj hot£<vy
Aac-Keff-, ThgJD**' iUf>oI>/fc t if /<r
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^
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Chorus.
(f) Beat, beat thine head:
Beat with the wailing chime
(
A
-
)
Of hands lifted in time:
($) Beat and bleed for the dead.
^
^Woe is me for the dead
!
Hecuba. M X
O Women! Ye, mine own . . .
[She rises bewildered, as though she had seen a
vision.
(?)
Leader.
Hecuba, speak ! C (*? O trOS ~fo IT tl fa* y~
Thine are we all. Oh, ere thy bosom break . . . Lh.
Mi n ^ a 4 cl haaf
Hecuba.
SLo, I have seen the open hand of God
;
I And in it nothing, nothing, save the rod
Cl Of mine affliction, and the eternal hate,
* $ 1 Beyond all lands, chosen and lifted great
£ I For Troy! Vain, vain were prayer anaincense-swell
J And bulls’ blood on the
L
if?ars/ . All is well.
\ Had He not turned us in His hand, and thrust
Our high things low and shook our hills as dust,
We had not been this splendour, and our wrong
An everlasting music for the song_ (j j y-& jc f_ <j Qlrl^nS
Of earth and heaven ! J t
Go, women : lay our dead
^
O iXtV
In his low sepulchre^He hath his meed
Of robing.
^(And, mcthinks ; but little eare x a Qc U-A
T-oucheth the tomb, if they that moulder , ther-eil
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Have rich cneeremow t. ’Tis we, ’tis we,
That dream, we living and our vanity!
[ The Women bear out the dead Child up
shield, singing, when presently flames of
~Me£ohd. sihndl <4//A b^ ojj
il on the to h <f a c( bd> uJ*<f d/f
fire and dim forms are seen among the
ruins of the City.
^ £
Cl
±
j-a (Ljc-
p/c^ Op d'hi'-e ^ i i
HJQ m-e h
b^s. <3 //-?-€
Chorus.
Some Women
Woe for the mother that bare thee
Thread so frail of a hope so high,
That Time hath broken: and all men smiled
-faddm c i-
}
nod ych/ntj }n*ka,
J
q <2..sto rJ-e *T?
C-haroS St'nq at'ft.j./ ctu±4 o of~
; , child, J
About thy cradle, and, passing by,
Spoke of thy father’s majesty.
Low, low, thou liest!
Others.
Ha! Who be these on the crestejb-rtfcK?
Fiery hands in the dusL^ud^a shock
Of torches flunH^-WTiat lingereth still,
O woundetJ^Gtfyj of unknown ill,
Ere yet thou diest?
Talthybius ( coming out through the ruined
Wall).
Ye Captains that have charge to wreck this keep
Of Priam’s City, let your torches sleep
No more! Up, fling the fire into her heart! v^L \uv^r->
Then have we done with Ilion, and may part
In joy to Hellas from this evil land.
And ye—so hath one word two faces—stand,
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Daughters of Troy, till on your ruined wall
The echo of my master’s trumpet call
In signal breaks: then, forward to the sea,
Where the long ships lie waiting.
And for thee,
O ancient woman most unfortunate,
Follow: Odysseus’ men be here, and wait
To guide thee. . . . ’Tis to him thou go’st for thrall.
Hecuba. 4 n. t-1
t
0 c
Ah, me! and is it come, the end of all,
The very crest and summit of my days?
I go forth from my land, and all its ways
Are filled with fire! Bear me, O aged feet,
A little nearer: I must gaze, and greet
My poor town ere she fall.
Farewell, farewell!
O thou whose breath was mighty on the swell
Of orient winds, my Troy! Even thy name
Shall soon be taken from thee. Lo, the flame
Hath thee, and we, thy children, pass away
To slavery . . . God! O God of mercy! . . .
Why call I on the Gods? They know, they know,
My prayers, and would not hear them long ago.
Quick, to the flames !)(,0, in thine agony,
My Troy, mine own, take me to die with thee!
fShe springs toward the flames, but is seized an
field by the Soldiers.
*
Nay:
Talthybius.
Back! Thou art drunken with thy miseries,
Poor woman!—Hold her fast, men, till it please
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THE TROJAN WOMEN
*2 2- 2,
6oe:
( k<r ph)r
if?* *
(VloStc.
Odysseus that she come. She was his lot
Chosen from all and portioned. Lose her not!
THe goes to watch over the burning of the City.
The dusk deepens .
* ChorusI
Divers IVomen.
Woe, woe, woe:
Thou of the Ages, O wherefore fleest thou,
Lord of the Phrygian, Father that made us?
’Tis we, thy children; shall no man aid us?
’Tis we, thy children! Seest thou, seest thou?
j)thers.
LL
£
He seeth, only his heart is pitiless;
And the land dies: yea, she,
She of the Mighty' Cities perisheth citiless!
Troy shall no more be!
j
Others.
Woe, woe, woe !
in
d
CK
4*
<
c
Ilion shineth afar!
/
F/re in the deeps thereof,
Fire in the heights above,
And crested walls of War!
)6ohS Oc &i~ I yos Lurnfr>a
te c-boiroi '
Others.
As smoke on the wing of heaven
Clisnbeth and scattereth,
Torn of the spear and driven,
The land crieth for death:
O stormy battlements that red fire hath riven,
/And the sword’s angry breath! /
• j \A new thought comes to Hecuba; she kneels
rw and beats the earth with her hands.
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Hecuba.
[Strophe .
, /Q Earth, Earth of my children ; hearken! and O 9^ n<^ pP 7)AS
rrh* s /,if~pd7Ml * 4+ $4- mine own,Y e have hearts and forget not, y e in the darkness
lying!
Leader.
N-my haofe -thou^ound thy ppayor, crying to thew'Agt
af-e gon».
JjHecuba.
Surely my knees are weary, but I kneel above your still- ajTn<t-lfu> t-urfb
head
’
. ,
. 7a/ ^ J O ;
Hearken, O ye so silent! My hands beat your bed! ffcbr oS mm; 'oh
Leader. djHCtfb a.
^-am uuj cIill,
~x: n^v rt a KcruS b«re
I \neel to thy dead to hear thee,
Kneel to mine ajvn in the darkness ; O husband, hear
my crying!
Hecuba.
Even as the beasts tlVy drive, even as the loads they
bear,
LiWer.
(Pain
; Ol pain !)
HecubV
We go to the house of bondage Hear, ye dead, O
hear!
Leader.
(Go, and come not agairkj)
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Hecuba.
Jriam, mine own Priam,
.rying so lowly,
Th\u in thy nothingness,
Shelterless, comfortless,
See’stVhou the thing I am?
Know’s\ thou my bitter stress?
DEADER.
Nay, thou ant naught to him
!
Out of the strife there came,
Out of the noiV and shame,
Making his eyelids dim,
Death, the Mo^t Holy!
[ The fire and smofkrise constantly higher.
Hecuba.
[Antistrophe.
O high houses of Gods, beloved streets of my birth,
Ye have found the way of the swori^, the fiery and
blood-red river!
Leader.
Fall, and men shall forget you! Ye shall l^e in the
gentle earth.
Hecuba.
The dust as smoke riseth; it spreadeth wide its wir
It maketh me as a shadow, and my City a vanished
thing!
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Out on the smoke she
And her namejje^fian”knoweth
;
And the cloudJs-flGnWard, southward
; Troy is gone
ever!
C V <2. " A S *0OP4C a tVi ru V*reat crash ls heard> and the Wall is lost in
J » *" smoke and darkness.
-4"\r©rrs
Y'
I'o — Chot-o5,
Hecuba.
Ha! Marked ye? Heard ye? The crash of the
towers that fall!
Leader.
All is gone!
Hecuba.
Wrath in the earth and quaking and a flood that
sweepeth all,
Leader.
And passeth on!
r77;e Greekjrumket sounds. "
\j, -Hvc X~a\- H~> -P
Hecuba. v^ t> r» fc»> ’flv- +W.^
Farewell!
—O spirit grey,
Whatso is coming,
Fail not from under me.
Weak limbs, why tremble ye?
Forth where the new long day
Dawneth to slavery!
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C-HORU 3 .
Farewell from parting lips,
Farewell!—Come, I and thou,
Whatso may wait us now,
Forth to the long Greek ships
And the sea’s foaming.
[ The trumpet sounds again, and the Women go
out in the darkness. ho m OS « <—
.
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